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president's page 

T HE SKILL, dedication, enthusiasm, and vitality of 
the growing and diverse family of Westerners has 

again resulted in a great year for our Company. Sales 
and profits reached record levels for the third consecu
tive year in 1973. 

Our very substantial growth during the year was 
reflected in all areas of our operations - domestic land 
and marine, fore ign land and marine, and data pro
cessing and interpretation . All groups throughout the 
world contributed to our highly successful year . 

A review of recent issue s of the WESTERN PROFILE 
(a publication of which I am extremely proud) will 
show many specifics of our expanding services, facili
ties, instrumentation, and, most important, personnel. 
Our growth in sales was made possible by long-term 
planning that included personnel development and 
training, effective research and development pro
grams in instrumentation and data processing, and 
the financial strength to support these greatly ex
panded operations and improved services. 

The most dramatic increase in our activities during 
1973 occurred in digital data processing. New and 
highly effective programs designed to increase the 
confidence factor in the evaluation of subsurface struc
tures resulted in a marked increase in demand for our 
data processing services. Our computer capacity was 
more than doubled during 1973. 

We are confident that 1974 will also be a great year 
for Western. Several new crews are being activated 
for work in the Middle East. Approval for the Trans
Alaska pipeline has brought about a reactivation of 
Alaskan operations. Other domestic exploration is 
also expanding rapidly . 

We in Western have an important role to play in 
the world-wide search for new energy reserves. We 
welcome this kind of challenge and opportunity. 

Story and Photos by K. A. Leavitt 

J N THE L~TTLE MORE than a year since Party 1 79 las t re
. ported m the PROFILE, the entire structure and opera

tion of the crew has changed drastically. As you may re
member from our last article (Spring 1973 PROFIL E), Party 
179 had been working among the reefs off the Brazilian 
coast. Now, many streamer cables later, we are working 
the rivers and streams of the middle Amazon basin. 
in The Cynthia Walker left the seaport of Fortaleza, Brazil , 
M~y 1973 to begin work out of our present base, Man
' an the north-central interior of Brazil late the nex t 
nth "L ft ,, ' · e overs from the old crew were Party Manager 

Party 179' s shooting barge, Western Barge 3 lat leftl, is tied 
up in Manaus, Brazil, the crew's base for operations in the Am
azon Basin. Next to it is the party's supply and shop barge. 
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1 79 had been working among the reefs off the Brazil ian 
coast. Now, many streamer cables later, we are working 
the rivers and streams of the middle Amazon basin. 
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in May 1973 to begin work out of our present base, Man
aus, in the north-central interior of Brazil, late the next 
month. "Leftovers" from the old crew were Party Manager 
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Party 179' s shooting barge, Western Barge 3 I ~t le!tl, is tied 
up in Manous, Brazil, the crew's base for operations 1n the Am
azon Basin . Next to it is the party's supply and shop barge. 
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Highrise buildings in the coastal city of Fortaleza, Brazil, are 
viewed from Party 179's temporary office in the Premier Hotel. 

Gary Skinner, Captain Richard Leleaux , and Marine En
gineer Coy Taylor. We were joined in Manaus by a floating 
"gypsy" camp from Colombia that called itself Party 44. 
This addition to our crew consisted of four barges and a 
couple of hairy, odoriferous boat drivers, Assistant Co
ordinator Jim (Captain) Denholm and Mechanic George 
(Chief Engineer) Egglestone, who had just completed a 
2,000-mile trip from the headwaters of the Putumayo 
River in Colombia to Manaus with stops only for fu el 
and an occasional cold beer-the latter very occasional 
as there were few villages along the way. 

The rigging and general integration of equipment from 
the two crews was supervised by an old Western hand, 
Instrument Supervisor Julius (Ras) Rasmussen. Ras 
stayed with us as acting co-ordinator-instrument techni
cian until Co-ordinator Derek Hough arrived on the scene. 
Derek, who had joined Party 179 from Singapore earlier, 
had been on Joan for a two-week assignment to another 
crew; only after two months and many telexes were we 
able to get him back. 

Testing completed, the crew set out to try a new tech
nique in river seismic shooting. We were towing a specially 
designed streamer cable using a transponder radiolocation 
system to maintain correct shot spacing. Position determi
nation in the river was made using photos of the radar 
screen at selected intervals. These data were then com
piled to produce the post-plot map using satellite points as 
reference marks at 50-kilometer intervals. Whew! Sounds 
complicated. In the hands of Chief Computer Paul Rob
inson, however, the final product was a map with precisely 
located post-plotted points. 

An independent part of our operation is our satellite 
crew. These hardy souls, led by Digital Equipment Engi
neer Jim Tatum, stay out in the boondocks by themselves 
on a barge, sometimes not getting into port for three to 

Tiled roofs in Fortaleza, Brazll, 
provide Party 179 a colorful view. 
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Three unidentified Party 179 members assist 
ith loading shoran gear for the Mossoro 

;rospect area south of Fortaleza, Brallil. 

fou r weeks at a time. Crew rotation is maintained by a 
supply boat that is skippered by Marine Engineer Dietmar 
Jakobs. The "sat" crew establishes geographical co-ordi
nate positions along the rivers to be tied into the seismic 
lines. This survey will later serve as a base net for all hori
zontal control in the mid-Amazon region. Assisting Jim 
are Junior Observers Larry (Canuck) Creaser and Richard 
(Corn Cob) Brown. 

Concept of New Technique of River Surveys 
The concept of this new technique that we are using to 

survey the system of smaller rivers in the Amazon basin 
is a takeoff from the basic continuous-tow approach. In-
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Busy on a workshop barge are 
Party 179 Junior Observer Richard 
Brown !left) and Mechanic Ross 
Egglestone. The reel on the Cyn
lhia Walker is seen in the back. 

herent in any river survey are several problems that in the 
past have severely limited production and increased the 
cost per mile. These factors have been a deterrent to such 
surveys until the perfection of our present technique. 
Some of the problems incurred in river surveys are: ( 1) 
heavy timber cover limiting the range of radiolocation 
systems; (2) meandering river paths resulting in high noise 
level as the cable is pulled against the riverbank and low 
CDP multiplicity due to curvature in the cable; ( 3) diffi
cult continuous-tow operation with 24 groups, due to ex
cessive cable length; ( 4) high cost for "pickup-layout" 
operation with bay cables, due to low production; and 
( 5) difficult logistic support as small rivers such as the 
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ones that we are working are usually distant from any 
supply point and navigation is generally slow against the 
current. 

We could not hope to solve all of the problems in all 
areas, but we were successful in designing a type of oper
ation that could cope with most of them in most situations. 
Taken in order, our solutions to the problems were: 

1. Conventional radiolocation systems depend on a 
minimum of two known points in order to position base 
stations and pre-determine positions along a given line. 

The Cynthia Walker ties up in Fortaleza, Braz il , as Porty 179 local 
hire Raimundo looks at the photograp her in the wheelhouse. 

We deviated from that method and decided that if we knew 
where we had had been and could maintain a constant 
pop interval, we would accomplish the same thing. We 
could determine our position in reference to the riverbanks 
by use of radar photos. This got us in the ball park. We 
then used the transponder stations to carry control from 
one visual reference (or satellite position) to another. 
There are many villages, islands, points of land, and the 
like that are easily identifiable on a map. These were used 
as "tie points" within which we distributed any accum
ulated error on the final post-plot map. The result was 
a map with a high degree of accuracy, the only errors in 
location being contained between any two known visual 
(or satellite-determined) points. 

2. Cable noise is the perennial problem of the "doodle
bugger." It is especially bad when a cable is being dragged 
over a floating log or being scraped against a riverbank 
when going around a corner. We were almost able to 
eliminate cable noise on corners entirely by merely stop
ping and taking several pops in one place. In order to keep 
the position against the current, it was necessary to reduce 
multiplicity in some cases. With the reduced noise level, 
however, the result was better data-and that is what it is 
all about! 

3. To solve the problem of excessive cable length, that 
vas t body of th inkers in Houston called research and 
development was called in. They, in collaboration with 
the Houston instrument lab, came up with a proprietary 
cable design that incorporated: (a) short length; (b) long 
enough group length for adequate long wavelength noise 

Party 179's ship, the Cynthia Walker, is seen in the center of 
thi s photo. It is docked at Manous, Brazi l, on the Amazon River. 

Above-Party 1 79 Manager Gary Skinner 1 leftl brings Bra
zilian laborers to the Cynthia Walker for work. Left--At the 
dock in Fortaleza, Brazil, the Cynthia Walker waits for SUP_plies . 
Below-Returning from a break are, from the left, Co-ordinator 
Derek Hough, Captain Richard Leleaux, and Driver Francisco. 

-·~ 
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Checking the plug-in to the recording room from the reel on the 
Cynthia Walker is Hector Burgen, Party 179 junior observer. 

attenuation; (c) full 24-trace recording; (d) small diame
ter for easy handling on the barges; ( e) acceleration-can
celing phones for low noise level in river currents; and (f) 
neutral buoyancy for continuous-tow operations. How did 
they do all of this in the same cable? That is a secret! 
Suffice it to say, however, that it is a fact; and it works 
just great in river shooting. 

4. The high cost of the "pickup-layout" operation was 
solved by the "miracle cable" described in "3." Now, we 
do not advocate that continuous-tow operations be em
ployed in all rivers. In fact, on our return to the Amazon 
we have quite a bit of bay cable work ahead of us; but the 
cable that we have been using has opened up a vast amount 
of river work that was previously thought either impossi
ble or too costly using standard, everyday methods. 

5. Logistic support is where "mother" Cynthia Walker 
came into play. By having her placed strategically in the 
prospect area, she could serve as supply, quarters, trans
port, and sometimes even as recording ship. 

Dream Assignment 

An_ assignment on Party 179 is truly what every marine 
doodlebugger dreams about. We have a beautiful tropical 
paradise, no rocking and pitching of the ship, pretty girls, 
excellent weather, excellent fishing and hunting, just the 
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Above-Junior Observer Ron Sliva Is ready to lfart cleaning 
up after the instruments have been moved from the record
ing room on the river to the shack on board the Cynthia 
Wallcer. Below-Helper Keith Coffin checks the fill panel in 
the AQUAPULSE shooting shack aboard the Cynthia Walker. 

ount of work and some unusual pastimes, such 
right am ' d M 
as alligator hunting. Observer H_ector Burgess an . c-

. Tom Hickman are our alhgator experts. At mght, 
cbanic · · · 'bl with a bright light in their eyes to blind them, 1t 1s poss1 e 

tch alligators barehanded, a great sport among the 
to ca · · h'b' d . Of course, they throw them back as it 1s pro 1 1te 

bcre~aw to kill the 'gators. And taJk about fishing! How 
y . . h k y of you have layed a hp over a tasty plfan a stea , or 
~:led tambaqui, or piraruru, or tucunare? Wild d~ck 
bunting is a favorite pastime of the transponder station 

operators. . 
Our field office is located in Manaus. With a popula-

tion of approximately 320,000, Manaus is the largest city 
in the region. It was founded in 1850 and rapidly grew to 
be the largest inland port during the rubber boom days. 
It once boasted of having the finest opera house in South 
America, attracting singers from all over the world. With 

[ 
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left- Working on the AQUAPULSE gun aboard the Cynthia Walker 
in Brazil are, from the front, Observer Bill Fletcher, Junior Ob
server Bruce Coyle, and Brazilian Helper Cabral. The man in the 
background is not identified. Above-Party 179 Ass istant Co-or
dinator James Denholm checks out a line to the AQUAPULSE gun . 

the development of synthetic rubber, however, Manaus 
fell into decadence in the late 1940's and remained in a 
state of stagnation until recently. 

In an effort to stimulate the local economy, the Bra
zilian government declared Manaus to be a duty-free zone 
in 1967, bringing about an economic boom in the area. 
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Checking the plug-in to the recording room from the reel on the 
Cynthia Walker is Hector Burgess, Porty 179 junior observer. 
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Today the city swarms with tourists and doodlebuggers, 
who are anxious to part with their cruzeiros in exchange 
for a tape recorder or a camera. In addition to our West
ern seismic crew working out of Manaus, other contrac
tors are presently operating three land crews, two drilling 
crews, and one aeromag crew. 

New buildings and hotels are growing like mushrooms, 
and even the old opera house is undergoing restoration as 
part of a government project to preserve the old culture. 
New industry is moving in, attracted by favorable tax 
benefits and the ability to ship products out via water or 
the new Trans-Amazon Highway. The Trans-Amazon, 
which begins at Belem on the northern coast, is almost 
totally paved to Porto Velho, a distance of about 2,000 
miles through virgin jungle. It is quite a sigh t to fly over. 

Based in Manaus are Chief Computer Paul Robinson, 
Party Manager Gary Skinner, and Office Manager Joao 
Cardoso. The crew men also can be found in Manaus when 
on break, although Junior Observer Ron Silva is usuaJJy 
pretty scarce when he has some time off. His new Brazilian 
wife lives in Fortaleza, about 1,500 miles away; and when 
he is on break, Ron is usually at home catching up on the 
local gossip. A new addition to our Western staff on Party 
179 is Paul W. (Gus) Gustafson. Gus has the position of 
chief navigator and will operate the shoran system while 
we are in marine waters and the transponder system in the 
Amazon. Gus has more than 15 years of experience with 
a radiolocation company, most of it under contract to 
Western; and he recently was nominated in jest for a l 0-
Year Service Pin from Western. Now in our Company's 
employ, he has the chance to earn a real pin. 

From Jungle to Coast 
Flash! Our client, dynamic in its search for oil as are all 

of our clients, has just ordered the crew back to Fortaleza 
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Party 179 Navigator Paul Gustafson works on the shoran tower 
wiring while the Cynthia Walker is docked in Fortaleza, Brazil. 

Party 179 men take a lunch break 
aboard the Cynthia Walker. From 
the left or& Helpe-r Keith Coffin, 
Marine Engineer Coy Taylor, and 
locals Raimundo and Maranhao. 

WESTERN PROFILE SUMMER 1974 

Left-In Manous, Brazil, this beautiful bird park and cathedral is 
located in the center of town and is about 200 yards from the Party 
179 office. Below-This crowded street is one of the main shopping 
streets of duty-free Manous. Bottom-This opera house, undergoing 
renovation, was the site of many international attractions during 
the rubber boom era from the 1850's to the late 1940's in Manous. 

as a respite from our jungle work. Talk about hustling! 
Dietmar Jakobs was just seen crying over a gallon of beer 
about the large amount of money that he lost in selling his 
dune buggy on short notice. Derek Hough returned from 
vacation to find that his girlfriend had left him for some
one with longer roots who would remain planted in 
Manaus. Last-minute purchases at the duty-free stores of 
Manaus (the rest of Brazil is subject to extremely high 
taxes on luxury items) added an estimated eight tons to 
the gross weight of the Cynthia Walker. She looked like a 
floating audiophile center. But do not worry, ladies, be
cause our crew will be gone only for an estimated three 
months, after which the men will return to resume old 
friendships, apartment leases, and the like. We have all 
heard that old song and dance before, however. To quote 
Vice President Vic Boyd, "You will be gone only three 
weeks . . . "; and two years later we are still here! 

Inasmuch as we have been awarded an addition of 
some 12 to 14 months of work, we shall likely appear 
again on the pages of the PROFILE. Until then, 1te logo 
from the middle Amazon and its rivers Abacax1s, Apo
quiauamirim, Nhamunda, Itapacurazinho, and the o~hers 
that we have traveled, including, of course, the mighty 

Amazonas. 
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From Jungle to Coast 
Flash! Our client, dynamic in its search for oil as are all 

of our clients, has just ordered the crew back to Fortaleza 
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Party 179 Navigator Paul Gustafson works on the shoran tower 
wiring while the Cynthia Walker is docked in Fortaleza, Brazil. 

Party 179 men take a lunch break 
aboard the Cynthia Walker . From 
the left are Helper Keith Coffin, 
Marine Engineer Coy Taylor, and 
locals Raimundo and Maranhao. 
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Left-In Manous, Brai:il, this beautiful bird park and cathedral is 
located in the center of town and is about 200 yards from the Party 
179 office. Below-This crowded street is one of the main shopping 
streets of duty-free Manous. Bottom-This opera house, undergoing 
renovation, was the site of many international attractions during 
the rubber boom era from the 1850's to the late 1940's in Manous. 

as a respite from our jungle work. Talk about hustling! 
Dietmar J akobs was just seen crying over a gallon of beer 
about the large amount of money that he lost in selling his 
dune buggy on short notice. Derek Hough returned from 
vacation to find that his girlfriend had left him for some
one with longer roots who would remain planted in 
Manaus. Last-minute purchases at the duty-free stores of 
Manaus (the rest of Brazil is subject to extremely high 
taxes on luxury items) added an estimated eight tons to 
the gross weight of the Cynthia Walker. She looked like a 
floating audiophile center. But do not worry, ladies, be
cause our crew will be gone only for an estimated three 
months, after which the men will return to resume old 
friendships, apartment leases, and the like. We have all 
heard that old song and dance before, however. To quote 
Vice President Vic Boyd, "You will be gone only three 
weeks ... "; and two years later we are still here! 

Inasmuch as we have been awarded an addition of 
some 12 to 14 months of work, we shall likely appear 
again on the pages of the PROFILE. Until then, ~te logo 
from the middle Amazon and its rivers Abacax1s, Apo
quiauamirim, Nhamunda, ltapacurazinho, and the o~hers 
that we have traveled, including, of course, the mighty 

Amazonas. 
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WEST~RN will have a better chance to get the fuel it 
neeas to continue working, thanks to the efforts

and influence-of the International Association of Geo
physical Contractors (IAGC). Also, thanks to IAGC, field 
operations are becoming safer while at the same time 
Western and other geophysical contractors have avoided 
being required to comply with additional restrictive regu
lations that have nothing to do with geophysics. 

Under the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) 
of the United States, regulations were proposed that would 
have made geophysical operations using explosives not 
only more difficult but totally impossible under many 
conditions. Western's safety director, Chet Hale, served 
as co-chairman oif the IAGC explosives committee that 
worked with the U. S. Bureau of Mines in developing reg
ulations that could actually be applied to accepted field 
practice throughout the free world and that were also 
acceptable to OSHA. 

One of the principal hurdles for the geophysical in
dustry was OSHA's adoption of safety practices that were 
developed by the construction industry. One of their regu
lations, for example, called for all operations involving 
explosives to be conducted during daylight. After much 
hard work by Chet, Committee Chairman Carl Willner 
of Amoco Production Company, and others, a set of stan
dards was adopted that was based on mining practices, a 
much more desirable and practical situation for the geo
physical industry; in fact, when the first such standards 
were adopted by out industry after World War II, they 
were based on mining practices. 

These procedures were put in manual form and have 
been distributed throughout the geophysical industry. 
Preparation of the explosives manual led to the develop-
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ment of the Safety Manual for Geophysical Field Opera
tions, which was reported in the Spring 1974 issue of the 
PROFILE. 

In the area of government relations, IAGC's most 
notable success has been its effort to obtain priority fuel 
allocations for geophysical operations, thus ensuring un
interrupted activities by field crews. Special arrangements 
were made with major oil companies for marine fuels on a 
world-wide basis. IAGC also has been able to obtain a spe
cial exemption from control by the regulations governing 
off-road vehicles on U. S. public lands. 

Under IAGC President Carl Savit, Western senior vice 
president, the association has been-and will continue
working to reduce the growing number of restrictions on 
geophysical activities that are being thro~n up by national, 
state, and local governments. These restrictions tend to 
make , field operations more difficult and more costly and 
as a result have a direct, adverse impact on the employ
ment of field crews operated by Western and all other 
geophysical contractors. 

Part of the IAGC program is to educate the various 
governmental bodies as to the special requirements of geo
physics. Equally important in many cases, however, is the 
education of field crews about the need for careful and 
considerate treatment of public and private property. By 
taking both approaches, IAGC hopes to remove some of 
the restrictions and costly permitting that already have 
sprung up and at the same time prevent the spread of re
strictions to other areas. 

IAGC also is working to change proposed U. S. legis
lations that, if passed, would cancel the income tax ben
efits of overseas employment. 

On the international front one of IAGC's major efforts 
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has been aimed at a settlement of claims arising from pre
mature cancellation of several contracts by a major na
tional oil company. 

While the contractors themselves have done much of 
the work connected with these projects, they are not oper
ating without the support of other industry divisions. Mem
bership in IAGC is open to oil companies and to com
panies supplying equipment and services to geophysicists, 
and a number have joined in the associate category. In
dividuals, such as consultants, also are eligible for mem

bership. 
Another area of co-operation is with related associa-

tions, primarily the Society of Exploration Geophysicists 
(SEG), the National Ocean Industries Association, and 
the American Petroleum Institute. The SEG is involved 
with distribution of the IAGC safety handbook and furn
ished many of the illustrations used in its preparation. In 
general, however, the IAGC and SEG fulfill different needs 
in the geophysical industry. The latter is dedicated to the 
advancement of the science of geophysics and the art of 
geophysical prospecting. The IAGC, while sharing the 
same goal, is directed more toward operations and rela
tions with the public and with governments. 

Within this framework, IAGC is working toward the 
continued development of geophysics as a profession 
through contacts with educational institutions, primarily 
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trade schools and two-year colleges. It also encourages 
the recruiting and training of young geophysicists and tech
nicians who must be led into the industry in order to pro
vide a continuing level of competence that is in keeping 
with the standards of the industry. 

Other goals of the association are: 
• To provide for the establishment and continuation of 

a program of information to portray accurately to the pub
lic the factors and facts that directly influence the economic 
health of the geophysical contracting industry. 

• To co-operate with other segments of the petroleum 
industry with the objective of assuring an ample world 
supply of petroleum. 

• To provide for continuous liaison with regulatory 
bodies on matters affecting the safety or efficiency of geo

physical operations. 
• To co-operate with other segments of the petroleum 

industry to establish quality standards as guidelines for 
geophysical contractors and their clients. 

• To establish guidelines for safety standards and pro
cedures and to promote safe practices in the geophysical 

industry. 
• To establish guidelines for pollution control standards 

within the industry in co-operation with regulatory 

agencies. 
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'firsts' Recorded 
In· first Aid Class 

EMERGENCY MEASURES IN 
CARDIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION 

Place Victim Flat On His Back On A Hard Surface 

IF UNCONSCIOUS, 
OPEN AIRWAY 

LIFT UP NECK 
PUSH FOREHEAD BACK 
CLEAR OUT MOUTH IF NECESSARY 

IF NOT BREATHING, 
BEGIN ARTIFICIAL BREATHING 

CONTINUE AT A RATE OF 
12 INFLATIONS PER MINUTE 

IF PULSE ABSENT, 

CHECK 
CAROTID PULSE 

BEGIN ARTIFICIAL CIRCULATION 
LOCATE 
PRESSU RE 
POINT 

DEPRESS STERNU M 1112'' TO 2" 
60 TO 80 TIMES PER MINUTE 

ONE RESCUER 
15 compressions 
2 qu ick inflations 

TWO RESCUERS 
5 compressions 
1 inflation 

A meri can Heart Association • 44 East 23 Street • New York, N.Y. 10010 
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I N THE SAFETY department various "firsts" are occurring 
simultaneously as shown in the photographs: 
First: We are conducting our first class in our new 

classroom at 7910 Westglen, just two blocks from the 
main office. We finally finished decorating and furnishing 
the new classroom just minutes before the arrival of the 
first students in the first class of the Safety department's 
first classroom. 

Second: The first cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) 
class for the home office personnel is being conducted. 
Actually, two classes were held, one in the morning and 
the second. after lunch. 

Third: We are giving First Aid to the first Western 
employee injured during a First Aid class. Myra Catalina 
became so exuberant with her compression on Resusci
Anne that she scraped the skin from her hand on the zip
per of Resusci-Anne's jumpsuit. 

Fourth: We have the first public appearance of Carolyn 
Fisher, Western's new GCGS (Gulf Coast General Super
vision) and Safety receptionist-secretary. 

Fifth: We have the first public appearance of off-spring 
Vicki Hale, who may follow her parents' footsteps into 
the Health, First Aid, and Safety field. 

I consider the CPR course to be the most important 
phase of First Aid. The American Heart Association seems 
to thi~k so, too, and is training instructors as rapidly as 
possible. The American Red Cross recommends CPR, but 
will not teach it; therefore, when I teach First Aid in the 
field, I am actually teaching two separate courses; and the 
student receives recognition from two separate agencies. 
Thanks to the American Red Cross and the American 
Heart Association, we are going to get it down pat. 

In addition to those in the photos, home office person
nel attending the classes were: Lupe Casas, Jo Anna Peter
son, Lisa Crosby, James Kosar, Darace Compton, Adrian 
D. Miller, Penny Owens, Barbara Merritt, Margaret 
Walker, Eduwien Resendez, Sherilan Scroggins, Dinah 
Layton, Sybil Kerry, Cynthia Adair, Lea Ann Gee, and 
John (Spider) Webb. 

During the past six months we have conducted CPR 
classes for Parties 72, 73, 89, V-6, V-17, V-21, V-22, 
and V-23. During the next six months we shall be visiting 
the rest of the United States crews-so look for us! 
-Chet Hale. 
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" •. • and If they have two heads, you will need two First Alders!" 
Safety Engineer Chet Hale and wife Evelyn conduct the first First 
Aid clan in the Safety department's new classroom in Houston. 

Above--"Checlclng the pupils?" From the left, Secretaries Keny 
Bland and Dorothy Huebel leam cardiopulmonary resu1cltatlon on 
Resuscl-Anne as Evelyn Hale ln1trucll them during the first CPR 
class for home office personnel In Hou1ton. Belo-"lf you're 
going to get hurt, get hurt In class!" Secretary Myra Catalina 
watches 01 Chet Hale gives First Aid for a scrape on her hand. 

"Aw . • • You must be lciddingl" Chet's First Aid class seems to be 
saying. They are, cloclcwlse 1tarting from the back: Secretaries 
Marina Townsend, Mary Eaton, Myra Catalina, and Cynthia Lind
loff; Party Managers Dean Goodman, Harvey Heam, Larry Horst, 
and Mike Shoup; and Safety Receptionist-Secretary Carolyn Fisher. 

"Even If It Is lust a dummy, you'd better hold her feet-Donald 
has been eating a garlic pizza!" From the left are Vlclci Hale, 
daughter of Safety Engineer Chet and wife Evelyn; Draftsmen Ran· 
dy Roberts and Don Scherer; and Evelyn, giving encouragement. 
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ft ... -VSH-S-8 vibrators, operated by Party V-1 8, have just passed 
~:der a bridge north of Orland, California, and head down the line. 

PARTY V-18-WOODLAND, CALIFORNIA .. . 

LA WR ENCE DOWDY, Reporter-Photographer 

This has been a very wet winter for the members of 
Party V-18 in Woodland, California, but we have managed 
to locate enough paved roads to keep the vibrators going. 
The members of this vibrators-only crew are Party Man
ager-Vibrator Mechanic LAWRENCE DOWDY; Vibrator 
Operator MELVIN LEON HEBBERD; and Helpers PAUL L. 

SUMMER 1974 

Left-Party V-1 8 vibrators work their 
way down Franklin Boulevard in Sac
ramento, the capital of California. 
Below-Just north of Orland, Cali
fornia, Party V- 1 8 vibrators pass un
der a bridge, from which this photo 
was taken, and proceed down the line. 

LOWE, DANIEL c. BOGA, and two local hires. GERALD 
WELLS and DONALD SPAIN. 

There are only two families on the crew. The BOGA 
family has just moved out from Traverse City, Michigan; 
and DOROTHY DoWDY and children are still living in Bak
ersfield, California, where they enjoyed a little bit of snow 
in early March! 

The crew has been operating here in the Sacramento 
Valley from as far north as Orland to as far south as Stock
ton. We are relaxing a little now as we are working along 
levees and on blacktop roads just outside of Woodland. 

PARTY 76-GALVESTON, TEXAS . . . 

DENNIS JAMES and JIM SQUIRES, Reporters 

JUSTO JUMBO and CECIL BAHAM, Photographers 

Out of the darkness steps the shadowy figure of a man. 
He walks to the waterfront and stares out into the misty 
channel. What is he looking for? What is his reason for 
being there? No, this is not the opening of a mystery 
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thriller but the beginning of the day for Western Party 76 
Manager JI M SQUIRES. The dock? Western marine faci lity, 
G alveston , Texas. His reason for being there is to welcome 
the crew men of the Western Gulf and to send them on 
their various ways for a well-deserved fo ur days of rest. 

D own the channe l through the mist emerges the outline 
of a boat. Is it the Western Gulf, the flagship of Party 76? 
It is still dark and too misty to tell for sure, but it must 
be as no other Western ships are due in; and JIM can see 
that they have forgotten to turn off the cable-towing signal 
lights. 

In a few minutes Captain WIL FRED FREDERI CK brings 
the green and white ship alongside the dock, a nd Seamen 
LARRY BAKER and TOMMY MAYFIELD make it fast. T he 
sound of the powerful Diesel engines is stilled; and all th at 
is hea rd is the lap of the water and the di st inctive sound 
of the ship 's generator, recognized the world over as the 
sound of a Western vessel tied up a t the dock. 

Observer CECIL BAHAM and his crew are on hand to re
ceive their paychecks and mail before unloading the mag
net ic tapes and records tha t have accumul ated during th e 
trip. As usual there is a long list of repairs and suppl ies 
that must be taken care of before the crew returns in four 
days and the ship leaves for another trip. 

The unloading is finished now, and the members of 
the crew go on their various ways. CECIL is off on another 
of his trips to San Antonio, Texas, rock hunting, he says; 
but we have yet to see the results of his efforts. Observer 
Bos K uBENA is on his way home to his wife in Houston, 
and Junior Observer BILL McCRACKEN is going to see his 
family in D all as . Junior Observer BRADL EY MoE has left 
on one of hi s excursions that can carry him to west T exas 
or North Dakota. The only evidence of h is journeys is one 
more piece of Hi-Fi equipment and a couple of cases of 
beer. H elper LARRY LANCE divides his time between G al
veston and his home in Mississippi. H elper D ENNIS JAMES 
spends his breaks in Houston working in hi s garden, and 
Gun H elper Bos MASSONI stays with his family in Gal
veston. Our South American visitors, M echa nic ROBERTO 
(Cmco) SANCHEZ and Cook Jusrn JUMBO from Ecuador 
and Gun Helper RA FAEL ROSARIO from Puerto Rico, are 
becoming familiar with G alveston and Houston. 

During the month of M arch the Western Gulf will be 
working out of Aransas P ass, Texas. Captain "FRED" is 
on vacat ion and has been replaced by Captain MALCOLM 
LELEAUX, who has traveled many a mile on th e Western 
Gulf. Marine Engineer THEO M cCooL will be with us 
when he can get away from the summer camp that he is 
building in Mississippi. 

At the end of four days, Party Manager J1 M SQUJR ES is 
once again on the dock. This time, however, he is looking 
in the opposite direction. This time his thoughts are, did 
they enjoy their break and will they all make it back 
safely? The appointed time comes, and the crew has as
sembled on the deck of the Western Gulf. Final instruc
tions have been given; the lines are off; and once again 
the powerful Diesels roar as the green ship makes its way 
down the channel, on to the Gulf of Mexico for another 
10 days of the never-ending job of hunting for the elusive 
petroleum-which is what this story is all about. 
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Top-Seama n Tommy Mayfield, aboard Party 76's ship, the 
Western Gulf, keeps a sharp eye on the compass during a line 
change in the Gulf of Mexico . Above-Almost hidden by the huge 
cable on deck of the Western Gulf is Party 76 Helper Dennis James . 

WESTERN PROFILE SUMMER 1974 

Top-Party 76 Junior Observer Bill McCracken ( centerl and .Helper 
Charles Pinero beg in the day aboard the Western Gulf w1~h the 
laying out of the- tail buoy. The man at the lower left 1s n~t 
identified. Cente r-- ln the galley of the W estern Gulf are; Navi
gator Mitch Nobles, Co-ordinator Cecil Baham (barely vis ible) , 
an unidentified man hiding behind his newspaper, Seaman Larry 
B k r nd Junior Observer Bill McCracken . Above-Intent on the 
la~t ec~::era mon itor aboard the ship is Junior Observer Brad Moe. 
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thriller but the beginning of the day for Western Party 76 
Manager J1 M SQUIRES. The dock? Western marine faci lity, 
G alves ton, Texas. His reason for being there is to welcome 
the crew men of the Western Gulf and to send them on 
their various ways for a well -deserved four days of rest. 

Down the channel through the mist emerges the outline 
of a boat. Is it the Western Gulf, the flagship of Party 76? 
It is still dark and too misty to tell for sure, but it must 
be as no other Western ships are due in; and JIM can see 
that they have forgotten to turn off the cable-towing signal 
lights. 

In a few minutes Captain WIL FRED FREDERICK brings 
the green and white ship alongside the dock, a nd Seamen 
LARRY BAKER and TOMMY MAYFIELD make it fast. The 
sound of the powerful Diesel engines is stilled; and all that 
is heard is the lap of the water and the dis tinctive sound 
of the ship's generator, recogn ized the world over as the 
sound of a Western vessel tied up at the dock . 

Observer CECIL BAHAM and h is crew are on hand to re
ceive their paychecks and mail before unloading the mag
netic tapes and records that have accumulated during the 
trip. As usual there is a long list of repairs and supp li es 
that must be taken care of before the crew returns in four 
days and the ship leaves for another trip. 

The unloadi ng is finished now, and the members of 
the crew go on thei r various ways. CECIL is off on ano ther 
of his trips to San Antonio, Texas, rock hunting, he says; 
but we have yet to see the results of hi s effor ts. Observer 
Boa KuBENA is on his way home to his wife in Houston , 
and Junior Observer BILL M cCRACKEN is going to see hi s 
family in D allas . Junior Observer BRADL EY MoE has left 
on one of hi s excursions that can carry him to west T exas 
or North Dakota. The only evidence of his journeys is one 
more piece of Hi-Fi equipment and a couple of cases of 
beer. Helper LARRY LANCE divides his time between G al
veston and hi s home in Mississippi. Helper DENNIS JAMES 
spends his breaks in Houston working in his garden, and 
Gun Helper BoB MASSONI stays with his family in Gal
veston. Our South American visitors, Mechanic ROB ERTO 
(Cmco) SANCHEZ and Cook JusTo JUMBO from Ecuador 
and Gun H elper RA FAEL ROSARIO from Puerto Rico, are 
becoming fa milia r with G alveston and Houston. 

During the month of March the Western Gulf will be 
working out of Aransas Pass, Texas. Captain "FRED" is 
on vacation and has been replaced by Captain MALCOLM 
LELEAUX, who has traveled many a mile on the Western 
Gulf. M arine Engineer THEO McCooL will be with us 
when he can get away from the summer camp that he is 
building in Mississippi. 

At the end of four days, Party Manager JIM SQUIRES is 
once again on the dock . This time, however, he is looking 
in the opposite direction. This time his thoughts are, did 
they enjoy their break and will they all make it back 
safely? The appointed time comes, and the crew has as
sembled on the deck of the Western Gulf. Final instruc
tions have been given ; the lines are off; and once again 
the powerful Diesels roar as the green ship makes its way 
down the channel, on to the Gulf of Mexico for another 
10 days of the never-ending job of hunting for the elusive 
petroleum-which is what this story is all about. 
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Top-Seaman Tommy Mayfield, aboard Party 76' s ship, the 
Western Gulf, keeps a sharp eye on the compass during a line 
change in the Gulf of Mexico. Above-Almost hidden by the huge 
cable on deck of the Western Gulf is Party 76 Helper Dennis James. 
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"t ·s it must be complicated, from the looks of Whatever i I ' f 
Below- . th e Party 76 members' faces . They are, rom 
concentra llon on Les Baker Captain Wilfred Frederick, Junior 

I ft· Seaman arry • . . . C 
the e · rad Moe (back to camera I, an un1dent1f1ed man, ap-
Observer B L I nd Junior Observer Bill McCracken . Center 

. Malcolm e eaux, a . " h " 
tain er Bob Kubena, aboard the Western Gulf, awaits c ow . 
-Observ 65 p ty Chief Richard Gray ( le.ft) and the manager 

m-Party or f th 
Botto 76 Jim Squires (back to camera I , hold a con ere~ce o_n. e 
of Party ' If Th other man in the photo is not identified. 
Western Gu · e 

., 

SUMMER 1974 

~ 
Top-Party 76 Junior Observer Bill McCracken ( centerl and _Helper 
Charles Pinero begin the day aboard the Western Gulf w1!h the 
laying out of the tail buoy. The man at the lower left 1s n~t 
identified . Center--ln the galley of the Western Gulf are; !'lav1-
gator Mitch Nobles, Co-ordinator Cecil Baham (bare.ly v1s1ble) , 
an unidentified man hiding behind his newspaper, Seaman Larry 
Baker and Junior Observer Bill McCracken . Above- Intent on the 
last c~mera monitor aboard the ship is Junior Observer Brad Moe . 
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PARTY V-2-MEDICINE LODGE, KANSAS ... 

RICHARD McDONALD, Reporter 

RICKEY SHEA, RODNEY SUBELSKY, and 

RICHARD McDONALD, Photographers 

The last six months of 1973 and the first few months of 
1974 have been busy ones for Party V-2. We left our old 
stomping grounds of Monroe, Louisiana, for some wel
come spike work in A lvin, Texas. After brief stays in 
Huntsville and Conroe, Texas, along with a short line in 
Jonesvi ll e, Louisiana, . we pulled up stakes and headed 
north to Teutopolis , Illinois. There we made our winter 
home in an old monastery that was bui lt back in the mid-
1800's. The Knights of Columbus had purchased the build
ing and were making it into apartments at the time we 
arrived. Most of the men experienced their first white 
Christmas there, especially those from F lorida and Bee
ville , Texas. 

Everyone seemed to enjoy his stay in "T-Town," except 
maybe for Party Manager H. D . (SLICK) WATTS as his 
lovely wife , JEANETTE, and his family remained in Monroe. 
We are hopi ng that this may have helped SLICK's son. 
DONNY, forward h is basketball career. He wi ll be enter ing 
his senior year in high school this fall. Good luck for a 
good season, DONNY. 

After a winter of plenty of snow and cold weather, Party 
V-2 looked forward to word of work in southern Kansas. 
In mid-February we found ourselves sett ing up head
quarters in a very h istorical area of the Old West. It was 
107 years ago, at a site near Medicine Lodge , Kansas , that 
15,000 hostile Ind ians of the five Great P lains tribes met 
with representatives of the U nited States in the largest, 
most important, and most danger-ridden Indian peace 
counci l ever held. This peace council in 1867 ca me as the 
resu lt of count less ra ids on the early sett lers by the dis
contented plains tribes. 

Med icine Lodge is also endowed with some of the most 
beautiful countryside found on the Great Plains. Lying 
just th ree mi les to the west are the colorful Gyp Hills. 
T hese unique geologica l formatio ns are the result of in
tense heat and the resu lting evaporation of the ancient 
seas that once covered th is area. The Nat ional Gypsum 
Company has located here in Medicine Lodge, where it 
manufactures products such as wallboard and siding for 
homes and industry. 

Vibra tor Mechanic RICHARD ZOWIE and his wife, J OY, 
have adap ted well to Kansas. RICHARD says that the Gyp 
Hills look somewhat like his early home in Colorado. Sev
eral of the crew mem bers make their homes in an old, now 
inoperat ive hotel here in Medicine L odge. This a rrange
ment was due in part to the shor tage of availa ble housing 
b ut also in part to mere adventure. H elper D OMINGO SALI
NIS and h is new bride, O FELIA, look upon it as an extended 
honeymoon, having their own hotel! Helping DOMINGO 
and OFELlA fi ll up some of the spare rooms are H elper 
OSCAR CARABAJAL and wife GENEVA; Cable-truck D river 
J ESSY GARZA and his wife, OLGA; H elpers M ARGA RITO 
(SHORTY) GARCIA, M IKE MARSH, and RUBEN GARZA; and 
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Above-lead by Surveyor Don John son ( leftl , the Party 
V-2 survey team contemplates its ne xt move along one of 
four lines in south central Kansas. With Don are He lpe r 
Glenn Howard and Rodman Andy Shaloy. Below-Waiting 
for signal to "pick up on the back" are Cable-truck Driver 
Rickey Shea, Helper Rod ney Subelsky, Helpe r Dean Emmerich, 
and Party V-2 's fastest cable- roller, Helpe r Oscar Caraba jal. 

WESTERN PRO FILE 

Cable-truck Driver R ICKEY (BUCK) SHEA. MIKE and 
R ICKEY both are from neighboring Oklahoma. 

Looking forward to some possible spike work around 
Coldwater, Kansas, is Permit Agent WILLARD RACHAL . 
WILLARD has been busy convincing the local authorities 
that our vibrators really will not damage their highways 
as some commissioners claim. MILES ARLEDGE, vibrator 
operator and Party Y-2's competent ~able repairmc:n, a~d 
his wife, CLAUDIA, are our only trailer dwellers here in 

Kansas. This may turn out to be quite an adventure as 
Kansas is known for its high winds . 

Field Supervisor DAL TON TAYLOR, who was on tem
porary assignment with V-2, is now back at his home in 
Houston recuperating from severe chest congestion. We 
all know that DAL TON will be well and back at full throttle 
in no time. Filling in for him is veteran Observer C. F . 
(BUTCH) BROWN. BUTCH is at home here on the p lains 
as he and his wife now reside in Lubbock, Texas. Welcome 
to Party V-2, B UTCH. 

Vibrator Operator KERNEY RALEY is back from a trip 
to his home state, Alabama. As KERNEY will tell you, it is 
always nice to return home now and then. For some reason 
KERNEY's fellow Alabamian , Vibrator Operator EDDIE 
H AR RISON, has bee n having daydreams of a quick excur
sion back to T-Town. We are not positive, but we do not 
think that EDDIE will have any trouble getting riders to help 
him with the gasoline. 

Helpers DONALD MCMAN US and GLENN HOWARD made 
a fast trip to their homes in Louisiana to sec if spring was 
really coming. Rodman ANDY SHALOY accompan ied them 
to find out what the Deep South is really like . Andy, being 
from Michiga n, had never seen a real "Southern belle" in 
the flesh. H e came back smiling; so maybe there is hope 
for him yet. We are just kidding, ANDY! 

Assistant Observer MIKE BRYANT and his wife, DEBBJE, 
have enjoyed their new Dodge van . It certain ly has rolled 
up many miles since they bought it back in Conroe. They 
sti ll arc waiting for SLICK to say that we are heading back 

Party V-2 vibrators move down a count ry road in southern Kansas. 

Ready for a record in g truck move nea r Anth ony, Ka nsa s, are Party 
V-2 Assis tan t Observer Mike Bryant and Observe r Ricky Corm ier. 

to Florida, along with about 40 others. Helper DEAN EM
MERICH and wife JANET have been sharing a house with 
MIKE and DEBBIE since we arrived here in Kansas. DEAN 
and JANET joined us while we were in Illinois and seem to 
have taken to Western's way of life quite easily. Good luck 
to the "pink house" on North Main Street. 

Computer RICHARD McDONALD and his wife, DIANE , 
are ju st back from a trip to the Colorado "High Country." 
T h is past year has been rewarding for them, with the travel
ing and new experiences that have been encountered. 

R ICHARD ZowIE has been training a new vibrator me
chanic, JOE LANE. JoE has been working as a field hand , 
and we hope that he will find a new home with Western. 
Field Clerk RON HALL and h is wife, DARLENE, joined us 
just prior to our move from Illinois. RON has been wa iting 
for good weather so that he can get his bike out and scram
ble around some of the surrounding hills. 

Helper RODNEY SUBELSKY has settled down with Party 
V-2. He has given up trying as probably it will be some 
time before he gets back to Detroit. J unior Observer CAL
VI MARTWICK joined V-2 in March from his home in 
North Dakota. We think that CAL will adapt quickly and 
find his place with Western. Junior O bserver R ICKY COR
MIER and his wife, SHERRY , seem to be doing a good job 
of not getting lost in the ir huge basement apartment. ~l.CKY 
and SHERRY are both "Cajuns" from southern Lou1s1ana 
and have been with V-2 since Conroe. 
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PARTY V-2-MEDICINE LODGE, KANSAS ... 

RICHARD McDONALD, Reporter 

RICKEY SHEA, RODNEY SUBELSKY, and 

RICHARD McDONALD, Photographers 

The last six months of 1973 and the first few months of 
1974 have been busy ones for Party Y-2. We left our old 
stomping grounds of Monroe, Louisiana, for some wel
come sp ike work in Alvin, Texas. After brief stays in 
Huntsville and Conroe, Texas, along with a short line in 
Jonesville, Louisiana, . we pulled up stakes and headed 
north to Teutopolis, Illinois. There we made our winter 
home in an old monastery that was built back in the mid-
1 SOO's. The Knights of Columbus had purchased the build
ing and were making it into apartments at the time we 
arrived. Most of the men experienced their first white 
Christmas there, especially those from Florida and Bee
ville, Texas. 

Everyone seemed to enjoy his stay in "T-Town," except 
maybe for Party Manager H. D. (SLICK) WATTS as his 
lovely wife, JEANETTE, and his family remained in Monroe. 
We are hoping that this may have helped SucK's son. 
DONNY, forward hi s basketball career. He will be enter ing 
his senior year in high school this fal l. Good luck for a 
good season, DON NY. 

After a winter of plen ty of snow and cold weather, Party 
V-2 looked forward to word of work in southern Kansas. 
In mid-Febru ary we found ourselves setting up head
quarters in a very historical area of the Old Wes t. It was 
107 years ago, at a site near Medicine Lodge, Kansas, that 
15 ,000 hostile Indians of the five Great Plains tribes met 
with representatives of the United States in the largest, 
most important, and most danger-ridden Indian peace 
council ever held. This peace council in 1867 came as the 
result of countless raids on the early settlers by the dis
contented plains tribes. 

Medicine Lodge is also endowed with some of the most 
beautiful countryside found on the Grea t Plains. Lying 
just three miles to the west are the colorful Gyp Hills. 
These uniqu e geological formations are the result of in
tense heat and the resulting evaporation of the ancient 
seas that once covered this area. The National Gypsum 
Company has located here in Medicine Lodge, where it 
manufactures products such as wallboard and siding for 
homes and industry. 

Vibrator Mechanic RICHARD Zowrn and his wife, JoY, 
have adapted well to Kansas. RICHARD says that the Gyp 
Hills look somewhat like his early home in Colorado. Sev
eral of the crew members make their homes in an old, now 
inoperative hotel here in Medicine Lodge. This arrange
ment was due in part to the shortage of available housing 
but also in part to mere adventure. Helper DOMINGO SALI
NIS and his new bride, OFELIA, look upon it as an extended 
honeymoon, having their own hotel! Helping DOMINGO 
and OFELIA fill up some of the spare rooms arc Helper 
OscA R CARABAJAL and wife GENEVA; Cable-truck Driver 
JESSY GARZA and his wife, OLGA ; Helpers MARGARITO 
(SHORTY) GARCIA, MIKE MARSH, and RUBEN GARZA ; and 
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Above-Lead by Surveyor Don Johnson (left), the Party 
V-2 survey team contemplates its next move along one of 
four lines in south central Kansas. With Don are Helpe.r 
Glenn Howard and Rodman Andy Shaloy. Below-Waiting 
for signal to "pick up on the bock" ore Coble-truck Driver 
Rickey She.a, Helper Rodney Subelsky, Helper Dean Emmerich, 
and Porty V-2's fostest coble-roller, Helper Oscar Carabajal. 
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Cable-truck Driver RICKEY (BUCK) SHEA. MIKE and 
RrCKEY both are from neighboring Oklahoma. 

Looking forward to some possible spike work around 
Coldwater, Kansas, is Permit Agent WILLARD RACHAL. 
WILLARD has been busy convincing the local authorities 
that our vibrators really will not damage their highways 
as some commissioners claim. MILES ARLEDGE, vibrator 
operator and Party V-2's competent ~able repairman, a~d 
his wife, CLAUDIA, are our only trailer dwellers here m 
Kansas. This may turn out to be quite an adventure as 
Kansas is known for its high winds . 

Field Supervisor DALTON TAYLOR, who was on tem
porary assignment with V-2, is now back at his home in 
Houston recuperat ing from severe chest congestion. We 
all know that DAL TON will be well and back at full throttle 
in no time. Filling in for him is veteran Observer C. F. 
(BUTCH) BROWN. BUTCH is at home here on the plains 
as he and his wife now reside in Lubbock, Texas. Welcome 
to Party V-2, BUTCH. 

Vibrator Operator KERN EY RAL EY is back from a trip 
to his home state, Alabama. As KERNEY will tell you, it is 
always nice to return home now and then. For some reason 
KERNEY's fellow Alabamian , Vibrator Operator EDDIE 
HAR RISON, has been having daydreams of a quick excur
sion back to T-Town. We are not positive, but we do not 
think that EDDIE will have any trouble getting riders to help 
him with the gasoline. 

Helpers DONALD MCMANUS and GLENN HOWARD made 
a fast trip to their homes in Louisiana to see if spring was 
rea lly coming. Rodman ANDY SHALOY accompanied them 
to find out what the Deep South is rea ll y like. Andy, being 
from Michigan, had never seen a real "Southern belle" in 
the flesh. He came back smiling; so maybe there is hope 
for him yet. We are just kidding, ANDY! 

Assistant Observer M1KE BRYANT and his wife, DEBBIE , 
have enjoyed their new Dodge va n. It certain ly has rolled 
up many miles since they bought it back in Conroe. They 
still arc waiting for SLICK to say that we are heading back 

Party V-2 vibrators move down a country road in southern Kansas . 

Ready for a recording truck move near Anthony, Kansas, are Party 
V-2 Assistant Observer Mike Bryant and Observer Ricky Cormier. 

to Florida, along with about 40 others. Helper D EAN EM
MERICH and wife JANET have been sharing a house with 
MIKE and DEBBIE since we arrived here in Kansas. DEAN 
and JAN ET joined us while we were in Illinois and seem to 
have taken to Western's way of life quite easily. Good luck 
to the "pink house" on North Main Street. 

Computer RICHARD McDONALD and his wife, DIANE , 
are just back from a trip to the Colorado " High Country. " 
This past year has been rewarding for them , with the travel
ing and new experiences that have been encountered. 

RICHARD Zow1E has been training a new vibrator me
chanic, JoE LANE. JoE has been working as a field hand , 
and we hope that he will find a new home with Western. 
Field Clerk RON HALL and his wife, DARLEN E, joined us 
just prior to our move from Illinois. RoN has been waiting 
for good weather so that he can get his bike out and scram
ble around some of the surrounding hills. 

Helper RODNEY SUBELSKY has settled down with Party 
V-2. He has given up trying as probably it will be some 
time before he gets back to Detroit. Junior Observer CAL
VIN MARTWICK joined V-2 in March from his home in 
North Dakota. We think that CAL will adapt quickly and 
find his place with Western. Junior Observer RICKY COR
MIER and his wife, SHERRY, seem to be doing a good job 
of not getting lost in their huge basement apartment. RICKY 
and SHERRY arc both "Cajuns" from southern Louisiana 
and have been with V-2 since Conroe. 
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Party V-2 has had a change of supervisors since the pro
motion in Houston of BEN LANGSTON to manager of oper
ations. Supervisor JoE WALKER now is working with SLICK 
and Party Chief JERRY SCHULLER in seeing that V-2 re
mains an outstanding crew. 

In closing, we of V-2 arc looking forward to the com
ing summer and to whatever new horizons it will bring 
to us. 

PARTY 77-GALVESTON, TEXAS ... 

KENNETH HERNANDEZ, Reporter 

The scope of operations for Party 77 has changed little, 
except for personnel, since our last report. We are still 
aboard the Western Beacon, engaged in bottom cable oper
ations in the Gulf of Mexico with Galveston, Texas, as our 
home port. Operations have taken us as far east as Venice, 
Louisiana, and as far west as Brownsville, Texas, with a 
number of stops in between. 

We were happy to see the arrival of Party Manager 
HARVEY HEARN, a long-time veteran of Western's Jand 
and marine operations, both domestic and foreign . Here's 
hoping that he is with us for some time. HARVEY makes 
his home in Petal, Mississippi, with wife JOANNA and chil
dren TOMMY and TAMMY. 

Handling the co-ordinator's duties aboard the Western 
Beacon is KENNETH HERNANDEZ, who seems to be a per
manent fixture on Party 77. KENNETH and family still call 
Freeport, Texas, home. The position of assistant observer 
is being filled capably by RoN HANSON, who came to us 
from Scottsbluff, Nebraska. Being a single man, Ro has 
developed an intense interest in the night life of Houston 
and now pursues his new-found hobby with diligence. Gun 
Operator JOHN D. REESE has joined us after a brief stint 
with Party 78 on the Western Reef. Break time finds JOHN 
at home with wife MARY Lou and daughter DANNETTE in 
Saline, Louisiana. JOHN is an avid sportsman and devotes 
as much time as possible to his fishing and hunting. The 
rest of the seismic crew is made up of new hires. They are 
ROBERT RODG ERS of New Orleans, Louisiana; THOMAS 
COKER of Saline, Louisiana; JEFF ROCKWELL of Fargo, 
North Dakota ; CLATON WARE WILLIAMS of Montgomery, 
Alabama; and EUGENE LEE RAMER of Houston, Texas. 

Keeping up our morale and our weight is Cook JOHN 
STANAWAY, who has found the Gulf Coast a refreshing 
change from his home state of Virginia. He now resides 
in Crystal Beach, Texas, near Galveston. Congratulations 
are in order for JOHN and wife ELDORA as they are newly
weds. 

Handling the helm of the Western Beacon are our two 
captains, JACK GREEN and NORMAN CREEL. Their skills 
are supplemented by the expert assistance of Marine Engi
neer RAY BARRY. JACK and family make Freeport their 
home, and NORMAN and RAY travel each break to Missis
sippi to be with their families. 

With the worst of winter behind us now, the crew is 
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looking forward to a busy, fun-filled summer; and until 
our next report, we wish you and yours the same. 

PARTY 91-KOTZEBUE, ALASKA ... 

CORDELL CHAPMAN, Reporter 

BILL SANDS, EDDIE GALLAHORN, and 

DA VE ALBERT, Photographers 

The Alaskan arctic should, by all geographic rights, be 
one of the coldest places in the world. Normal winter tem
peratures are well below 0° F., but at least through Jan
uary of this year the temperatures have been 20° to 30° 
warmer. It seems that most of the cold weather was di
verted south by strong high pressure systems in the Yukon. 
One would think that Westerners working in Alaska would 
be reveling in the warm sunshine, the envy of all of those 
men working in the cold desolation of places such as 
Wyoming or Montana (or maybe even soggy Southern 
California) . Wes tern's Party 91 members are not that 
happy about it, however. In the first place, the sun has not 
shone for more than two hours since the beginning of oper
ations in early December. Second, the warmth has thinned 
the ice on all of the rivers and lakes in the Kotzebue 
area, making travel difficult. The snow cover also has 
diminished, which is of critical importance as we cannot 
drive our snow machines without sufficient snow to pro
tect the tundra. Work has slowed at this time; but with 
the inevitable return of good cold weather, the work pace 
will quicken. 

J . J. (JIM) THRASHER is again serving as Party 91 's 
manager. JIM is happy to be back on a se ismic crew after 
spending last summer drilling for coal samples near Anch
orage. The drilling was fine, but the numerous bears caused 
several unusual problems. 

THOMAS (JUNIOR) COLEMAN is back as cook; he 
worked last summer on the s;1k;n with Party 89. Driller
Mechanic DOUGLAS BLOSSOM, Mechanic RONALD MACH
ELEDT, and Helper WARREN NASHOOKPUK are handling the 

party's maintenanc~ duti~s. During the_ summer DouG 
used his own boat m hclpmg Party 89 with shallow-water 
and shoreline prospects. RON stayed with the Party 91 
camp after breakup in May and helped to overhaul much 
of the party's equipment during the summer and fall. 
WARR EN was a gunner with Party 85, which worked in the 
waters around Kotzebue during June , July, and August. 

Surveyor WILLIAM SANDS, by virtue of his high , pointed 
stocking cap, is this year's camp jester. Assisting BILL 
with the surveying are Helpers JOKEY SHELDON and HER
MAN HENRY and Surveyor EDDIE GALLAHORN. JOKEY, 
HERMAN, and EDDIE spend most days on their snowmo
biles laying out line. Considering that the temperature in 
this area may go down to - 60° F., that is sometimes a 
difficult job and one that they do well. 

Party 91 's drillers this year are DAVID BERGSRUD, GARY 
KROSHUS, EDWARD LARSON, JULIUS KALLANDER, ]OHN 
FOSTER, and KURT KIRSCHNER. DAVE worked last sum
mer in bear country with ]IM THRASHER'S crew near Anch
orage. GARY came north from North Dakota to spend the 
winter with us. Eo is a newcomer with Western but is not 
new with drills as he has several years of experience as a 
private drilling contractor. Juu us returned for this winter's 
work from a summer of salmon fishing, and JOHN came up 
from a Western crew in Michigan to become a permanent 
Alaskan. KURT is back from a summer as an odd-job man ; 
he worked as relief cook on Party 85 and Party 89, as 
mechanic on Party 95, and as gunner on Party 89. 

KURT was given a firsthand lesson in bush-pilot landing 
techniques on the trip back to camp after Christmas break. 
The camp's landing strip was situated on a frozen lake ; 
and, due to the warm weather, the surface had partially 
melted. On touchdown the pilot found that there was no 
braking action at all. There was no problem, however; he 
simply executed a 180° skidding turn and added power 
to stop the plane. KURT said that he was helping to stop 
it , to<r-something to do with suction! The men who fly 
these small aircraft into our camps are too often not given 
credit for their help and for their piloting skill. 

Assisting the drillers are Alaskan natives, Helpers NELS 
NELSON, RILEY EVAK, RODNEY HOWARTH, MICKEY Dow
NEY, CLIFFORD JACKSON, and DANIEL HARVEY. NELS, 
RILEY, and RODNEY are from the village of Kotzebue. It 

Checking to make sure that all of his 
supplies hove arrived is Porty 91 Cook 
Thomas Coleman I left) . Unloading 
the plane ore Helper Frank Star
buck and Driller Rick Howell. They 
are working near Kotzebue, Alaska. 

Party 91 crew membe rs a re warming themselves around the "stove" 
before they begin to tackle the nex t job near Ko tzebue, Alaska . 

has a population of approximately 2,000, is located 30 
mi les north of the Arctic Circle on the northwest coast of 
Alaska, and is the transportation and business center for 
the region. MICKEY is from the village of Noatak, located 
on the Noatak River, roughly 50 miles north of Kotzebue. 
CLIFF is from Noorvik, a small village of 200 persons, 
about 45 miles east of Kotzebue on the Kobuk River. DAN 
is from Kiana, another small village on the Kobuk River, 
20 miles upstream from Noorvik. 

Chief Observer NEo FERRARI is in charge of the record
ing crew and is the number one antagonist of Cook JUNIOR 
COLEMAN. Our meals are often interrupted by shouts of, 
"Don't bother me, Junior!" or, "Leave me alone" from 
NEo. JUNIOR just tries to please! Helping NEo with the 
recording operations for the first month of work were 
Chief Observer GEORGE SNOWDEN and Assistant Observer 
STEVEN CLASON. Assistant Observer JOHN HORTON re
placed GEORGE and STEVE when they were transferred to 
Western crews on the North Slope after Christmas break. 
Last year's cable truck driver, MIDAS KOENIG, returned to 
be a shooter this year. Driving cable trucks are Helpers 
FRANK WILLIAMS, CHARLIE BARGER, and CoLUNS SHEL-
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Party V-2 has had a change of supervisors since the pro
motion in Houston of BEN LANGSTON to manager of oper
ations. Supervisor JoE WALKER now is working with SLICK 
and Party Chief JERRY SCHULLER in seeing that V-2 re
mains an outstanding crew. 

In closing, we of V-2 are looking forward to the com
ing summer and to whatever new horizons it will bring 
to us. 

PARTY 77-GALVESTON, TEXAS ... 

KENNETH HERNANDEZ, Reporter 

The scope of operations for Party 77 has changed little, 
except for personnel, since our last report. We are still 
aboard the Western Beacon, engaged in bottom cable oper
ations in the Gulf of Mexico with Galveston, Texas, as our 
home port. Operations have taken us as far east as Venice, 
Louisiana, and as far west as Brownsville, Texas, with a 
number of stops in between. 

We were happy to see the arrival of Party Manager 
HARVEY HEARN, a long-time veteran of Western's land 
and marine operations, both domestic and foreign. Here's 
hoping that he is with us for some time. HARVEY makes 
his home in Petal, Mississippi, with wife JOANNA and chil
dren TOMMY and TAMMY. 

Handling the co-ordinator's duties aboard the Western 
Beacon is KENNETH HERNANDEZ, who seems to be a per
manent fixture on Party 77. KENNETH and family still call 
Freeport, Texas, home. The position of assistant observer 
is being filled capably by RoN HANSON, who came to us 
from Scottsbluff, Nebraska. Being a single man, RoN has 
developed an intense interest in the night life of Houston 
and now pursues his new-found hobby with di ligence. Gun 
Operator JOHN D. REESE has joined us after a brief stint 
with Party 78 on the Western Reef. Break time finds JOHN 
at home with wife MARY Lou and daughter DANNETTE in 
Saline, Louisiana. JOHN is an avid sportsman and devotes 
as much time as possible to his fishing and hunting. The 
rest of the seismic crew is made up of new hires. They are 
ROBERT RODGERS of New Orleans, Louisiana; THOMAS 
COKER of Saline, Louisiana; JEFF ROCKWELL of Fargo, 
North Dakota; CLATON WARE WILLIAMS of Montgomery, 
Alabama; and EUGENE LEE RAMER of Houston, Texas. 

Keeping up our morale and our weight is Cook JOHN 
STANAWAY, who has found the Gulf Coast a refreshing 
change from his home state of Virginia. He now resides 
in Crystal Beach, Texas, near Galveston. Congratulations 
are in order for JOHN and wife ELDORA as they are newly
weds. 

Handling the helm of the Western Beacon are our two 
captains, JACK GREEN and NORMAN CREEL. Their skills 
arc supplemented by the expert assistance of Marine Engi
neer RAY BARRY. JACK and family make Freeport their 
home, and NORMAN and RAY travel each break to Missis
sippi to be with their families. 

With the worst of winter behind us now, the crew is 
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looking forward to a busy, fun-filled summer; and until 
our next report, we wish you and yours the same. 

PARTY 91-KOTZEBUE, ALASKA ... 

CORDELL CHAPMAN, Reporter 

BILL SANDS, EDDIE GALLAHORN, and 

DA VE ALBERT, Photographers 

The Alaskan arctic should, by all geographic rights, be 
one of the coldest places in the world. Normal winter tem
peratures are well below 0° F., but at least through Jan
uary of this year the temperatures have been 20° to 30° 
warmer. It seems that most of the cold weather was di
verted south by strong high pressure systems in the Yukon. 
One would think that Westerners working in Alaska would 
be reveling in the warm sunshine, the envy of all of those 
men working in the cold desolation of places such as 
Wyoming or Montana (or maybe even soggy Southern 
California). Western's Party 91 members are not that 
happy about it, however. In the first place, the sun has not 
shone for more than two hours since the beginning of oper
ations in early December. Second, the warmth has thinned 
the ice on all of the rivers and lakes in the Kotzebue 
area, making travel difficult. The snow cover also has 
diminished, which is of critical importance as we cannot 
drive our snow machines without sufficient snow to pro
tect the tundra. Work has slowed at this time; but with 
the inevitable return of good cold weather, the work pace 
will quicken. 

J. J. (JIM) THRASHER is again serving as Party 91 's 
manager. JIM is happy to be back on a seismic crew after 
spending last summer drilling for coal samples near Anch
orage. The drilling was fine, but the numerous bears caused 
several unusual problems. 

THOMAS (JUNIOR) COLEMAN is back as cook; he 
worked last summer on th e Sitkin with Party 89 . Driller
Mechanic DOUGLAS BLOSSOM, Mechanic RONALD MACH
ELEDT' and Helper w ARREN N ASHOOKPUK are handling the 

party's maintenance duties. During the summer DouG 
used his own boat in helping Party 89 with shallow-water 
and shoreline prospects. RoN stayed with the Party 9 1 
camp after breakup in May and helped to overhaul much 
of the party's equipment during the summer and fall. 
WARRE N was a gunner with Party 85, which worked in the 
waters around Kotzebue during June, July, and August. 

Surveyor WILLIAM SANDS, by virtue of his high, pointed 
stocking cap, is this year's camp jester. Assisting BILL 
with the surveying are Helpers JOKEY SHELDON and HER
MAN HENRY and Surveyor EDDlE GALLAHORN. JOKEY, 
H ERMAN, and EDDIE spend most days o n the ir snowmo
biles laying out line. Considering that the tempera ture in 
th is area may go down to - 60° F., that is sometimes a 
difficult job and one that they do well. 

Party 91 's drillers this year are DAVID BERGSRUD, GARY 
KROSHUS, EDWARD LARSON, JULIUS KALLANDER, JOHN 
FOSTE R, and KURT KIRSCHNER. DAVE worked last sum
mer in bear country with JIM THRASHER'S crew near Anch
orage. GARY came north from North Dakota to spend the 
winter with us. ED is a newcomer with Western but is not 
new with drills as he has several years of experience as a 
private drilling contractor. Juuus returned for this winter's 
work from a summer of salmon fishing, and JOHN came up 
from a Western crew in Michigan to become a permanent 
Alaskan. KURT is back from a summer as an odd-job man; 
he worked as relief cook on Party 85 and Party 89, as 
mechanic on Party 95, and as gunner on Party 89. 

KURT was given a firsthand lesson in b ush-pilot land ing 
techniques on the trip back to camp after Christmas break. 
The camp's landing strip was situated on a frozen lake; 
and, due to the warm weather, the surface had partially 
melted. On touchdown the pilot found that there was no 
braking action at all. There was no problem, however ; he 
simply executed a 180° skidding turn and added power 
to stop the plane. KURT said that he was helping to stop 
it, too--something to do with suction! The men who fly 
these small aircraft into our camps are too often not given 
credit for the ir help and for their piloting skill. 

Assisting the drillers are Alaskan natives , Helpers NELS 
NELSON, RILEY EVAK, RODNEY HOWARTH, MICKEY Dow
NEY, CLIFFORD JACKSON, and DANIEL HARVEY. NELS, 
RILEY, and RODNEY are from the village of Kotzebue. It 

Checking to make sure that all of his 
suppl ies hove arrived is Porty 91 Cook 
Thomas Coleman (left! . Unloading 
the plane ore Helper Frank Star
buck and Driller Rick Howell . They 
are working near Kotzebue, Alaska. 

Pa rty 9 1 crew members a re warming themselves a rou nd the "stove" ' 
before they begi n to tack le the nex t job near Kotzebue, Alasko . 

has a population of approximately 2,000, is located 30 
miles north of the Arctic Circle on the northwest coast of 
Alaska, and is the transportation and business center for 
the region. MICKEY is from the village of Noatak, located 
on the Noatak River, roughly 50 miles north of Kotzebue. 
CLIFF is from Noorvik, a small village of 200 persons, 
about 45 miles east of Kotzebue on the Kobuk River. DAN 
is from Kiana, another small vi ll age on the Kobuk River, 
20 miles upstream from Noorvik. 

Chief Observer NEo FERRARI is in charge of the record
ing crew and is the number one antagonist of Cook JUNIOR 
COLEMAN. Our meals are often interrupted by shouts of, 
"Don't bother me, Junior! " or, "Leave me alone" from 
NEo. JUNIOR just tries to please! Helping NEo with the 
recording operations for the first month of work were 
Chief Observer GEORGE SNOWDEN and Assistant Observer 
STEVEN CLASON. Assistant Observer JOHN HORTON re
placed GEORGE and STEVE when they were transferred to 
Western crews on the North Slope after Christmas break. 
Last year's cable truck driver , MIDAS KOENIG, returned to 
be a shooter this year. Driving cable trucks are Helpers 
FRANK WILLIAMS, CHARLIE BARGER, and COLLINS SHEL-
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. DON. FRANK and CHARLIE are from Kotzebue; and COL
LINS is from another small vi ll age in the area, Selawik, 70 
miles southeast of Kotzebue. Party 91 record ing helpers 
are BEN SWAN, SAMUEL SAMPSON, LARRY STONE, WIL
LIAM JONES, JONAH WALTON, JOHNNIE NORTON, and 
CHARLIE PUNGALIK, who are also from the local villages. 
We are fortunate to have back again this year most of the 
local native crew members who worked last year. The 
avai labi lity of this experienced help is a tremendous asset 
to Western's operations in this part of Alaska. 

Caterpillar Operator ALBERT (AL) MYRICK volun
teered for the unenviable task of baby-sit ting the camp 
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while the rest of the crew went home for Christmas. AL 
had help from RILEY EVAK and JOKEY SHELDON in main
taining the camp's generators, monitoring the radio, and 
cleaning the airstrip. 

Visitors to the Party 91 camp so far this year have been 
Alaska Supervisor NoLEN WEBB, Instrument Supervisor 
HARRY HEBBERD, and Digital Equipment Engineer GARY 
SCOTT. 

We hope that by PROFILE distribution time Party 91 
will have completed a successful year. Right now, however, 
in the darkness of January, we wish that the place would 
freeze over. Bes t regards to all of our Western fr iends. 

SUMMER 1974 

Top left-Contemplating the work ahead of them near Kot• 
zebue, Alaska, are Gravity Meter Operator John Ditto 1 leftl 
and Surveyor Eddie Gallahom. John Is a newcomw to West• 
em and Party 91 . Two weeks before this photo was taken 
he was enjoying the 70° and 80° weather In Houston. Ed· 
die is an expert dog-musher and is known throughout the 
Alaskan arctic for his dog-sledding skill. Top center--"Cat" 
Operator Emery Dowst steps out of the cab to see what 11 
going on behind him. Top right-Surveyor Biii Sands 1lt1 In 
the cab of his new half-track. These modified pickup trucks 
are being tried for th• first time this year. The more 
familiar snowmobile next to it is used in laying out the 
lines. Above left--Surveyor Eddie Gollahom sets survey 
stakes on a frozen lake. Above center--Ready to head for 
Kotzebue for more fuel and supplie.s for Party 91 Is Helper 
Alfred Reich. Above right--Plugging the cable Into the re• 
cording truck is Chief Observer Neo Ferrari. far left-
Shooter Midas Koenig is hooking up a charge In the 1now. 
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. DON. FRANK and CHARLIE are from Kotzebue; and COL
LINS is from another small village in the area, Selawik, 70 
miles southeast of Kotzebue. Party 91 recording helpers 
are BEN SWAN, SAMUEL SAMPSON, LARRY STONE, WIL
LIAM JONES, JONAH WALTON, JOHNNIE NORTON, and 
CHARLIE PUNGALIK, who are also from the local villages. 
We are fortunate to have back again this year most of the 
local native crew members who worked last year. The 
availability of this experienced help is a tremendous asset 
to Western's operations in thi s part of Alaska. 

Caterpillar Operator ALBERT (AL) MYRICK volun
teered for the unenviable task of baby-sitti ng the camp 
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while the rest of the crew went home for Christmas. AL 
had help from RILEY EVAK and JOKEY SHELDON in main
taining the camp's generators, monitoring the rad io, and 
cleaning the airstrip. 

Visitors to the Party 91 camp so far this year have been 
Alaska Supervisor NOLEN WEBB, Instrument Supervisor 
HARRY HEBB ERD, and Digital Equipment Engineer GARY 
SCOTT. 

We hope that by PROFILE distribution time Party 91 
will have completed a successfu l year. Right now, however, 
in the darkness of January, we wish that the place would 
freeze over. Best regards to all of our Western friends. 

SUMMER 1974 

Top left-Contemplating the work ahead of them near Kot
zebue, Alaska, are Gravity Meter Operator John Ditto 1 leftl 
and Surveyor Eddie Gallahom. John is a newcomer to West
ern and Party 91. Two weeks before this photo was taken 
he was enloying the 70° and 80° weather in Houston. Ed
die Is an expert dog-musher and is known throughout the 
Alaskan arctic for his dog-sledding skill. Top center--"Cat" 
Operator Emery Dowst steps out of the cab to see what it 
going on behind him. Top right-Surveyor 8111 Sands 1lt1 In 
the cab of his new half-track. These modified pickup trucka 
are being tried for the. first time this year. The more 
familiar snowmobile next to It Is used in laying out the 
lines. Above lef.._Surveyor Eddie. Gallahom sets survey 
stakH on a frozen lake. Above center--Ready to he.ad for 
Kotzebue for more fuel and supplle.s for Party 91 Is Helper 
Alfred Reich. Above righ.._Plugglng the cable into the re
cording truck is Chief Observer Neo Ferrari. Far lef.._ 
Shooter Midas Koenig is hooking up a charge In the snow. 
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PARTY 21-HUNTSVILLE, TEXAS ... 

J. 0 . GOODGAME, Reporter 

LYLE JOHANSON and ALBERT BAZE, Photographers 

Party 21 has roamed from far southern Texas and the 
country of the once-famous King Ranch to the Piney 
Woods of northeast Texas and has made minor stops at 
most areas in between since last reporting in the PROFILE. 
Last summer we moved the office to Huntsville and we 
call that home-at least the fami lies with school~age chi l
dren do. Huntsville is a very nice place in which to live 
and work, with the exception of all these "Mickey Mouse" 
trees and the ridiculously wet weather! The town boasts of 
having the state penitentiary, Sam Houston University, and 
Party 21 Observer JACK SKAANING. 

While driving through town (or walking, as the case 
may be with the gas shortage), we see a man clothed in 
white mowing grass, picking up litter, raking leaves, and 
t~e like while another man in uniform moves along with 
him. All state property is maintained by the inmates of the 
prison . Motoring along (or riding a bicycle) down Avenue 
I'. we notice the stone walls that are 16 feet 2. 7 inches h igh, 
with guards and machine gun stations on top. 

Looking back at that wall and the guards, we rejoice 
that we are "doodlebuggers," with many fond memories 
of places and things, and that we have known more fine 
people than the average citizen can comprehend. We can 
look forward with pleasure to leaving Huntsvi lle with many 
happy remembrances because we know that there is some-
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Pa rty 2 1 Perm it Agen l Al Baze receives an invita
lion from a n elde.rly lady landown er to come over 
a nd lislen lo a ll of he r o ld phonograph records. 

Above-Helper Rex Holland watches as fiancee Jana Stutls 
opens a gift at the Party 21 celebration in their honor. 
They were married Morch 22. Below-Becky Echols and Ob
server Jock Skaaning, also honored at Porty 21 's celebra
lion, open their gifts. They were married on Morch 29. 
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After dinne r, Permit Agent Albert Boze I cen ter! acts as master of 
ceremonie.s of lhe party honoring Party 2 1 's two engaged co up les . 

place down the road where we have not yet been. It also 
will possess many good qualities; and, if we expect it, we 
shall meet many warm-hearted people who care. Y ct that 
guard who stands on that impregnable wall for eight hours 
peering through a heavy, misting rain with no hope or 
ambition for anything else, feels sorry for us because we do 
not have a real place to call home! We do not tell him; but 
a place does not make a home, and we have had a home 
all our lives! 

A few blocks farther on we see the University on the 
right and wave as a half-dozen sharp looking, decently 
dressed students emerge from classes. We are really sur
prised; but then we round the curve and meet about 396 
"regulars," with unkempt hair, shirt tails out, perhaps bare
footed, and with a generally sloppy overall appearance, 
and we know that all is normal. 

Back in the field, a near "heart attack" was suffered by 
Party 21 Shooter REX McNEW as he crossed the swamp 
and stepped on a log, which rolled under him. Uppermost 
in his mind was the alligator that calls this swamp "home" 
and that had been the topic of much discussion. The survey 
crew, led by Surveyor DICK FISH, was supposed to h~ve 
tied the 'gator to the north bank; but usually slow-movmg 
Helper REX HOLLAND said that he was moving so fast he 
did not noice the north bank as he came out of the swamp! 
Shooter RAY SMITH said that from what he saw, the atti
tude of the 'gator was not in accord with that of the crew; 
so they refused to use him to help in packing out the cable! 
RAY has always been like that. 

It has come to our attention that Permit Agents AL 
BAZE and LYLE JOHANSON are not only public relations 
experts and super salesmen but also possess other quali
ties of expertise. AL has been called on to examine the 
teeth of one elderly lady landowner and to record the old 
78 rpm phonograph records of another, to name just two. 
We arc not too sure whether he got that permit! LYLE 

SUM MER 1974 

Above-Chatting before dinner at the Party 21 celebration 
for two engaged couples in Huntsville, Texas, are, from the 
left : Mrs. Glen Childs, Mrs. Al Davis, Mrs. Al Boze, Mrs. 
Ray Smith, and Mrs. Lupe Navarro. Below-Permit Agent 
Lyle Johanson and wife Louise share a joke at the party. 
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PARTY 21-HUNTSVILLE, TEXAS ... 

J. 0. GOODGAME, Reporter 

LYLE JOHANSON and ALBERT BAZE, Photographers 

Party 21 has roamed from far southern Texas and the 
country of the once-famous King Ranch to the Piney 
Woods of ~ortheast Texas and has made minor stops at 
most areas m between since last reporting in the PROFILE. 
Last summer we moved the office to Huntsville, and we 
call that home-at least the families with school-age chil
dren do. Huntsville is a very nice place in which to live 
and work, with the exception of all these "Mickey Mouse" 
trees and the ridiculously wet weather! The town boasts of 
having the state penitentiary, Sam Houston University, and 
Party 21 Observer JACK SKAANING. 

While driving through town (or walking, as the case 
may be with the gas shortage), we see a man clothed in 
wh ite mowing grass, picking up litter, rak ing leaves, and 
t~e like while another man in uniform moves along with 
him. All state property is maintained by the inmates of the 
prison. Motoring along (or riding a bicycle) down A venue 
I'. we notice the stone walls that are 16 feet 2. 7 inches high, 
with guards and machine gun stations on top. 

Looking back at that wall and the guards, we rejoice 
that we are "doodlebuggers," with many fond memories 
of places and things, and that we have known more fine 
people than the average citizen can comprehend. We can 
look forward with pleasure to leaving H untsville with many 
happy remembrances because we know that there is some-
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Party 2 1 Permit Age nt Al Baze receives an invita
tion from an e lde-rly lady landowner to come over 
a nd listen to all of her old phonograph records. 

Above-Helper Rex Holland watches as fiancee Jana Stutts 
opens a gift at the Party 21 celebration in their honor. 
They were married March 22. Below-Becky Echols and Ob
server Jack Skaaning, also honored at Party 21 's celebra
tion, ope-n their giffs. They were married on March 29. 
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After d inne r, Pe rm it Agent Alber t Ba ze I cente rl a cts as ma ster of 
ceremoni es a t the pa rty honori ng Party 21 's two engaged co uples. 

place down the road where we have not yet been. It also 
will possess many good qualities; and, if we expect it, we 
shall meet many warm-hearted people who care. Yet that 
guard who stands on that impregnable wall for eight hours 
peering through a heavy, misting rain with no hope or 
ambition for anything else, feels sorry for us because we do 
not have a real place to call home! We do not tell him; but 
a place does not make a home, and we have had a home 
all our lives! 

A few blocks farther on we see the University on the 
right and wave as a half-dozen sharp looking, decently 
dressed students emerge from classes. We are really sur
prised; but then we round the curve and meet about 396 
"regulars," with unkempt hair, shirt tails out, perhaps bare
footed, and with a generally sloppy overall appearance, 
and we know that all is normal. 

Back in the field, a near "heart attack" was suffered by 
Party 21 Shooter REX McNEw as he crossed the swamp 
and stepped on a log, which rolled under him. Uppermost 
in his mind was the alligator that calls this swamp "home" 
and that had been the topic of much discussion. The survey 
crew, led by Surveyor DICK FISH, was supposed to have 
tied the 'gator to the north bank; but usually slow-moving 
Helper REX HOLLAND said that he was moving so fast he 
did not noice the north bank as he came out of the swamp! 
Shooter RAY SMITH said that from what he saw, the atti
tude of the 'gator was not in accord with that of the crew; 
so they refused to use him to help in packing out the cable! 
RAY has always been like that. 

It has come to our attention that Permit Agents AL 
BAZE and LYLE JOHANSON are not only public re lations 
experts and super salesmen but also possess other quali
ties of expertise. AL has been called on to examine the 
teeth of one elderly lady landowner and to record the old 
78 rpm phonograph records of another, to name just two. 
We are not too sure whether he got that permit! LYLE 
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Above-Chatting before dinner at the Party 21 celebration 
for two engaged couples in Huntsville, Texas, are, from the 
left : Mrs. Glen Childs, Mrs . Al Davis, Mrs. Al Baze, Mrs. 
Ray Smith, and Mrs . Lupe Navarro. Below-Permit Agent 
Lyle Johanson and wife Louise share a joke at the party. 
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Della fMrs. J , 0.1 Goodgame lleft l a nd Lou ise (Mrs Lyle ! Jo
ha~ son p ick up jug s that were used fo r table decoratio~ s at Party 
2 ~ s ~ ~rt~. It wo.uld b e g reat if the re.cording crew could "get 
wrth 1t m the field as well as Lou ise does in th e res taurant. 

pleads wi th us not to list h is other qualities a t this time· 
so we shall gi ve a further report a t a later date. ' 

Saturday, F ebruary 23 , was the date, and The Hungry 
~obo was the place for a P arty 21 celebration. After a 
d~nne r of steak, baked potato, green bean salad, and apple 
pie, AL BAZE ac ted as master of ceremonies to int roduce 
~he two couples who were soon to be married. Firs t there 
1 ~ JA_cK SKAANING, about whom we could write pages. Su f
fice 1t to say, . however, that a t the mqment he is in Jove; 
so we shall wnte more about him another ti me and perhaps 
prevent further brain damage. J ACK has succumbed to the 
charms of. a local lass by the name of BECKY E CHOLS; they 

. were marned March 29. JACK'S parents came from Canada 
for the wedding. REx HOLLAND, on the other hand, is a 
local fe llow and had Jong sough t the favor of JANA ST UTTS. 
They were married March 22. Following their introduction 
and a few remarks, the party moved to the back of the hall 
where the couples opened gifts. T able decorations con
sisted o.f cables and jugs, with d rill bits holdi ng flowers fo r 
centerp ieces. T hese sparked lively conversation and in 
keeping with the local ecological movement they were 
recycled! A good time of visiting and getting acquainted 
was reported by all . 

PARTY V-95-DEADHORSE, ALASKA ... 

RICHARD ISGRIGG, Reporter 

PAUL GOULD and KEVIN BROWN, Photographers 

Due to a lack of snow and because of below-zero tem
peratures, Party V-95 got off to a late start this year. It 
was November 25 before the crew was once more on the 
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:-vay t? another winter season of work. This yea r P arty 95 
is a v1bra t~r crew, a first on the North Slope. Unlike most 
Western vibrators, our machines are track-mounted and 
have tw.o shakers, one mounted forward and one aft. Vi
br_ators 111 these extreme arc tic temperatures must be main
t~med constantly and with the utmost caution , as we soon 
discovered. 

Our thaqks go to Instrument Supervisor HARRY H EB
BER~, T echnician DON H OWDESHELL , D igital Equipment 
Engmeer GARY Scon, and Field Service Engineer L Eo 
(FROSTY) S OWMAN for their fin e job in making it possi
ble for Co-ordinator STEVE NOVAK, recently of C anada, to 
come through with his expected excellent records. Ob
server AL DOH N proved once aga in h is abil ity to produce 
equall y fine records when he replaced STEVE, who had to 
return home unexpectedly because of illness in the family 

V ibrator Operators ROG ER WEBER and KEN FIELD Vi~ 
brator Me~hanic HARRIS ASAY, and H elper MIKE J~HN
SON ar~ doing an excellent job of shaking the lines. T hey 
are ass isted by Mechanic D ELON BL EAK NEY and H elpers 
ARN ET HOLTY and the J AMESON brothers, TIMOTHY and 
JIMMY. HARRIS and wife MARION have had a new addition 
to the family; AM IE MARI E arrived J anuary 31. That makes 
two, so far. 

For the pas t five years JOHN E. JOHN has been party 
manager for V-95. H e and wi fe H ELEN and their fami lv 
came to us from Canada e ight yea rs ago. This year JOH N 
has been promoted to fi eld supervisor, a promotion well
deservcd. We of the. crew are sorry to see him go, but we 
are happy. about hi s promotion! Also newly promoted 
and replacmg JoHN as party manager is G EORG E UNDER
WOOD. H e and wife BONNIE and boys ROB ERT a nd GARY 

Blurred by th e .sno""., an unide ntified surv ey helper w ith Party 
V-95 stands beside his snowmobile . He is nea r Dead horse, Alaska. 

WESTERN PRO FILE 

Making its way through the snow on lhe North Slope, a Party V-95 
truck he.ads in the cameraman 's direction near Deadhorse, Alaska . 

returned to us from the " lower 48" when the crew started 
up. We think that G EORGE is happy to be back as he is 
smiling all of the time! Breaking G EORGE in to his new po
sition is F ield Clerk N EIL BRANHAM. H e and wi fe DONNA 
are proud of their daughter , DIANE, who was voted Queen 
of the Willow at the Alaska Winter Carnival. 

As GEORGE UNDERWOOD started off the year as sur
veyor, when he became party manager he was replaced 
by Surveyor ROBERT MITCHELL, who came to us from 
Pakistan. That was qui te a climate change! Assisting ROB
ERT are Surveyors CLIFF H EITKAMP and DAVE SWEETSIR 
and H elper KEVIN BROWN. CLIFF, a North Slope veteran 
of nearly six years, claims to know the Slope area better 
than his back yard ; and we can believe it. Gravity man 
this year is an old-timer, ToM (GET STUCK) SPEARS. T oM 
has been traveling around the world so much that we do 
not see enough of him anymore. 

Keeping the equipment running are Mechanic GORDON 
CLEMENS, Driller-Mechanic JOSE RuBio, and Helper JoHN 
HoL TY. The weather never seems to bother these men as 
they work under any and all conditions. We were visited 
this winter for a time by Anchorage Shop Supervisor 
OLIVER (OLLIE) KREIN, who came to camp to make re
pairs on the vibrators. OLLIE and family have returned to 
Anchorage after a stay in G alveston, T exas; and it is nice 
to have the KREINS back . H e and wife CAROL just pur
chased a new home here, and CAROL is teaching school 
again. We hope that they remai n awhile th is time. 

We have one drill working with the vibrators. Drilling 

SU MMER 1974 

The lon e drill on Party V-95 kicks up a cloud of snow as it is 
put to work on a cold and blustery day near Deadhorse, Alaska. 

and shooting bis own holes is H ead Driller PAUL GOULD. 
Working with PAUL is H elper MIKE PAINTER. 

Cook RICHARD ISGRIGG swears that the men eat more 
every year. R ICHARD, also on the crew five years, always 
has hot coffee and a supply of pies and cakes in his kitchen . 
Talk is another item of which he has plenty. He is from 
Anchorage; and his oldest son, DANNY, came to work for 
Western for the first time this winter. Assisting RICHARD 
is THELTON (TV) VAUGHT, and making the camp area 
livable is Attendant RUBER DAN CAZARES. 

Laying the cables and planting jugs can be a rather 
nasty job when it is 35° below zero with the wind blowing 
at 10 mph. Luckily we have old hands such as Cable-truck 
Drivers FRED OKPEAHA, ALLEN (HOLTY BOLEY) HoLTY, 
and CHARLES (BUD) JONES to see that the work is done 
without unnecessary delays. Assisting them are H elpers 
BERCHMAN ESMAILKA, TIM MASKA, ELM ER MANOOK, LES 
SovALIK, DONALD CARLO, JAMES SIMPSON, DAVID HA
WICK, and ALEC O KAKOK. 

"Cat" Operators DONALD AHSOAK and MITCHELL RE
BARCHEK are responsible for moving the camp from one lo
cation to another. DONALD also is responsible for finding 
and hauling the water that the camp uses , a sometimes 
difficult job. 

As warmer weather has set in, the operation is expected 
to move more smoothly. At this writing V-95 has two 
months of work left before spring breakup. At that time 
the crew will be stacked for the summer months to await 
another winter season. 
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Della !Mrs. J. 0.) Goodgame (left) and Louise (Mrs. Lyle] Jo
hanson pick up jugs that were used for table decorations at Party 
2 ~ 's ~~rt~. It wo.uld be great if the re.cording crew could "get 
with · 11 in the field as well as Louise does in the restaurant. 

pleads with us not to li st his other qualities at this time· 
so we shall give a further report at a later date. ' 

Satu rday, February 23, was the date, and The Hungry 
Hobo was the place for a Party 21 celebration. After a 
d!nner of steak, baked potato, green bean salad, and apple 
pie, AL BAZE acted as master of ceremonies to introduce 
the two couples who were soon to be married. First there 
i~ IA.CK SKAANING, about whom we could write pages. Suf
fice 1t to say, however, that at the moment he is in love· 
so we shall write more about him anoth,er time and pcrhap~ 
prevent further brain damage. JACK h as succumbed to the 
charms of.a local lass by the name of BECKY ECHOLS; they 
were married March 29. JACK'S parents came from Canada 
for the wedding. R EX HOLLAND, on the other hand, is a 
local fellow and had long sought the favor of JA NA STUTTS. 
They were married March 22. Following their introduction 
and a few remarks, the party moved to the back of the hall 
where the couples opened gifts. Table decorations con
sisted o.f cables and jugs, with drill bits holding flowers for 
centerpieces. These sparked lively conversation and in 
keeping with the local ecological movement they were 
recycled! A good time of visiting and getting acquainted 
was reported by all. 

PARTY V-95-DEADHORSE, ALASKA . .. 

RICHARD ISGRIGG, Reporter 

PAUL GOULD and KEVIN BROWN, Photographers 

Due to a lack of snow and because of below-zero tem
peratures, Party V-95 got off to a late start this year. It 
was November 25 before the crew was once more on the 
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:vay t? another winter season of work. This year Par ty 95 
is a v1brat~r crew, a first on the North Slope. Unlike most 
Western vibrators, our machines are track-mounted and 
have tw.o shakers, one mounted fo rward and one aft. Yi
br.ators m these extreme arctic temperatures must be main
t~med constantly and with the utmost caution, as we soon 
discovered. 

Our thaqks go to Instrument Supervisor HARRY H EB
BER~, Technician DON HOWDESHELL, Digital E quipment 
Engmeer GARY SCOTT, and Field Service Engineer LEo 
(FROSTY) SNOWMAN for their fine job in making it possi
ble for Co-ordinator STEVE NOVAK, recentl y of Canada, to 
come through with his expected excellent records. Ob
server AL DOHN proved once agai n his ability to produce 
equally fine records when he replaced STEVE, who had to 
return home unexpectedly because of illness in the famil y 

V ibrator Operators RoG ER WEBER and KEN FIE LD Yi~ 
brator Me~hanic HARRIS ASAY, and Helper MIKE J~HN
SON ar~ domg an excellent job of shaking the lines. They 
are ass isted by Mechanic D ELON BLEAKNEY and Helpers 
ARNET HOLTY and the J AMESON brothers, TIMOTHY and 
JIMMY. HARRIS and wife MARION have had a new addition 
to the family; AMIE MARIE arrived January 3 1. That makes 
two, so far. 

For the past five years JOHN E . JOHN has been party 
manager for V-95. He and wife HELEN and their famil y 
came to us from Canada eight years ago. This year JOHN 
has been promoted to field supervisor, a promotion well
deserved. We of the crew are sorry to see him go, but we 
are happy. about his promotion! Also newly promoted 
and replacmg JOHN as party manager is GEORGE UNDER
WOOD. He and wife BONNIE and boys ROB ERT and GARY 

Blurred by the snow, an unidentified survey helper with Party 
V-95 stands beside his snowmobile. He is near Deadhorse, Alaska. 
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Making its way through the snow on the North Slope, a Party V-95 
tr uck he.ods in the cameraman's direction near Deadhorse, Alaska. 

returned to us from the "lower 48" when the crew started 
up. We think that GEORGE is happy to be back as he is 
smiling all of the time! Breaking GEORGE in to his new po
sition is Field Clerk NEIL BRANHAM. He and wife DONNA 
are proud of their daughter, DIANE, who was voted QueeD 
of the Willow at the Alaska Winter Carnival. 

As GEORGE UNDERWOOD started off the year as sur
veyor, when he became party manager he was replaced 
by Surveyor ROBERT MITCHELL, who came to us from 
Pakistan. That was quite a climate change! Assisting ROB
ERT are Surveyors CLIFF HEITKAMP and DAVE SWEETSIR 
and Helper KEVIN BROWN. CLIFF, a North Slope veteran 
of nearly six years, claims to know the Slope area better 
than his back yard; and we can believe it. Gravity man 
this year is an old-timer, TOM (GET STUCK) SPEARS. TOM 
has been traveling around the world so much that we do 
not see enough of him anymore. 

Keeping the equipment running are Mechanic GORDON 
CLEMENS, Driller-Mechanic JosE RUBIO, and Helper JOHN 
HoL TY. The weather never seems to bother these men as 
they work under any and all conditions. We were visited 
this winter for a time by Anchorage Shop Supervisor 
OLIVER (OLLIE) KREIN, who came to camp to make re
pairs on the vibrators. OLLIE and family have returned to 
Anchorage after a stay in Galveston, Texas; and it is nice 
to have the KREINS back. He and wife CAROL just pur
chased a new home here, and CAROL is teaching school 
again. We hope that they remain awhile this time. 

We have one drill working with the vibrators. Drilling 

SUMMER 1974 

The lone drill on Party V-95 kicks up a cloud of snow as it is 
put to work on a cold and blustery day near Deadhorse, Alaska. 

and shooting his own holes is Head Driller PAUL GouLD. 
Working with PAUL is Helper MIKE PAINTER. 

Cook RICHARD ISGRIGG swears that the men eat more 
every year. RICHARD, also on the crew five years, always 
has hot coffee and a supply of pies and cakes in his kitchen. 
Talk is another item of which he has plenty. He is from 
Anchorage; and his oldest son, DANNY, came to work for 
Western for the first time this winter. Assisting RICHARD 
is THELTON (TV) VAUGHT, and making the camp area 
livable is Attendant RUBER DAN CAZARES. 

Laying the cables and planting jugs can be a rather 
nasty job when it is 35° below zero with the wind blowing 
at 10 mph. Luckily we have old hands such as Cable-truck 
Drivers FRED OKPEAHA, ALLEN (HoLTY BOLEY) HoLTY, 
and CHARLES (BUD) JONES to see that the work is done 
without unnecessary delays. Assisting them are Helpers 
BERCHMAN ESMAILKA, TIM MASKA, ELMER MANOOK, LES 
SOVALIK, DONALD CARLO, JAMES SlMPSON, DAVID HA
WICK, and ALEC OKAKOK. 

"Cat" Operators DONALD AHSOAK and MITCHELL RE
BARCHEK are responsible for moving the camp from one lo
cation to another. DONALD also is responsible for finding 
and hauling the water that the camp uses, a sometimes 
difficult job. 

As warmer weather has set in, the operation is expected 
to move more smoothly. At this writing V-95 has two 
months of work left before spring breakup. At that time 
the crew will be stacked for the summer months to await 
another winter season. 
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PARTY V-17-WEST POINT, MISSISSIPPI ... 

After traveling north to the hills of Wyoming and Colo
rado, south to the coastland of Louisiana, west to Arkansas, 
and east to Alabama, Party V-17 is back home again in 
West Point, Mississippi. Not for long, however, as the crew 
leaves March 15 and 18 for Puerto Rico! (This copy was 
mailed to us just before their departure. No word since. 
Not even the reporter's and photographer's names.-Ed.) 

Located in the northeast part of Mississippi, West Point 
harbors the junction of three railroads. It is only a three- to 
four-hour drive from the mighty Mississippi River where 
anyone can plainly see why "Huck" and "Tom" spent so 
many of their leisure hours there. 

Known as the "Heart of the South," Mississippi is noted 
for its cotton plantations. At one time production in the 
West Point area was so intense that during one five-month 
period in 1859, 22,500 bales of cotton were shipped out. 
As the Civil War began, however, production decreased 
with the planters serving in the Confederate Army and the 
slaves serving as their masters' attendants. Today most of 
Mississippi's highways are lined with cotton fields. 

Many of the beautiful homes built in the 1800's still 
stand today and are open for tours throughout the year. 
Driving by these fine examples of Southern architecture 
with their big white pillars, one can almost see the Southern 
belles being courted by their beaus under the front yard 
magnolia tree, Mississippi's state tree and flower. Most of 
these homes served as hospitals during the war and later 
on as schools. Much of that Southern tradition has changed 
today as Vibrator Operator CHARLES (COOKIE MAN) 
ROBERSON, Helpers RrcK HARNISH and CORDIE FLANDERS, 
JR., and other single members of the crew who call on 
those pretty belles will tell you. 

On January 26 Party V-17 had its earned Safety Din
ner. Party Manager JrM WESTON was unable to attend be
cause he was in Puerto Rico checking out the crew's next 
assignment ; so his lovely wife, JUNE, served as hostess. The 
dinner followed a day of classes on First A id and emer
gency treatment, with Safety Engineer CHET HALE instruct
ing the crew on the many procedures. When we had learned 
the standard theory and skills of First Aid , we broke for 
lunch. Upon returning and continuing with the advanced 
course, the students began demonstrating on each other 
the art of bandaging the many kinds of wounds. For CHET 
the afternoon was spent answering questions such as , "Arc 
you sure this bandage will go around there?" 

After mastering the skills of the "wonderful" triangular 
bandage, learning when to apply cold or heat, the how-to 
of splinting fractures , and, most of all, performing artificial 
respiration on that "gorgeous chick" (the blond dummy), 
the day was topped off with a test that everyone passed 
with flying colors. We were richly rewarded by a delicious 
steak dinner. 

When no one could eat any more and all of the intro
ductions were made, Surveyor ORVILLE THOMPSON pre
sented CHET, who congratulated the crew and assisted 
ORVILLE in presenting the Safety Awards. Members re
ceiving awards were Party Manager JIM WESTON; Ob
server RICHARD COREY; Correlator Operator JIM BAR-
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Party V-1 7 takes a break while spiking near La Junta, Colorado. 
Vibrator Operator R. T. Nash is visible behind one of the trucks. 

BOUR; Vibrator Operators R. T. (MICKEY) NASH, WIL
LIAM GRIFFITH, and MIKE BUCKNER; Helpers DENNIS 
(Doc) CHABOL, MARK GARY, and WAYNE WILLIS; and 
Surveyors TERRY THOMPSON and ORVILLE THOMPSON. 

Our Mississippi natives, Helpers RoNNlE FREELAND and 
MIKE MADISON, informed the crew on just exactly where 
the action is. Being so far south, we missed one thing this 
winter-snow! This was "OK" with fishermen and golfers , 
such as JIM WESTON, JrM BARBOUR, ORVILLE THOMPSON, 
MICKEY NASH, and CORDIE (SHORTY) FLANDERS, SR., but 
not so with our skiers, MARK GARY, WELDON BONAZZA, 
GREG GARY, MIKE BUCKNER, WILLIAM GRIFFITH, and 
Doc CHABOL. 

As is usual with most crews over the years, Party V-1 7 
loses a few and gains a few. Assistant Party Manager 
STEVE PEHNEC and Helper JOHN HOLDAWAY both headed 
for Wyoming. STEVE married the former CLAIRE EVANS 
from Lander, Wyoming, last December 3 L; and JOHN 
married the former EVELYN FOSTER on February 15. EVE
LYN is here in West Point. New crew members are Helpers 
RICK HARNISH, DAVE LASTER, BOBBY ROWELL, MIKE 
MADISON, GEORGE TATE, JULIAN ANDREWS, and RODGER 
KrnE; Junior Observer CLYDE SPENCER; and Surveyor 
DENNIS WooouM, who, with the help of our "loyal, ex
perienced(?)" men, Helpers WAYNE WILLIS, CORDY 
(SHORTY) FLANDERS, RONNIE FREELAND, and CORDY 
FLANDERS, JR.; Vibrator Operator CHARLES (COOKIE 
MAN) ROBERSON; and Surveyor TERRY THOMPSON, are 
rapidly learning the "how-to's" and "whatnot's" of a West
ern crew. Observer RICHARD COREY is busy training two 
new junior observers, DENNIS (Doc) CHABOL and CLYDE 
SPENCER. 

The son that Surveyor ORVILLE THOMPSON was expect
ing in October arrived in September and her name is TINA! 
She was born September 28, and sister "MISSY" likes the 
addition just fine . ORVILLE'S wife, COLEEN, agrees with 
MrssY. 

The crew now looks forward to beginning the three
month job in Puerto Rico and returning to West Point. 
Have a nice day! 

WESTERN PROFILE 

Relaxing at Party V-17 's Safety Dinner are, from the left, Helper 
Dave Laster, Surveyor Dennis Woodum, and Helper Mark Gary. 

Wailing patiently for food at the Safety Dinne.r are Party V-17 
men, from the left: Helpers Greg Gary and Rick Harnish: Vibrator 
Operator Charles Roberson, and Assistant Observer Dennis Chabol. 

SUMMER 1974 

Observer Richard Corey (left) and Helper Rick Harnish are enjoy
ing Party V-17's Safety Dinner, held in West Point, Mississippi. 

Party 1/-17 Manager Jim Wes
ton was out of the country; so 
wife June ( centerl was the 
hostess for the Safety Dinner in 
West Point, Mississippi . With 
June are, from the left, Corre
lator Operator Jim Barbour, his 
wife, and Vibrator Operator R. 
T. (Mickey) Nash and his wife. 

Enjoying their meal at Party V-17's Safely Di~n.er are,. f~om the 
left: Vibrator Operators Mike Buckner and W1ll1am Griffith and 
Bill's wife, Paula, Sylvia Banana, and Helper Weldon Banana. 
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PARTY V-17-WEST POINT, MISSISSIPPI ... 

After traveling north to the hills of Wyoming and Colo
rado, south to the coastland of Louisiana, west to Arkansas, 
and east to Alabama, Party V-17 is back home again in 
West Point, Mississippi. Not for long, however, as the crew 
leaves March 15 and 18 for Puerto Rico! (This copy was 
mailed to us just before their departure. No word since. 
Not even the reporter's and photographer's names.-Ed.) 

Located in the northeast part of Mississippi, West Point 
harbors the junction of three railroads. It is only a three- to 
four-hour drive from the mighty Mississippi River where 
anyone can plainly see why "Huck" and "Tom" spent so 
many of their leisure hours there. 

Known as the "Heart of the South," Mississippi is noted 
for its cotton plantations. At one time production in the 
West Point area was so intense that during one five-month 
period in 1859, 22,500 bales of cotton were shipped out. 
As the Civil War began, however, production decreased 
with the planters serving in the Confederate Army and the 
slaves serving as their masters' attendants. Today most of 
Mississippi's highways are lined with cotton fields. 

Many of the beautiful homes built in the l 800's still 
stand today and are open for tours throughout the year. 
Driving by these fine examples of Southern architecture 
with their big white pillars, one can almost see the Southern 
belles being courted by their beaus under the front yard 
magnolia tree, Mississippi's state tree and flower. Most of 
these homes served as hospitals during the war and later 
on as schools. Much of that Southern tradition has changed 
today as Vibrator Operator CHARLES (COOKIE MAN) 
ROBERSON, Helpers RICK HARNISH and CORDIE FLANDERS, 
JR., and other single members of the crew who call on 
those pretty belles will tell you. 

On January 26 Party V-17 had its earned Safety Din
ner. Party Manager JIM WESTON was unable to attend be
cause he was in Puerto Rico checking out the crew's next 
assignment; so his lovely wife, JUNE, served as hostess. The 
dinner fol lowed a day of classes on First Aid and emer
gency treatment, with Safety Engineer CHET HALE instruct
ing the crew on the many procedures. When we had learned 
the sta ndard theory and skills of First Aid, we broke for 
lunch. Upon returning and continuing with the advanced 
course, the students began demonstrating on each other 
the art of bandaging the many kinds of wounds. For CHET 
the afternoon was spent answering questions such as , "Arc 
you sure this bandage will go around there?" 

After mastering the skills of the "wonderful" triangular 
bandage, learning when to apply cold or heat, the how-to 
of splinting fractures, and, most of all, performing artificial 
respiration on that "gorgeous chick" (the blond dummy), 
the day was topped off with a test that everyone passed 
with flying colors. We were richly rewarded by a delicious 
steak dinner. 

When no one could eat any more and all of the intro
ductions were made, Surveyor ORVILLE THOMPSON pre
sented CHET, who congratulated the crew and assisted 
ORVILLE in presenting the Safety Awards. Members re
ceiving awards were Party Manager JIM WESTON ; Ob
server RrcHARD COREY; Correlator Operator JIM BAR-
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Party V-17 takes a break while spiking near La Junta, Colorado. 
Vibrator Operator R. T. Nash is visible behind one of the trucks. 

BOUR; Vibrator Operators R. T. (MICKEY) NASH, WIL
LIAM GRIFFITH, and MIKE BUCKNER; Helpers DENNIS 
(Doc) CHABOL, MARK GARY, and WAYNE WILLIS; and 
Surveyors TERRY THOMPSON and ORVILLE THOMPSON. 

Our Mississippi natives, Helpers RONNIE FREELAND and 
MIKE MADISON, informed the crew on just exactly where 
the action is. Being so far south, we missed one thing this 
winter-snow! This was "OK" with fishermen and golfers , 
such as JIM WESTON, JIM BARBOUR, ORVILLE THOMPSON , 
MICKEY NASH, and CORDIE (SHORTY) FLANDERS, SR., but 
not so with our skiers, MARK GARY, WELDON BONAZZA, 
GREG GARY, MIKE BUCKNER, WILLIAM GRIFFITH, and 
Doc CHABOL. 

As is usual with most crews over the years, Party V-17 
loses a few and gains a few. Assistant Party Manager 
STEVE PEHNEC and Helper JOHN HOLDAWAY both headed 
for Wyoming. STEVE married the former CLAIRE EVANS 
from Lander, Wyoming, last December 31; and JOHN 
married the former EVELYN FOSTER on February 15. EVE
LYN is here in West Point. New crew members are Helpers 
RICK HARNISH, DAVE LASTER, BOBBY ROWELL, MIKE 
MADISON, GEORGE TATE, JULIAN ANDREWS, and RODGER 
KIBE; Junior Observer CLYDE SPENCER; and Surveyor 
DENNIS WooDUM, who, with the help of our "loyal, ex
perienced(?),, men, Helpers WAYNE WILLIS, CORDY 
(SHORTY) FLANDERS, RONNIE FREELAND, and CORDY 
FLANDERS, JR.; Vibrator Operator CHARLES (COOKIE 
MAN) ROBERSON; and Surveyor TERRY THOMPSON, are 
rapidly learning the "how-to's" and "whatnot's" of a West
ern crew. Observer RICHARD COREY is busy training two 
new junior observers, DENNIS (Doc) CHABOL and CLYDE 
SPENCER. 

The son that Surveyor ORVILLE THOMPSON was expect
ing in October arrived in September and her name is TINA! 
She was born September 28, and sister "MISSY" likes the 
addition just fine. ORVILLE'S wife, COLEEN, agrees with 
MISSY. 

The crew now looks forward to beginning the three
month job in Puerto Rico and returning to West Point. 
Have a nice day! 
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Relaxing at Party V-17's Safety Dinner are, from the left, Helper 
Dave Laster, Surveyor DMnis Woodum, and Helper Mark Gary. 

Waiting patiently for food at the Safety Dinner are Party V-17 
men , from the left: Helpers Greg Gary and Rick Harnish, Vibrator 
Operator Charles Roberson, and Assistant Observer Dennis Chabol. 

SUMMER 1974 

Observer Richard Corey (left J and Helper Rick Harnish are enjoy
ing Party V-17 's Safety Dinner, held in West Point, Mississippi. 

Party V-17 Manager Jim Wes
ton was out of the country; so 
wife June ( centerl was the 
hostess for the Safety Dinner in 
West Point, Mississippi. With 
June are, from the left, Corre
lator Operator Jim Barbour, his 
wife, and Vibrator Operator R. 
T. (Mickey) Nash and his wife. 

Enjoying their meal al Party V-17's Safety Di~n~r are,. fr,om the 
left: Vibrator Operators Mike Buckner and Wilham Griffith and 
Bill's wife, Paula, Sylvia Bonano, and Helper Weldon Bonaua. 
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PARTY V-6-WASCO, CALIFORNIA .. . 

M. B. WALEN, Reporter-Photographer 

:Vestern's California "gypsy" crew, Party V-6, has re
mained headquartered in Wasco, California, since we last 
reported al though from our travels you would have a hard 
time '.rying to convince anyone of it! California's "liquid 
sunshme" resulted in a short deactivation in February 
1973 , during which our key personnel were scattered from 
Alaska to Texas. Chief Observer L. L. (SHORTY) SWANSON 
s~ent a lovely(?) .spring in North Dakota with Party V-21; 
V~brator Mecham~ LOUIE BYRD traveled to Pennsylvania 
with Party V-3; Vibrator Operator FRED L EONARD visited 
sunny Galveston; and Party Manager B. W. (RED) 
BROWN became a pseudo-co-ordinator for other crews th at 
were getting started after the winter slowdown. 

Late May brought sunnier skies to California and V-6 
was reorganized . Our men were recalled from' their far
flung ass~g~ments .. Permit Agent H . LEE (THE COLONEL) 
BUTLER JOmed us m Wasco and began his "permit blues." 
THE ~OLONEL and his trusty sidekick, "D eputy Dawg" 
~LEE.s pooch, Kelly), found that permitting cross-country 
hne.s m the farml.ands of California is no easy task. During 
a six-month penod we worked in Madera (twice), Le-

moore, California Valley, Vacaville, Oakdale, and West 
Sacramento. While we were in Oakdale, we acquired 
H elper JOHN (MONTANA) BANTRUP; and Vibrator Opera
tor PATRICK GOODMAN and H elper RON FRIEDMAN be
came Party V-6 members during our stay in West Sacra
mento. 

December brought two new hires to this Western crew 
Field Clerk MIKE WALEN and wife J EANETTE braved th~ 
blizzards and floods of Washington, Oregon, and California 
and reached the crew in Wasco , slightly rumpled and 
thoroughly confused as they met the party in the middle 
of a move. Assistant Observer DUANE (DEE) HEYEN came 
up from . Louisiana and now has become a capable fi eld 
man. Aside from his abilities in the field, DEE has shown 
many of the boys how to play poker, to their utter di smay ; 
he must have played a lot of this game during hi s 20 years 

Above-Party V-6 Chief Observer L. 
L. I Shorty I Swanson re.verts back to 
his jug-hustling days. The crew is 
working outside Cedar City, Utah. 
Left top-Picking up the jugs and 
cables are, from the left, Helpen 
Bob Hutchings and John Bentrup and 
Assistant Observer Duane Heyen (in 
the truck) . Le.ft bottom-Vibrator 
Operator Fred Leonard I left I digs 
the Party V-6 service truck out of 
the mud. Vibrator Mechanic Louie 
Byrd, who is offe.ring encourage
ment, always soys, "If you get them 
stuck, you have to dig them out!" 

WESTERN PROFILE 

Right top-Near Cedar City, Utah , 
Party V-6 vibrators work in a field . 
Ri ghi bottom-Party V-6 vibrators 
are approaching the recording truck. 
Below-Taking a break to talk about 
op erations are Assistant Observer 
Duane (Dee I Heyen lleft I and Chief 
Observe r L. L. (Shorty) Swanson . 

in the Air Force. Jug-truck Drivers CHUCK CoucH and 
DAVE ALLEN joined V-6 in February 1974. CHUCK and 
DAVE came from Rawlins, Wyoming, where they both had 
worked on a Rocky Mountain seismic operation. 

Vibrator Mechanic LouIE BYRD has now acquired a 
second trailer house. It must be handy for LourE to have 
an extra bedroom whenever he is in the doghouse with his 
wife, NORMA. LOUIE'S little girl, M ELITA, who was born 
just after our last report, is really growing. She can talk 
about as well as her dad now, and she does keep his 
attention. 

Vibrator Operator FRED LEONARD was involved in an 
automobile accident in July, but tough ol' FRED is all right 
now. He is out there shakin' and keeping tabs on V ibrator 
Operator DENNIS (FOXY) Fox. A slightly portly FRED has 
decided to lose some weight ; so now you will find him 
packing celery and carrots for lunch and drinking grape
fruit juice. Good luck, FRED! 

SHORTY SWANSON'S wife, SARAH, underwent back sur
gery in January. She is doing fine and recovering although 
she has to wear a brace. SHORTY thinks that he is king of 
the house now, but we are sure that SARAH is just waiting 
until she is better. Then watch SHORTY change his tune. 

SUMMER 1974 

A possible new "first" for a field crew has been reached . 
A total of 97 years of serv ice has been attained by five 
men on Party V-6. Party Manager B. W. BROWN has been 
with Western for 28 years; Surveyor JOHN CRANE, 19 
years; Surveyor HUEY BUTLER, 21 years; Observer 
SHORTY SWANSON, 15 years; and Vibrator Operator FRED 
LEONARD, 14 years. V-6 challenges any other field crew to 
show five crew members with so much accrued time. If 
you can, the beer is on us. (Challengers, do not "fudge" by 
including your supervisor's years because V-6 can come 
back and do the same-and only our president can best its 
John Adams' 37 years of uninterrupted service!-Ed.) 

In February we became bored with the flat lands of the 
San Joaquin Valley and took a short vacation to "warm 
and sunny" Cedar City, Utah. The flat-landers are doing 
a great job in the Rockies-nothing seems to hold a good 
Westerner back! High mountains, wet valleys, and deep 
snows have been met and overcome. "Steak" Mountain 
is a newly-named landmark (since we arrived, anyway) 
that marks the epic struggle of "Party V-6 versus Nature." 
Our recording crew dragged cable up and over the peak ; 
and for their service above and beyond the call of duty, 
they were awarded a fine steak dinner. The Steak Moun
tain episode will, we are sure, be a memorable event in 
many juggies' hearts. 

The life of a " doodlebugger" in Utah is not easy, but 
the challenges make it very interesting. Yet we yearn for 
the warmth of California and our families there; so we 
hope that the next time we report you will find us back 
entrenched in good old Wasco. 
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PARTY V-6-WASCO, CALIFORNIA ... 

M. B. WALEN, Reporter-Photographer 

Western's California "gypsy" crew, Party V-6, has re
mained headquartered in Wasco, California, since we last 
reported although from our travels you would have a hard 
time try ing to convince anyone of it! California's "liquid 
sunshine" resulted in a short deact ivation in February 
J 973, duri ng which our key personnel were scattered from 
Alaska to Texas. Chief Observer L. L. (SHORTY) SwANSO 
s~ent a lovely(?) spring in North Dakota with Party V-21 ; 
Vibrator Mechanic LOUIE BYRD traveled to Pennsylvania 
with Party V-3; Vibrator Operator FRED LEONARD visited 
sunny Galveston; and Party Manager B. W. (R ED) . 
BROWN became a pseudo-co-ordinator for other crews that 
were gett ing started after the winter slowdown. 

Late May brought sunnier skies to Cal ifornia , and V-6 
was reorganized. Our men were recalled from their far
flung assignments. Permit Agent H . LEE (THE COLONEL) 
BUTLER joined us in Wasco and began his "permit blues." 
THE COLONEL and his trusty sidekick, "Deputy Dawg" 
~LEE'.s pooch , Kelly), fou nd that permitting cross-country 
Imes m the farmlands of California is no easy task. During 
a six-month period we worked in Madera (twice), Le-

moore, California Valley, Vacaville, Oakdale, and West 
Sacramento. While we were in Oakdale, we acquired 
Helper JOHN (MONTANA) BANTRUP; and Vibrator Opera
tor PATRICK GOODMAN and Helper RON FRIEDMAN be
came Party V-6 members during our stay in West Sacra
mento. 

December brought two new hires to this Western crew. 
F ield Clerk MIKE WALEN and wife JEANETTE braved the 
blizzards and floods of Washington, Oregon, and California 
and reached the crew in Wasco, slightly rumpled and 
thoroughly confused as they met the party in the middle 
of a move. Assistant Observer DUANE (DEE) HEYEN came 
up from Louisiana and now has become a capable fie ld 
man. Aside from his abilities in the field, DEE has shown 
many of the boys how to play poker, to their utter dismay ; 
he must have played a lot of this game duri ng his 20 years 

Above- Party V-6 Chief Observer L. 
L. I Shorty) Swanson r• verts back to 
his jug-hustling days. The crew is 
working outside Cedar City, Utah. 
Left top- Picking up the jugs and 
cables are, from the left, Helpe.rs 
Bob Hutchings and John Bentrup and 
Assistant Observer Duane Heyen I in 
the truck) . Left bottom- Vibrator 
Operator Fred Leonard lleftl digs 
the Party V- 6 service truck out of 
the mud . Vibrator Mechanic Louie 
Byrd, who is offering encourage
ment, always says , "If you get them 
stuck, you hove to d ig them out! " 
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Right top-Near Cedar Ci ty, Utah, 
Party V-6 vibrators work in a field. 
Right bollom-Parly V-6 vibrators 
are approaching the recording truc k. 
Below-Taking a break to talk about 
operations are Assis ta nt Observ er 
Duane (Dee l Heyen (left) and Chief 
Observer L. L. (Shor ty) Swanson . 

in the Air Force. Jug-truck Drivers CHUCK CoucH and 
DAVE ALLEN joined V-6 in February 1974. CHUCK and 
DAVE came from Rawlins, Wyoming, where they both had 
worked on a Rocky Mountain seismic operation. 

Vibrator Mechanic LOUIE BYRD has now acquired a 
second trailer house. It must be handy for LOUIE to have 
an extra bedroom whenever he is in the doghouse with his 
wife, NORMA. LOUIE'S little girl, MELITA, who was born 
just after our last report, is really growing. She can talk 
about as well as her dad now, and she does keep his 
attention. 

Vibrator Operator FRED LEONARD was involved in an 
automobile accident in July, but tough ol' FRED is all right 
now. He is out there shakin' and keeping tabs on Vibrator 
Operator DENNIS (FoxY) Fox. A slightly portly FRED has 
decided to lose some weight; so now you will find him 
packing celery and carrots for lunch and drinking grape
fruit juice. Good luck, FRED! 

SHORTY SWANSON'S wife, SARAH, underwent back sur
gery in January. She is doing fine and recovering although 
she has to wear a brace. SHORTY thinks that he is king of 
the house now, but we are sure that SARAH is just waiting 
until she is better. Then watch SHORTY change his tune. 
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A possible new "first" for a field crew has been reached. 
A total of 97 years of service has been attained by five 
men on Party V-6. Party Manager B. W. BROWN has been 
with Western for 28 years; Surveyor JOHN CRANE, 19 
years; Surveyor HUEY BUTLER, 21 years; Observer 
SHORTY SWANSON , 15 years; and Vibrator Operator FRED 
LEONARD, 14 years. V-6 challenges any other field crew to 
show five crew members with so much accrued time. If 
you can, the beer is on us. (Challengers, do not "fudge" by 
including your supervisor's years because V-6 can come 
back and do the same-and only our president can best its 
John Adams' 37 years of uninterrupted service!-Ed.) 

In February we became bored with the flat lands of the 
San Joaquin Valley and took a short vacation to "warm 
and sunny" Cedar City, Utah. The flat-land ers are doing 
a great job in the Rockies-nothing seems to hold a good 
Westerner back! High mountains, wet valleys, and deep 
snows have been met and overcome. "Steak" Mountain 
is a newly-named landmark (since we arrived, anyway) 
that marks the epic struggle of "Party V-6 versus Nature." 
Our recording crew dragged cable up and over the peak; 
and for their service above and beyond the call of duty, 
they were awarded a fine steak dinner. The Steak Moun
tain episode will, we are sure, be a memorable event in 
many juggies' hearts. 

The life of a "doodlebugger" in Utah is not easy, but 
the challenges make it very interesting. Yet we yearn for 
the warmth of California and our families there; so we 
hope that the next time we report you wil l find us back 
entrenched in good old Wasco. 
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down Western's line 
for 35 years 

T HE FIRST QUARTER of 1974 saw the still exclusive "35-
Year Club" gain its eighth and ninth members with 

the presentation of 35-Year Service Pins to J. C. Mollere, 
Galveston, Texas, and Frank Ellsworth, Lima, Peru, both 
known around the world. 

Although his official service date is March 1, 1939, (due 
to a leave of absence in the early 1960's), John C. Mollere 
became a Westerner in May 1936, when the Company 
consisted of a small, closely-knit group of men operating 
two or three crews. He became deeply involved in field 
work and with field personnel, and this assistant general 
manager of the Galveston laboratory and shops is still 
deeply involved with them-all over the world. He started 
as an assistant observer in the South; transferred to the 
West Coast, where he became Western's first observer (in
strument) supervisor; and went to South America. 

On his return John worked out of the Company's shops 
in Bakersfield, California, and later settled in administra
tive and research functions in the main laboratory, first in 
Los Angeles and after August 1969 in Galveston. Over the 
years there has been scarcely any type of Western equip
ment that has not reflected some of John's mechanical skill 
or inventive aptitude. 

Born in Donaldson, Louisiana, John was educated at 
Louisiana State University, from which he received his de
gree in electrical engineering. His talented wife, Eloise, is 
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At an anniversary party in 
the Galveston lab, 35-Year 
honoree John C. Mollere, 
assistant manager of the lab 
and shops, holds his con
gratulatory lette.r and pin. 

a native Californian but has adjusted well to life on the 
Texas coast. She is active in the Nassau Bay garden club 
and they both enjoy the Houston symphony. They have 
three children. Lynn, who has her masters degree in art 
history, lives in Berkeley, California, with her husband and 
two small sons. John, who inherited his father's mechanical 
aptitudes, lives and works in the Los Angeles area. Mike, 
the youngest, is a sophomore at Stephen F. Austin State 
University in Nacogdoches, Texas. Their father gave up 
arduous sports some years ago; but he has never given up 
his " private" shop, from which have been spawned many 
Western developments. 

Supervisor Frank Ellsworth has been an "internation
alist" for the major part of his 35 years with Western. 
Probably the longest period spent in the States by this vet
eran was in his early years with the Company. Starting 
January 11, 1939, as an assistant computer on Party 9, he 
worked for many domestic crews until 1951. This domes
tic service was broken briefly by an assignment in Para
guay, where he met and married his charming wife, Chola. 

Party Chief Ellsworth in April 1951 was sent to West
ern's office in Calgary and became a supervisor of Cana
dian operations. Leaving there in April 1958, Frank and 
Chola have set up offices and homes in many countries, 
some a.t least twice. These include Bolivia (Cochabamba) , 
Argentma (Buenos Aires), Venezuela (Caracas), Iran 
(Teheran) , and Peru (Lima). Frank is currently managing 
crews in Peru; but, we are told, before this is read, Frank 
and Chola will be off on another assignment. 

Though "home" has been many countries, Frank was 
born in East Windsor, Connecticut, and attended Trinity 
College and Worcester Polytechnic Institute, where he re
ceived a B.S. degree in civil engineering. The Ellsworths 
have a son, Frank, 27, who was born in Paraguay; at
tended Georgetown University in Washington, D.C.; vol
unteered for service in the U.S. Army and was a helicopter 
crew chief in Vietnam; graduated from Boston Univers
ity; and is now married and working in the Boston area. 

Unfortunately, we do not have a "35-Year picture" of 
Frank. When our vice president of Latin American oper
ations, V. C. (Vic) Boyd, departed for Lima on business, 
he took Frank's pin and promised to bring us a picture. On 
the weekend scheduled for the ceremonies Frank was called 
to the field and Vic was summoned to Bolivia. Vic quickly 
handed Frank his 35-Year Service Pin, but we shall have 
to wait for our picture until they meet again. 

To our two new 3 5-Year veterans, John and Frank, we 
wish the best. 
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down Western's line 

Paul Jones holds his 30-Year 
Service Pin and letter after 
party in the Galveston lab. 

IVE YEARS and one move after observing their 25th 
1 anniversaries with the Company in Louisiana, J. P. 

Jones and B. A. Pack received their 30-Year Service Pins 
in Texas, during the first quarter of 1974. 

To many Westerners one move in five years is unheard 
of but to John Paul Jones it is not. The one from Shreve
p~rt, Louisiana, to Galveston, Texas, was only his second 
in 30 years! Paul started with Western on February 29, 
1944, in Tulsa, Oklahoma, where he manufactured the 
Western gravity meter. When the Shreveport office was 
opened in 1950, Paul moved his small shop there, servic
ing Western meters and later manufacturing, maintaining, 
and altering parts for other equipment. In 1970 Paul joined 
forces with the Company's huge laboratory and shops in 
Galveston, where he is now a machinist. 

Born in Iowa, Paul spent most of his pre-Western years 
in Colorado and Kansas, working and attending the Uni
versity of Colorado, Denver University, and the University 
of Kansas. He was an instructor of shop processes at KU. 
He has taken courses also at Tulsa University and Cen
tenary College in Shreveport. Today Paul and wife Con
nie enjoy the adult enrichment courses at College of the 
Mainland in Texas City, where they live, the Houston 
symphony and opera, and a bridge club. Connie also works 
in Galveston, as a secretary at the University of Texas 
Medical Branch. 

Paul is the father of four boys and two girls, all grown 
and married. His youngest son, Hank, is a second-genera
tion Westerner, working in the Houston digital center. 
Hank started with the Company on Paul's 24th anniver
sary, that every-four-year day, February 29! 

Although Supervisor Bruce A. Pack has made only one 
move in the past five years, from Shreveport to Houston 
in 1969, the same is not true of the first 25 of his 30 years 
with Western. Starting as an assistant party chief on March 
7, 1944, he had moved about on land crews in the South, 
Southwest, Midwest, California, and the Rocky Mountains 
-and made supervisor along the way-before he was 
transferred to the Shreveport office in February 1954. 

Here Bruce at first assisted in supervising marine oper
ations. Then, with the expansion of the Company, the 
Shreveport office needed someone to co-ordinate person-
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for 30 years 
nel requirements and to recruit new employees, particu
larly for foreign crews. A highly efficient, orderly, and 
resourceful party chief and supervisor in the field, who had 
a broad knowledge and liking of people, Bruce was selected 
as the logical person for the assignment. Today, though 
the scene is the Houston office, the assig11ment is the same. 

Bruce was born in McAlesLcr, Oklahoma, and attended 
Oklahoma Baptist and Oklahoma A and M Universities. 
When Western gained this capable man, he was an assistant 
party chief for an oil company and, with wife Martha and 
their children (two then), was living in Shawnee, Okla
homa. The Packs are now parents of three sons and one 
daughter. 

Jim Pack, 33, is vice president and general manager of 
a tire and rubber company in Arlington, Texas. Tom, 31, 
is party manager of Western's Party 38 and, with wife Jeri, 
is currently living in Billings, Montana. Bob, 26, a former 
Western employee, and wife Cindy, also a second-genera
tion Westerner, have purchased a new home in Houston, 
where Bob is a special agent for a large insurance com
pany and Cindy is a music teacher in the city's elementary 
school system. Susan Pack McClendon, 21, and husband 
Mike, have a son, Paul, 3Y2, and a daughter, Kimberly, 
2, who occupy Susan's time while Mike operates his own 
auto repair shop and builds and races stock cars as a 
hobby. 

Western is proud to honor these two 30-Year men, who, 
coincidentally, share another "anniversary"-their birth
days are on the same day! 

Off for lunch lo celebrate the 30th anniversary of Supervisor 
Bruce A. Pack (third from the left) are these distinguished Western 
"vets," from the left: Vice President Howard Dingman, President 
Booth B. Strange, Bruce, Manager Fred J. Di Giulio, Supervisor 
George J. Shoup, and Supervisor Jack M. Desmond. Each has at 
least 25 years of service, and their combined total is 197 years! 



down Western's line 
for 35 years 

T HE FIRST QUARTER of 1974 saw the still exclusive "35-
Year Club" gain its eighth and ninth members with 

the presentation of 35-Year Service Pins to J. C. Mollere, 
Galveston, Texas, and Frank Ellsworth, Lima, Peru, both 
known around the world. 

Although his official service date is March 1, 1939, (due 
to a leave of absence in the early 1960's), John C. Mollere 
became a Westerner in May l 936, when the Company 
consisted of a small, closely-knit group of men operating 
two or three crews. He became deeply involved in field 
work and with field personnel, and this assistant general 
manager of the Galveston laboratory and shops is still 
deeply involved with them-all over the world. He started 
as an assistant observer in the South; transferred to the 
West Coast, where he became Western's first observer (in
strwnent) supervisor; and went to South America. 

On his return John worked out of the Company's shops 
in Bakersfield, California, and later settled in administra
tive and research functions in the main laboratory, first in 
Los Angeles and after August 1969 in Galveston. Over the 
years there has been scarcely any type of Western equip
ment that has not reflected some of John's mechanical skill 
or inventive aptitude. 

Born in Donaldson, Louisiana, John was educated at 
Louisiana State University, from which he received his de
gree in electrical engineering. His talented wife, Eloise, is 
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At an anniversary party in 
the Galveston lob, 35-Year 
honoree John C. Mollere, 
assistant manager of the lob 
and shops, holds his con
gratulatory letter and pin. 

a native Californian but has adjusted well to life on the 
Texas coast. She is active in the Nassau Bay garden club 
and they both enjoy the Houston symphony. They have 
three children. Lynn, who has her masters degree in art 
history, lives in Berkeley, California, with her husband and 
two small sons. John, who inherited his father's mechanical 
aptitudes, lives and works in the Los Angeles area. Mike, 
the youngest, is a sophomore at Stephen F. Austin State 
University in Nacogdoches, Texas. Their father gave up 
arduous sports some years ago; but he has never given up 
his "private" shop, from which have been spawned many 
Western developments. 

Supervisor Frank Ellsworth has been an "internation
alist" for the major part of his 35 years with Wes tern. 
Probably the longest period spent in the States by this vet
eran was in his early years with the Company. Starting 
January J 1, 1939, as an assistant computer on Party 9, he 
worked for many domestic crews until 1951. This domes
tic service was broken briefly by an assignment in Para
guay, where he met and married his charming wife, Chola. 

Party Chief Ellsworth in April 1951 was sent to West
ern's office in Calgary and became a supervisor of Cana
dian operations. Leaving there in April 1958, Frank and 
Chola have set up offices and homes in many countries, 
some a.t least twice. These include Bolivia (Cochabamba) , 
Argent ma (Buenos Aires), Venezuela (Caracas) , Iran 
(Teheran), and Peru (Lima). Frank is currently managing 
crews in Peru; but, we are told, before this is read, Frank 
and Chola will be off on another assignment. 

Though "home" has been many countries, Frank was 
born in East Windsor, Connecticut, and attended Trinity 
College and Worcester Polytechnic Institute where he re
ceived a B.S. degree in civil engineering. The Ellsworths 
have a son, Frank, 27, who was born in Paraguay; at
tended Georgetown University in Washington, D.C. ; vol
unteered for service in the U.S. Army and was a helicopter 
crew chief in Vietnam; graduated from Boston Univers
ity; and is now married and working in the Boston area. 

Unfortunately, we do not have a "35-Year picture" of 
F~ank. When ou~ vice president of Latin American oper
ations, V. C. (Vic) Boyd, departed for Lima on business 
he took Frank's pin and promised to bring us a picture. O~ 
the weekend scheduled for the ceremonies Frank was called 
to the field and Vic was summoned to Bolivia. Vic quickly 
handed Frank his 35-Year Service Pin, but we shall have 
to wait for our picture until they meet again. 

To our two new 35-Year veterans, John and Frank, we 
wish the best. 
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down Western's line 

Paul Jones holds his 30-Year 
Service Pin and letter ofter 
party in the- Galveston lob. 

"""\ IVE YEARS and one move after observing their 25th 
anniversaries with the Company in Louisiana, J. P. 

Jones and B. A. Pack received their 30-Year Service Pins 
in Texas, during the first quarter of 1974. 

To many Westerners one move in five years is unheard 
of, but to John Paul Jones it is not. The one from Shreve
port, Louisiana, to Galveston, Texas, was only his second 
in 30 years! Paul started with Western on February 29, 
1944, in Tulsa, Oklahoma, where he manufactured the 
Western gravity meter. When the Shreveport office was 
opened in 1950, Paul moved his small shop there, servic
ing Western meters and later manufacturing, maintaining, 
and altering parts for other equipment. In 1970 Paul joined 
forces with the Company's huge laboratory and shops in 
Galveston, where he is now a machinist. 

Born in Iowa, Paul spent most of his pre-Western years 
in Colorado and Kansas, working and attending the Uni
versity of Colorado, Denver University, and the University 
of Kansas. He was an instructor of shop processes at KU. 
He has taken courses also at Tulsa University and Cen
tenary College in Shreveport. Today Paul and wife Con
nie enjoy the adult enrichment courses at College of the 
Mainland in Texas City, where they Jive, the Houston 
symphony and opera, and a bridge club. Connie also works 
in Galveston, as a secretary at the University of Texas 
Medical Branch. 

Paul is the father of four boys and two girls, all grown 
and married. His youngest son, Hank, is a second-genera
tion Westerner, working in the Houston digital center. 
Hank started with the Company on Paul's 24th anniver
sary, that every-four-year day, February 29! 

Although Supervisor Bruce A. Pack has made only one 
move in the past five years, from Shreveport to Houston 
in 1969, the same is not true of the first 25 of his 30 years 
with Western. Starting as an assistant party chief on March 
7, 1944, he had moved about on land crews in the South, 
Southwest, Midwest, California, and the Rocky Mountains 
-and made supervisor along the way-before he was 
transferred to the Shreveport office in February 1954. 

Here Bruce at first assisted in supervising marine oper
ations. Then, with the expansion of the Company, the 
Shreveport office needed someone to co-ordinate person-
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for 30 years 
nel requirements and to recruit new employees, particu
larly for foreign crews. A highly efficient, orderly, and 
resourceful party chief and supervisor in the field, who had 
a broad knowledge and liking of people, Bruce was selected 
as the logical person for the assignment. Today, though 
the scene is the Houston office, the assignment is the same. 

Bruce was born in McAlester, Oklahoma, and attended 
Oklahoma Baptist and Oklahoma A and M Universities. 
When Western gained this capable man, he was an assistant 
party chief for an oil company and, with wi[e Martha and 
their children (two then), was living in Shawnee, Okla
homa. The Packs are now parents of three sons and one 
daughter. 

Jim Pack, 33, is vice president and general manager of 
a tire and rubber company in Arlington, Texas. Tom, 31, 
is party manager of Western's Party 38 and, with wife Jeri, 
is currently living in Billings, Montana. Bob, 26, a former 
Western employee, and wife Cindy, also a second-genera
tion Westerner, have purchased a new home in Houston, 
where Bob is a special agent for a large insurance com
pany and Cindy is a music teacher in the city's elementary 
school system. Susan Pack McClendon, 21, and husband 
Mike, have a son, Paul, 3lh, and a daughter, Kimberly, 
2, who occupy Susan's time while Mike operates his own 
auto repair shop and builds and races stock cars as a 
hobby. 

Western is proud to honor these two 30-Year men, who, 
coincidentally, share another "anniversary"-their birth
days are on the same day! 

Off for lunch to celebrate the 30th anniversary of Supervisor 
Bruce A. Pock (third from the left) ore these distinguished Western 
"vets," from the left: Vice President Howard Dingman, President 
Booth B. Strange, Bruce, Manager Fred J. Di Giulio, Supervisor 
George J. Shoup, and Supervisor Jock M. Desmond. Each hos at 
least 25 years of service, and their combined total is 197 years! 



OUR "25-YEAR CLUB" has now extended into Canada 
with the addition of two members from Calgary, J. 

A. Chandler and E. E. Hanson. Also, L. M. Hoyt, Denver, 
joined the ranks in the first quarter of 1974. 

Actually, the Western career of Equipment Supervisor 
Ernest E. (Mikel Hanson reached its 25th milestone last 
May, and WC regret that the WESTERN PROFILE staff was 
not notified of his eligibility at the proper time. Although 
Western of Canada was not incorporated until December 
1952, Western Geophysical Company started Canadian 
operations with Party 39 in April 1948. On May 5 Mike 

down Western's line 

Hanson, a native of Medicine Hat, Alberta, joined Western 
as a driller for Party 39. He later became a driller-me
chanic and then drill supervisor, and since 1966 he has 
been equipment supervisor in the Calgary shop for West
ern of Canada. During his almost 26 years with Western 
Mike has worked in Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, 
Northwest Territories, and the Yukon Territory. 

Mike's "trademark" is his western hat, and he is seldom 
seen without it. He likes the outdoors and sports-goes 
camping, fishing, and hunting and is a football fan. His 
wife, Elda, shares three of these interests and substitutes 

for 25 years 
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On his 25th anniversary with the Company, Equipment Supervisor 
Mike Hanson (left), who joined Party 39 as a driller when West
ern began Canadian operations in 1948, receives his pin and con
gratulations from Western of Canada Vice President Warner Loven 
in the Calgary office. A fitting background is the. Canadian map. 

bowling for hunting. He has a lso coached baseball and 
been active in the Boy Scouts. During World War II Cor
poral Mike Hanson served four years in the Canadian 
armed forces, in the European theatre; and he later be
came a member of the Canadian Legion. The Hansons 
have three children. Ernest, 22, has started to follow in his 
father's footsteps; he is a driller for Western. Patricia, 21, 
is a cashier for a co-op store in Calgary and is engaged to 
be married this summer. Sixteen-year-old Barry is a high 
school student. 

Instrument Supervisor Leonard M. Hoyt received his 25-
Year Service Award March 18. He began working for 
Western in September 1948 (a leave of absence gives him 
the ad justed service date) as a jug hustler on Party 34 in 
Wyoming. From this position he soon rose to assistant ob
server, observer, and chief observer and in 1964 to instru
ment supervisor. This neat and meticulous Westerner, 
noted for being a top "problem-solver," has covered most 
of the United States and South America, Africa, Asia, and 
Italy in his 25 years, on both land and marine crews. 

Leonard worked on the water almost continuously from 
October 1953 to January 1962. He was with one of West
ern's original crews for the operations on Lake Maracaibo, 
Venezuela. A job in Trinidad was the start of a long work
ing trip that took him to British Guiana and Brazil and 
then across the Atlantic to Portuguese Guinea, the Canary 
Islands, Morocco, Sicily, Italy, Egypt, Sudan, the Persian 
Gulf, and Iran. Back in the States Leonard was assigned 
to a land crew in west Texas but was later called to the 
Gulf of Mexico to help the late W. T. Ross install the in
struments on the Company's new Western Geophysicals / , 
II, and l//. In October 1967 he returned to where he had 
started, the Rockies. 
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When Instrument Supervisor Leonard Hoyt lleftl stopped at the 
Denver shop on his way from Houston to Party 9 in North Dakota 
with the new recording truck in the background, Supervisor Bill 
Rosser had a chance to congratulate him on his 25th anniversary. 

The Rocky Mountain area has never been unfamiliar to 
Leonard as he was born in Fort Collins, Colorado, which 
he still considers home and where he visits his parents as 
often as the job permits. He attended Colorado State and 
also was a fishing guide in Gunnison, Colorado, before 
entering the U. S. Air Force. Sergeant Hoyt served three 
years, in the South Pacific, New Guinea, the Philippine 
Islands, Okinawa, and Japan. This former air force man 
has never ceased lo be interested in flying. He has owned 
his own plane; ferried some crop dusting planes on the 
side while working out of Morgan City, Louisiana; and 
for the past several years has been building himself a bi
plane (for aerobatics) in Fort Collins. His other interests 
have included fishing, hunting, playing dominoes, invest
ing in the stock market (well, we are told), lapidary work 
and "rock hounding," photography, and visiting places of 
interest, such as Egypt, the wonders of Rome, and Y enice 
with its never-to-be-forgotten gondoliers. 

Though Leonard works "out of" the Denver office, he 
has been in it only twice! He may occasionally stop in the 
shop, however, with a truck as he moves around the Rocky 
Mountain area to help crews with their instrument prob
lems. 

Another "S Day" for Western of Canada was March 28, 
when J. A. (All Chandler observed his 25 years of service 
with Western Geophysical. As senior administrative assis
tant, Al "does everything" according to others in the Cal
gary office. "Everything" includes heading the parts depart
ment, seeing that supplies get on and off planes, and other 
duties too numerous for anyone to mention. In short, he 
keeps the Western of Canada crews supplied. 

Al, a native of Didsbury, Alberta, who had two years 
of drafting in a technical school following service in the 
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Royal Canadian Navy Volunteer Reserve, started his Com
pany career as a draftsman on Western of America's Party 
10 in central Alberta. Working in that province's prairies 
and southern Manitoba, he was a senior computer on Party 
56 when in late 1952 he was called into Calgary to assist 
in the office functions of the expanding operations in Can
ada. He has been a mainstay with Western of Canada 
ever since. 

While "doodlebugging" in Manitoba, Al met Joyce, who 
became his wife. They have six children, including a set 
of twins. Wayne, 21, works in Calgary. Richard, 19, is a 
sophomore at the University of Calgary. Brian, 18, having 
worked for a while, is now finishing some high school 
courses while twin Barbara is studying to be a dental assis
tant. Russel, 16, and Daniel, 13, are in high school. With 
the exception of Wayne, who goes home on weekends, all 
commute daily from their unusual home 25 miles from 
Calgary. 

The unusual home is a log house that Al has been build
ing over the years. This 30' x 40' house is split level and 
thus has plenty of floor space, which includes five bed
rooms, as well as all of the other rooms that arc part of a 
home. Al had been building it for seven years before the 
family moved into it in 1970 and says that it still is not 
finished. In addition to working on the house, Al, who was 
brought up on a farm, spends his spare time in farm-type 
activities on his country acreage. This home and locale are 
also excellent for Joyce's extra activities, house plants and 
gardening. 

Congratulations to Mike, Leonard, and Al on their 25th 
anniversaries with Western. 

J. A. !All Chandler lleftl is congratulated on his 25th anniver
sary with the Company by Western of Canada Vice President War
ner Loven in the Calgary office. The map of Canada in the back
ground is an appropriate selling, for Al "does everything" that is 
necessary to keep supplies moving to the Western of Canada crews. 
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OUR "25-YEAR CLUB" has now extended into Canada 
with the addition of two members from Calgary, J. 

A. Chandler and E. E. Hanson. Also, L. M. Hoyt, Denver, 
joined the ranks in the first quarter of 1974. 

Actually, the Western career of Equipment Supervisor 
Ernest E. (Mike) Hanson reached its 25th milestone last 
May, and we regret that the WESTERN PROFILE staff was 
not notified of his eligibility at the proper time. Although 
Western of Canada was not incorporated until December 
1952, Western Geophysical Company started Canadian 
operations with Party 39 in April 1948. On May 5 Mike 

down Western's line 

Hanson, a native of Medicine Hat, Alberta, joined Western 
as a driller for Party 39. He later became a driller-me
chanic and then drill supervisor, and since 1966 he has 
been equipment supervisor in the Calgary shop for West
ern of Canada. During his almost 26 years with Western 
Mike has worked in Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, 
Northwest Territories, and the Yukon Territory. 

Mike's "trademark" is his western hat, and he is seldom 
seen without it. He likes the outdoors and sports-goes 
camping, fishing, and hunting and is a football fan. His 
wife, Elda, shares three of these interests and substitutes 

for 25 years 
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On his 25th anniversary with the Company, Equipment Supervisor 
Mike Hanson (left), who joined Party 39 as a driller when We~t
ern began Canadian operations in 1948, receives his pin and con
gratulations from Western of Canada Vice President Warner Loven 
in the Calgary office. A fitting background is the. Canadian map. 

--

bowling for hunting. He has also coached baseball and 
been active in the Boy Scouts. During World War II Cor
poral Mike Hanson served four years in the Canadian 
armed forces, in the European theatre; and he later be
came a member of the Canadian Legion. The Hansons 
have three children. Ernest, 22, has started to follow in his 
father's footsteps; he is a driller for Western. Patricia, 21, 
is a cashier for a co-op store in Calgary and is engaged to 
be married this summer. Sixteen-year-old Barry is a high 
school student. 

Instrument Supervisor Leonard M. Hoyt received his 25-
Year Service Award March 18. He began working for 
Western in September 1948 (a leave of absence gives him 
the adjusted service date) as a jug hustler on Party 34 in 
Wyoming. From this position he soon rose to assistant ob
server, observer, and chief observer and in 1964 to instru
ment supervisor. This neat and meticulous Westerner, 
noted for being a top "problem-solver," has covered most 
of the United States and South America Africa Asia and 
Italy in his 25 years, on both land and ~arine ~rews: 

Leonard worked on the water almost continuously from 
October 1953 to January 1962. He was with one of West
ern's original crews for the operations on Lake Maracaibo, 
Venezuela. A job in Trinidad was the start of a long work
ing trip that took him to British Guiana and Brazil and 
then across the Atlantic to Portuguese Guinea, the Canary 
Islands, Morocco, Sicily, Italy, Egypt, Sudan, the Persian 
Gulf, and Iran. Back in the States Leonard was assigned 
to a land crew in west Texas but was later called to the 
Gulf of Mexico to help the late W. T. Ross install the in
struments on the Company's new Western Geophysicals I, 
II, and Ill. In October 1967 he returned to where he had 
started, the Rockies. 
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When Instrument Supervisor Leonard Hoyt I left) stopped at the 
Denver shop on his way from Houston to Party 9 in North Dakota 
with the new recording truck in the background, Supervisor Bill 
RoHer had a chance to congratulate him on his 25th anniversary. 

The Rocky Mountain area has never been unfamiliar to 
Leonard as he was born in Fort Collins, Colorado, which 
he still considers home and where he visits his parents as 
often as the job permits. He attended Colorado State and 
also was a fishing guide in Gunnison, Colorado, before 
entering the U. S. Air Force. Sergeant Hoyt served three 
years, in the South Pacific, New Guinea, the Philippine 
Islands, Okinawa, and Japan. This former air force man 
has never ceased to be interested in flying. He has owned 
his own plane; ferried some crop dusting planes on the 
side while working out of Morgan City, Louisiana; and 
for the past several years has been building himself a bi
plane (for aerobatics) in Fort Collins. His other interests 
have included fishing, hunting, playing dominoes, invest
ing in the stock market (~ell, we are told), lapidary work 
and "rock hounding," photography, and visiting places of 
interest, such as Egypt, the wonders of Rome, and Venice 
with its never-to-be-forgotten gondoliers. 

Though Leonard works "out of" the Denver office, he 
has been in it only twice! He may occasionally stop in the 
shop, however, with a truck as he moves around the Rocky 
Mountain area to help crews with their instrument prob
lems. 

Another "S Day" for Western of Canada was March 28, 
when J. A. CAI I Chandler observed his 25 years of service 
with Western Geophysical. As senior administrative assis
tant, AI "does everything" according to others in the Cal
gary office. "Everything" includes heading the parts depart
ment, seeing that supplies get on and off planes, and other 
duties too numerous for anyone to mention. In short, he 
keeps the Western of Canada crews supplied. 

Al, a native of Didsbury, Alberta, who had two years 
of drafting in a technical school following service in the 
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Royal Canadian Navy Volunteer Reserve, started his Com
pany career as a draftsman on Western of America's Party 
10 in central Alberta. Working in that province's prairies 
and southern Manitoba, he was a senior computer on Party 
56 when in late 1952 he was called into Calgary to assist 
in the office functions of the expanding operations in Can
ada. He has been a mainstay with Western of Canada 
ever since. 

While "doodlebugging" in Manitoba, Al met Joyce, who 
became his wife. They have six children, including a set 
of twins. Wayne, 21, works in Calgary. Richard, 19, is a 
sophomore at the University of Calgary. Brian, 18, having 
worked for a while, is now finishing some high school 
courses while twin Barbara is studying to be a dental assis
tant. Russel, 16, and Daniel, 13, are in high school. With 
the exception of Wayne, who goes home on weekends, all 
commute daily from their unusual home 25 miles from 
Calgary. 

The unusual home is a log house that Al has been build
ing over the years. This 30' x 40' house is split level and 
thus has plenty of floor space, which includes five bed
rooms, as well as all of the other rooms that are part of a 
home. Al had been building it for seven years before the 
family moved into it in 1970 and says that it still is not 
finished. In addition to working on the house, Al, who was 
brought up on a farm, spends his spare time in farm-type 
activities on his country acreage. This home and locale are 
also excellent for Joyce's extra activities, house plants and 
gardening. 

Congratulations to Mike, Leonard, and Al on their 25th 
anniversaries with Western. 

J. A. (All Chandler (left) is congratulated on his 25th anniver
sary with the Company by Western of Canada Vice President War
ner Loven in the Calgary office. The map of Canada in the back
ground is an appropriate setting, for Al "does everything" that is 
necessary to keep supplies moving to the Western of Canada crews. 
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VISITING SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA for the birth of their first 
grandchild were London Digital Center Manager T. D. (Tom) 
Sinclair and wife Bette. Bette was in Canoga Park (a suburb 
of Los Angeles) when daughter Susan gave birth to Justin 
James Moore on February 4. Proud father of the 7 pound 
2 ounce baby is Jim Moore . Grandfather Tom flew in later 
in the month to see the addition to the family . 

FROM THE NOT-SO-DRY hills of Mississippi , Party 52 says 
'·hello." Overall, life goes on as before, but we do have a few 
changes. Our new Westerner, Driller Quinton Davis, now 
has one more mouth to feed in the form of his new baby 
girl, Stephanie. Assistant Observer Byron Roseberry and 
his wife , Barbara, will soon be the proud parents of their 
first child as will Helper Mike Sistrunk and his wife , Shari. 
-Jim Fowler. 

NEW FACES in the Rio de Janeiro, Brazil , office since we fast 
reported are Assistant Supervisor Ugo Picchiani (a familiar 
name to all Westerners); Field Equipment Supervisor Sid 
Johnston; and a newcomer to Western, Field Supervisor Dale 
Saxton. By the time this edition of the PROFJLE "hits the news
stands," Sid will have gone to Santa Cruz, Bolivia, where 
he will handle mechanical supervision on Parties V-19 and 
V-7 and "hotshot" to Brazil to take care of Parties V-14 and 
140. 

Other fami lies who have recently a rrived in Rio, due to 
crew movement within Brazil, are W. L. (Lindy) Sanders with 
his wife and his son, George; Jim Resta and his wife ; and 
Doug Newman, his wife, and daughter Deborah. Lindy is 
party chief on Party V-14, Jim is observer on Party 140, and 
Doug is serving as party chief on Party 140. 

Carnaval has just passed, and all of us survived (barely). 
This is a spectacle not to be missed by anyone who has the 
chance to see it. The Ugo Picchianis are lucky enough to live 
on a street that is next to the local television station. Most 
of the samba schoo ls participated in a contest sponsored by 
the station , which entailed marching up and down Ugo's 
street beating drums, dancing, and singing samba songs . This 
activity usually started at about I 0 P .M. and went on unti l 6 or 
7 A.M. Need less to say, Ugo was a little bleary-eyed after try
ing to sleep through the din, which lasted four days. 

This reporter, with his wife and children, the Picchianis, 
and our accountant, Duarte Clare, and fam ily attended the 
parade of costumes, or "Fantasias," at one of the local social 
c lubs. This is really a spectacular affair, with some of the 
costumes costing $20,000 or $30,000 each. Many are literally 
covered with semi-precious stones, sequins, and the like. This 
is quite a competition each Carnaval, with the winners taking 
home large cash prizes. After the main contest, the winners 
of the various categories make appearances for several months 
all over the country. 

Our four-day respite was enjoyable, but now we are back 
at the old grindstone (in Brazil th is means getting ready for 
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next year's Carnaval, but for Westerners a few other matters 
must take priority!).-K. A. Leavitt. 

ON THE MOVE. Party 9 has really been on the move since 
this reporter joined it in Cortez, Colorado, on November 20. 
Cortez is a small town near the Ute and Navajo Indian reser
vations and is close to Mesa Verde, where the tourists spend 
their time looking at old ruins. 

On January 3 the crew moved to Bowman, North Dakota, 
after returning from the holiday break. During their time 
off, some of the men went to Denver to visit friends and to 
stay at the ski resorts for a few days. Driller-Mechanic Robert 
Kroshus was married ; his new wife's name is Deanie. Our 
party chief, W. T. Scott, flew home to his family in Biloxi , 
Mississippi, and said that the weather there was wonderful 
at that time of the year. 

The crew moved its office on January 26 from Bowman 
to Belfield, North Dakota, which is 60 miles north. In Bel
field, three local men joined Party 9; they are Alton Trieb, 
Robert Bailey, and Duane Urban. While we have been in Bel
field, several families have joined the men . Helper Dennis 
Lee's family moved up from Cortez, and Helper Jim Rich's 
family came from Kansas. Computer Don Pierson's family 
joined him from Arvada, Colorado. Our surveyor, Ken Beaz
ley, his wife, Marie, and their two children live in Dickinson, 
which is 20 miles east of Belfield. The women on this crew 
take turns visiting each other for coffee and to catch up on 
the news. 

On February 22 Party Manager Tom Pack and his wife, 
Jeri, moved to Billings, Montana, where Tom is starting a 
new crew. Helper Ward Maricle and wife Lynn left Party 
9 on the same day for California, where Ward is now with 
another Western crew. John Johnson, our observer, flew to 
Woodland, California, to visit his family whom he had not 
seen for three months. He said that all of his five children had 
missed his presence and that they may visit the crew during 
the summer months. Shooter Jim Mootry went to Salt Lake 
City during his last break. 

Half of our men are now working in Wolf Point, Montana, 
while the rest are finishing up here in Belfield. We have not 
yet been able to get the whole crew together for a party, but 
we plan to as soon as we all stay in one place for awh ile. We 
shall close for now, and we hope to have more news when the 
crew regroups.-Don Pierson. 

GEOTH ERMAL EXPLORATIO N . Western's Bakersfield office 
and shop is now involved in geothermal energy exploration in 
California. One facet of Western's participation consists of 
making temperature studies. Holes that are 300 to 500 feet in 
depth are drilled at selected sites, the casing set, and the holes 
allowed to stand until the temperatures in them are stabi
lized . A thermistor, which is a sensitive thermometer, a part of 
an electrical circuit so designed that temperatures in the hole 
can be read on a scale at the surface, is lowered into the hole; 

WESTERN PROFILE 

This wooded scene Is cross-country from 
one of the Western temperatur• survey 
hole locations In northern California. 

A Western combo rig, part of the Com· 
pany's geothermal exploration equipment, 
is working at one of the temperature 
hole locations In northern California. 

Driller-Mechanic Charles Martin lleftl, 
of the Bakersfield, California, shop, 
an unidentified man, and the W•stem 
combo rig work on their first tempera· 
ture survey hole In northern California. 

With his helper, Research Geophyalclat 
Bob Shopland I right I, of Houston, . takes 
thermistor reading• for a temperature 
survey hole for geothermal .xploration. 
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VISITING SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA for the birrh of their first 
grandchild were London Digital Center Manager T. D. (Tom) 
Sinclair and wife Bette. Bette was in Canoga Park (a suburb 
of Los Angeles) when daughter Susan gave birth to Justin 
James Moore on February 4. Proud father of the 7 pound 
2 ounce baby is Jim Moore. Grandfather Tom flew in later 
in the month to see the addition to the family. 

FROM THE NOT-SO-DRY hills of Mississippi, Party 52 says 
"hel lo." Overall, life goes on as before, but we do have a few 
changes. Our new Westerner, Driller Quinton Davis, now 
has one more mouth to feed in the form of his new baby 
girl, Stephanie. Assistant Observer Byron Roseberry and 
his wife, Barbara, will soon be the proud parents of their 
first child as will Helper Mike Sistrunk and his wife , Shari. 
-Jim Fowler. 

NEW FACES in the Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, office since we last 
reported are Assistant Supervisor Ugo Picchiani (a fam iliar 
name to a ll Westerners); Field Equipment Supervisor Sid 
Johnston; and a newcomer to Western, Field Supervisor Dale 
Saxton. By the time this edition of the PROFILE "h its the news
stands," Sid will have gone to Santa Cruz, Bolivia, where 
he will handle mechanical supervision on Parties V- 19 and 
V-7 and "hotshot" to Brazil to take care of Parties V-14 and 
140. 

Other famil ies who have recently arrived in Rio, due to 
crew movement within Brazil, are W. L. (Lindy) Sanders with 
his wife and his son, George; Jim Resta and his wife; and 
Doug Newman, his wife, and daughter Deborah. Lindy is 
party chief on Party V-14, Jim is observer on Party 140, and 
Doug is serving as party chief on Party 140. 

Carnaval has just passed, and all of us survived (barely). 
This is a spectacle not to be missed by anyone who has the 
chance to see it. The Ugo Picchianis are lucky enoug h to live 
on a street that is next to the local television station. Most 
of the samba schoo ls participated in a contest sponsored by 
the station, which en tai led marching up and down Ugo's 
street beat ing drums, dancing. and singing samba songs. This 
activity usua lly started at about JO P.M . and went on unti l 6 or 
7 A.M . Need less to say, Ugo was a little bleary-eyed after try
ing to sleep through the din, which lasted four days. 

T his reporter, with his wife and chi ldren, the Picchianis, 
and our accountant, Duarte Clare, and fami ly attended the 
parade of costumes, or "Fantasias," at one of the local social 
clubs. This is really a spectacular affair, with some of the 
costumes costing $20,000 or $30,000 each. Many are literally 
covered with semi-precious stones, sequins, and the like. T his 
is qu ite a competition each Carnaval, with the wi nners taking 
home large cash prizes. After the main contest, the winners 
of the various categories make appearances for several months 
all over the country. 

Our four-day respite was enjoyable, but now we are back 
at the old grindstone (in Brazil this means getting ready for 
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next year's Carnaval, but for Westerners a few other matters 
must take priority!).-K. A. Leavitt. 

O N THE MO VE. Party 9 has really been on the move since 
this reporter joined it in Cortez, Colorado, on November 20. 
Cortez is a sma ll town near the Ute and Navajo Indian reser
vations and is close to Mesa Verde, where the tourists spend 
their time looking at old ruins. 

On January 3 the crew moved to Bowman, North Dakota, 
after returning from the holiday break. During their time 
off, some of the men went to Denver to visit friends and to 
stay at the ski resorts for a few days. Dri lier-Mechanic Robert 
Kroshus was married; his new wife's name is Deanie . Our 
party chief, W. T. Scott, flew home to his family in Bi loxi, 
Mississippi , and said that the weather there was wonderful 
at that t ime of the year. 

The crew moved its office on January 26 from Bowman 
to Belfield, North Dakota, which is 60 miles north. In Bel
field, three local men joined Party 9; they are A lton Trieb, 
Robert Bailey, and Duane Urban. While we have been in Bel
fie ld, several fami lies have joined the men. Helper Dennis 
Lee's family moved up from Cortez, and Helper J im Rich's 
family came from Kansas. Computer Don Pierson's family 
joined him from Arvada, Colorado. Our surveyor, Ken Beaz
ley, his wife, Marie, and their two children live in Dickinson, 
which is 20 miles east of Belfield. The women on this crew 
take turns visiting each other for coffee and to catch up on 
the news. 

On February 22 Party Manager Tom Pack and his wife, 
Jeri , moved to Billings, Montana, where Tom is starting a 
new crew. Helper Ward Maric le and wife Lynn left Party 
9 on the same day for California, where Ward is now with 
another Western crew. John Johnson , our observer, flew to 
Woodland, California, to visit his fami ly whom he had not 
seen for three months. He said that all of his five chi ldren had 
missed his presence and that they may visit the crew during 
the summer months. Shooter Jim Mootry went to Salt Lake 
City during his last break. 

Ha lf of our men are now working in Wolf Point, Montana, 
while the rest are finishing up here in Belfield. We have not 
yet been able to get the whole crew together for a party, but 
we plan to as soon as we all stay in one p lace for awhile. We 
shall close for now, and we hope to have more news when the 
crew regroups.-Don Pierson. 

GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION. Western's Bakersfield office 
and shop is now involved in geothermal energy explorat ion in 
California. One facet of Western 's participation consists of 
maki ng tempera ture studies. Holes that are 300 to 500 feet in 
depth are dri lled at selected sites, the cas ing set, and the holes 
allowed to stand until the temperatures in them are stabi
lized. A thermistor, which is a sensitive thermometer, a part of 
an electrical circuit so designed that temperatures in the hole 
can be read o n a scale at the surface, is lowered into the hole; 
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This wooded scene 11 cross-country from 
one of the Western temperatur• survey 
hole locations in northern California. 

A Western combo rig, part of the Com
pany's g.othermal exploration equipment, 
is working at one of the temperature 
hole locations In northern California. 

Driller-Mechanic Charles Martin Cleft I , 
of the Bakersfield, California, shop, 
an unidentified man, and the We.stem 
combo rig work on their first tempera· 
ture survey hole In northem California. 

With his helpK, Research Geophysicist 
Bob Shopland lrlghtl, of Houston,, takes 
thermistor readings for a temperature 
survey hole for 9eothennal exploration. 
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and, at selected depths , the temperature is read. 
In a report on geothermal energy in the March 23 , 1974, 

issue of Saturday Review World, John F. Henahan gives the 
following description of geothermal energy: 

"Geothermal energy is produced when rocks lying sev
eral thousand feet below the earth's surface are heated 
to high temperatures by the decay of radio-active ele
ments. When water seeps down from the surface to the 
hot-rock level, it is heated at high pressure and comes 
to the surface via natural crevasses or man-made wells, 
as steam or hot water. This geothermal steam is used to 
power a turbine, which in turn produces electricity. On 
the ot he r hand, geothermal hot water also can be con
verted to steam by distillation processes or can be used 
to boil other fluids , which are then used to run a power 
turbine." 

During a recent Western operation, Driller-Mechanic Char
lie Martin, of the Bakersfield shop, and his helper drilled and 
set the casing at the various sites. Research Geophysicist Bob 
Shopland, from Houston, who designed and assembled the 
temperature-reading equipment, and his helper read and re
corded the temperatures in the various holes. Then Bob used 
the many readings to construct graphs and gradient maps of 
his findings. 

EIGHTY-FIVE WESTERN YEARS . Three Ga lveston employees 
celebrated their Company anniversaries in March for a com
bined grand total of 85 Western years . John C. Mollere, 35 
years, is assistant general manager of the Galveston lab; John 
Paul Jones, 30 years , is a machinist in the machine shop ; and 
Joe D . Shivers, 20 years , is an administrative assistant. The 
employees at the lab and shop all joined in the celebration as 
the trio was treated to a large cake in the section of lhe build
ing known as "Mr. Mollere's private workshop." Robert R. 
Rector, general manager of the lab, presented them with their 
well-deserved service pins. 

The former Peggy Marie Enge became the bride of Andrew 
Malcolm Thomson on March 16. Peggy is the daughter of 
PBX Receptionist Beverly Enge and husband Oscar. The wed-

Below-Celebrating a total of 85 years with Western are, from the. 
left, Machinist John Paul Jones, 30 years; Assistant Lab Gene.rel 
Manager John C. Mollere, 35 years; and Administrative Assistant 
Joe D. Shivers, 20 ye<irs . Below right--Cutting the cake at the 
Galveston lab's service anniversary party is Assistant General 
Manager John C. Mollere. Secretary Sharon Deats looks on. Also 
honored at the gathering were Machinist Jahn Paul Jones, al the 
far left, and Administrative Assistant Joe D. Shivers, not shown. 

Pe.ggy Marie Enge, daughter of Galveston PBX-Receptionist Beverly 
Enge, became the bride of Andrew Malcolm Thomson on March 16. 

ding took place at St. Paul's Catholic Church in Nassau Bay, 
Texas; and the reception was held at Nassau Bay Resort 
Hotel. Following the reception, the couple left for a week's 
honeymoon in New Orleans. 

Pam Floyd, daughter of Mechanic Leadman Earl Floyd 
of the mechanical shop and his wife, Pearl, took first place 
in the 1973-74 United Nations high school essay contest. Her 
theme dealt with the areas of environment, their economic 
and political problems, and what the United Nations should 
do about them. Pam, a Clear Creek High School junior, won 
a trip to New York, all expenses paid . 

A newcomer to the Western family at the Galveston lab 
made her appearance this winter. Born December 10, 1973, to 
proud parents Robert R. Rector and wife Margie was daugh
ter Stephanie Suzanne. Weighing 9 pounds 7 ounces at birth, 
Stephanie joined 5-year-old sister Kimberly. - Sharon Deats. 

STEPHANIE 
SUZANNE 

RECTOR 

Pam Floyd, the daughter of Me
chanic Leadman Earl Floyd and 
wife Pearl, won first prize 
in the 1973-74 United Nations 
essay contest for high school. 

NO LONGER A "LONER" in the Bakersfield, California, .of
fice Supervisor John Adams has been joined by a growing 
staff. John , a 36-year Western veteran, has set wh~t must be 
a Company record with his 19 years of being based ~n. Bakers
field from where he supervises crews in the Pac1f1c Coast 
and 'Rocky Mountain areas. John and wife Katherine ha:e 
raised their three children there; and now daughter~ K~1ss 
and Julie are in college, and son Jon a sophomore m high 
school and a baseball player. . 

Charles E. (Charlie) Martin has been conn~cted with t~e 
Bakersfield shop for the past five years . Dnller-Mechamc 
Charlie does everything from drilling, repairing a cable truck 
or vibrator, rebuilding a drill (a current project in the shop), 
to building a new water truck from scratch. He recently 
drilled and set the casing at the various sites for the geo
thermal exploration that Western is working on. Charlie now 
devotes full time to his work in the shop. 

Moving to Bakersfield last fall to assist John with. his grow
ing supervisory responsibilities was Jerry D. Patnck. Jerry 
was formerly party manager of Party V-3 in the East a?d 
Midwest. He and wife Kathryn and children Susan, Kevm, 
Stephen, and Carol are enjoying sunny California. Many of 
their Saturday mornings are spent at the schoo l gym watch
ing the kids participate in school sports. The boys are look
ing forward to the summer baseball program, and the whole 
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On his way from the Bakersfield, California, office to vis.ii one 
of the many crews on the West Coast is Instrument Supervisor R. 
c. Waits, the. newest member of the growing staff in Bakersfield. 

family is anticipating doing some sightseeing in their new 
state during the summer. . . . 

The newest addition to the growmg Bakersfield staff 1s 
Instrument Supervisor R. C. Waits . Having moved from Hous
ton in September with wife Lillian , children Betsy and Mark, 
and dogs Molly and Dolly, he says that they find Califor~ia 
to be very interesting. Playing tennis under the sun occupies 
their time when R. C. is not visiting one of the many crews 
on the West Coast. 

Adding his expert knowledge of vibrators to the Bakers
field operations is Vibrator Mechanic Dean Hess. Althou~h 
Dean and wife Beryl, former Western secretary, are now hv
ing in Woodland, in northern California, Dean t:avels to !he 
various crews that are supervised from Bakersfield, helpmg 
them with their vibrator maintenance. 

Posing with a drill that he is in the process ~f rebuil?ing . is 
Driller-Mechanic Charles Martin in the Bakersfield, California, 
shop area. He has been with the Bake.rsfield shop for five years. 



and, at se lected depths , the temperature is read. 
In a report on geothermal energy in the March 23 , 1974, 

issue of Saturday Review World, John F . Henahan gives the 
fo llowing description of geotherma l energy: 

"Geothermal energy is produced when rocks lying sev
eral thousand feet below the earth's surface are heated 
to high temperatures by the decay of radio-active ele
ments. When water seeps down from the surface to the 
hot-rock level , it is heated at high pressure and comes 
to the surface via natural crevasses or man-made wel ls, 
as steam or hot water. This geothermal steam is used to 
power a turbine, which in turn produces electricity. On 
the other hand , geot herma l hot wa ter also can be con
verted to steam by distillation processes or can be used 
to boil other flu ids, which are then used to run a power 
turbine." 

During a recent Western operation , Driller-Mechanic C har
lie Mar tin , of the Bakersfield shop, and his helper drilled and 
set the casing at the various sites. Research Geophysicist Bob 
Shopland, from Houston, who designed and assembled the 
temperature-reading equipment, and his helper read and re
corded the temperatures in the various holes. Then Bob used 
the many readings to construct graphs and gradient maps of 
his findings . 

EIGHTY-FIVE WESTERN YEARS. Three Ga lveston employees 
celebrated their Company anniversaries in March for a com
bined grand total of 85 Western years . John C. Mollere, 35 
years, is assistant ge neral manager of the Ga lveston lab; John 
Paul Jones, 30 years , is a mac hinist in the machine shop; and 
Joe D . Shivers, 20 years, is an adm inistrative assistant. The 
employees at the lab and shop a ll joined in the celebration as 
the trio was treated to a la rge cake in the sec tion of the build
ing known as "Mr. Mollere's priva te workshop." Robert R. 
Recto r, genera l manager of the lab, presented them with their 
well-deserved service pins. 

The former Peggy Marie Enge became the bride of Andrew 
Malcolm Thomson on March 16. Peggy is the daughter of 
PBX Receptionist Beverly Enge and husba nd Oscar. The wed-

Below-Celebrating a total of 85 years with Western are, from the 
left, Machinist John Paul Jones, 30 years; Assistant Lab Gene.rel 
Manager John C. Mollere, 35 years; and Administrative Ass istant 
Joe D. Shivers, 20 yeors . Below right-Cutting the cake ot the 
Gotveston lab's service onniversary party is Assistant General 
Manager John C. Mollere . Secretary Sharon Deats looks on. Also 
honored at the gathering were Machinist John Paul Jones, at the 
far left, and Administrative Assistant Joe D. Shivers, not shown. 

Pe.ggy Marie Enge, daughter of Galveston PBX-Receptionist Beverly 
Enge, became the bride of Andrew Malcolm Thomson on March 16. 

ding took place at St. Paul's Catholic Church in Nassau Bay, 
Texas; and the reception was held at Nassau Bay Resort 
Hotel. Following the reception, the couple left for a week's 
honeymoon in New Orleans. 

Pam Floyd, daughter of Mechanic Leadman Earl Floyd 
of the mechanical shop and his wife, Pearl, took first place 
in the 1973-74 United Nations high school essay contest. Her 
theme dealt with the areas of environment, their economic 
and political problems, and what the United Nations should 
do about them. Pam, a Clear Creek High School junior, won 
a trip to New York, all expenses paid. 

A newcomer to the Western family at the Galves ton lab 
made her appearance this winter . Born December 10, 1973, to 
proud parents Robert R. Rector and wife Margie was daugh
ter Stephanie Suzanne. Weighing 9 pounds 7 ounces at birth, 
Stephanie joined 5-year-old sister Kimberl y. - Sharon Deats. 

STEPHANIE 
SUZANNE 

RECTOR 

Pam Floyd, the daughter of Me
chanic Leadman Earl Floyd and 
wife Pearl, won first prize 
in the 1973-74 United Nations 
essay contest for high school. 

NO LONGER A "LONER" in the Bakersfield, California, .of
fice Supervisor John Adams has been joined by a growing 
staff. John, a 36-year Western veteran, has set wh~t must be 
a Company record with his 19 years of being based ~n. Bakers
fie ld from where he supervises crews in the Pac1f1c Coast 
and 'Rocky Mountain areas. John and wife Katherine ha.ve 
raised their three children there; and now daughter~ K~1ss 
and Julie are in college, and son Jon a sophomore m high 
schoo l and a baseball player. . 

Charles E. (Charlie) Martin has been connected with t~e 
Bakersfield shop for the past five years. Driller-Mechanic 
Charlie does everything from drilling, repair ing a cable truck 
or vibrator, rebuilding a drill (a current project in the shop), 
to building a new water truck from scratch . He recently 
drilled and set the casing at the various sites for th.e geo
thermal exploration that Western is working on . Charlie now 
devotes full time to his work in the shop . 

Moving to Bakersfield last fall to ass ist John with . his grow
ing supervisory responsibi lities was Jerry D. Patrick. Jerry 
was formerly party manager of Party V-3 in the East a?d 
Midwest. He and wife Kathryn and children Susan, Kevm, 
Stephen, and Carol are enjoying sunny California. Many of 
their Saturday mornings are spent at the school gym watch
ing the kids participate in school sports. The boys are look
ing forward to the summer baseball program, and the whole 
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of the many crews on the West Coast is Instrument Supervisor R. 
c. Waits, the newest member of the growing staff in Bakersfield. 

family is anticipating doing some sightseeing in their new 
state during the summer. . . . 

The newest addition to the growmg Bakersfield staff 1s 
Instrument Supervisor R . C. Waits . Having moved from Hous
ton in September with wife Lillian , children Betsy and Mark, 
and dogs Molly and Dolly, he says that they find Califor~ia 
to be very interesting. Playing tennis under the sun occupies 
their time when R. C. is not visiting one of the many crews 
on the West Coast. 

Adding his expert knowledge of vibrators to the Bakers
fie ld operations is Vibrator Mechanic Dean Hess. Althou~h 
Dean and wife Beryl, former Western secretary, are now liv
ing in Woodland, in northern California, Dean t~avels to ~he 
various crews that are supervised from Bakersfield, helping 
them with their vibrator maintenance. 

Posing with a drill that he is in the process ?f rebuil~ing . is 
Driller-Mechanic Charles Martin in the Bakersfield, California, 
shop area. He has been with the Bakersfield shop for five years. 



Field Supervisor Jerry Patrick, maps in hand, stops on his way 
into the Bakersfield, California, office for a conference. He 
assists Supervisor John Adams with his growing responsibilities. 

WHITI DEATH. As the Spring issue of the PROFJLE was about 
to go to press, we learned the sad news of the death of Ray 
Whitt on February 25. Ray, a veteran of Western for nearly 
28 years, suffered from coronary insufficiency. At the time 
of his death he was working in velocity orientation in the 
Houston digital center. 
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Supervisor Ray Whitt (left), who passed away 
February 25 in the Houston office, is pictured 
in this 1971 photo receiving his 25-Year West
ern Service Pin from H. F. (Murph I Murphree. 

Funeral services were held on February 27 at St. Martin 's 
Lutheran Church in Houston with graveside services in Gil
mer, Texas, near his birthplace and his parents' home. West
erners serving as pallbearers were V. W. (Vic) Smith, Jack 
M. Desmond, James B. (Jimmy) Jordan, John W. Webb, Don 
0. Frisbee, Robert P . (Bob) Sherman, and Howard Dingman, 
all of whom had worked closely with Ray over the years. 
There were two honorary pallbearers. 

Ray leaves his wife of 30 years, Sylvia, who plans to re
main in Houston, and two sons, Mike, who now makes his 
home in Canada with wife Sheila, and Steve, who is now in 
Houston with his mother. He also leaves his parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. John Whitt, who were visiting in Houston at the time 
of Ray's death, and a brother, James, of Gilmer. 

Ray, who came to work for Western in June 1946 as an 
assistant observer, rapidly worked his way up to observer, 
chief computer, party chief, and supervisor. He spent 17 years 
in Edmonton and Calgary, Canada, and in 1970 went to 
Anchorage, Alaska, as resident supervisor in Alaska. Last 
July Ray and wife Sylvia moved to Houston where he took 
up his duties in the digital center. Ray was held in highest 
esteem by those with whom he was associated through the 
years and all deeply feel the loss of this good friend. 

ORGANIZED CHAOS might best explain Party 60's status 
while the Anne Bravo is en route from Ga lveston to Singapore. 
We have bid farewell to Bob Chegwin , who has moved to a 
new slot as co-ordinator on the Gulirex. Also departed are 
Assistant Party Manager Dave Durham and Co-ordinator 
John Rupert, who wil l remain in Houston for a short time 
while preparing to start up a new crew. John McAlpin is off 
to California to be assistant party manager to V. P. (Buddy) 
Hearon, and we all wish him luck in his new position. 

As spring was ushered in , several Party 60 members viewed 
the "Eighth Wonder of the World," the Panama Canal. Tran
siting the canal on the Anne Bravo were Cook Colin Hawkins, 
Junior Observer Fred Buck, Senior Navigator Bill Ward , 
Junior Observer Jim Huntrods, and Navigation Systems Oper
ator Ray Watson. Newly arrived from Party 72, Gun Operator 
Dick Morse helped Party Manager Jim Hamren and Assistant 
Party Manager Ken Odom find some night life on both sides 
of the canal before joining the ship in Cristobal, Canal Zone, 
for the transit. Digital Equipment Engineer Ben Stanbery and 
Instrument Technician Dave Webster arrived with the ship 
but, as they were needed in Houston , did not stay long enough 
to see much of Panama. Gun Operator Gary James, on the 
other hand. got into quite a few places in his day's stay.
Ji111 Ha111ren. 

For its first operations trip following eJ<tensive rig-up and sea 
trials, the Anne Bravo traveled to the North Sea, with Party 60 
aboard where these photos we.re taken . Left-Gravity Meter Op
erator Richard Senter I left) and Gun Operator Gavin Pattinson 
work on hoses. Top-Attaching new hose. bundles are Assistant 
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Co-ordinator Robert Chegwin I leftl and Gavin Pattinson. Center 
-Co-ordinator Adrian Harris lleftl and Assistant Co·o:-.c'lna~! 
Brian Brizzel prepare to launch th• new radio-controlled ~rd&. h 
Bottom- From the left, Robert, Gavin, and Gun Operator aret 
James attach new hose bundles to the booms of the Anne Bravo. 

\ 
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Field Supervisor Jerry Patrick, maps in hand, stops on his way 
into the Bakersfield, California, office for a conference. He 
assists Supervisor John Adams with his growing responsibilities. 

WHITT DEA TH. As the Spring issue of the PROFILE was about 
to go to press, we learned the sad news of the death of Ray 
Whitt on February 25. Ray, a veteran of Western for nearly 
28 years, suffered from coronary insufficiency. At the time 
of his death he was working in velocity orientation in the 
Houston digital center. 

Supervisor Ray Whitt (left), who passed away 
February 25 in the Houston office, is pictured 
in this 1971 photo rece.iving his 25-Year West
ern Service Pin from H. F. (Murph) Murphree . 

Funeral services were held on February 27 at St. Martin's 
Lutheran Church in Houston with graveside services in Gil
mer, Texas, near his birthplace and his parents' home. West
erners serving as pallbearers were V. W. (Vic) Smith, Jack 
M. Desmond, James B. (Jimmy) Jordan, John W. Webb, Don 
0. Frisbee, Robert P . (Bob) Sherman, and Howard Dingman , 
a ll of whom had worked closely with Ray over the years. 
There were two honorary pallbearers. 

Ray leaves his wife of 30 years, Sy lvia, who plans to re
main in Houston, and two sons, Mike, who now makes his 
home in Canada with wife Sheila, and Steve, who is now in 
Houston with his mother. He also leaves his parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. John Whitt, who were visiting in Houston at the time 
of Ray's death, and a brother, James, of Gi lmer. 

Ray, who came to work for Western in June 1946 as an 
assistant observer, rapidly worked his way up to observer, 
chief computer, party chief, and supervisor. He spent 17 years 
in Edmonton and Calgary, Canada, and in 1970 went to 
Anchorage, Alaska, as resident supervisor in Alaska. Last 
July Ray and wife Sylvia moved to Houston where he took 
up his duties in the digital center. Ray was held in highest 
esteem by those with whom he was associated through the 
years and a ll deeply feel the loss of this good friend. 

ORGANIZED CHAOS might best explain Party 60's status 
while the Anne Bravo is en route from Galveston to Singapore. 
We have bid farewell to Bob Chegwin, who has moved to a 
new slot as co-ordinator on the Gulf rex . Also departed are 
Assistant Party Manager Dave Durham and Co-ordinator 
John Rupert, who will remain in Houston for a short time 
while preparing to start up a new crew. John McAlpin is off 
to California to be assistant party manager to V. P. (Buddy) 
Hearon , and we all wish him luck in his new position. 

As spring was ushered in, several Party 60 members viewed 
the "Eighth Wonder of the World ," the Panama Canal. Tran
siting the canal on the Anne Bravo were Cook Colin Hawkins, 
Junior Observer Fred Buck, Senior Navigator Bill Ward, 
Junior Observer Jim Huntrods, and Navigation Systems Oper
ator Ray Watson . Newly arrived from Party 72, Gun Operator 
Dick Morse helped Party Manager Jim H amren and Assistant 
Party Manager Ken Odom find so me night life on both sides 
of the canal before joining the ship in Cristobal, Canal Zone, 
for the transit. Digital Equipment Engineer Ben Stanbery and 
Instrument Technician Dave Webster arrived with the ship 
but, as they were needed in Houston , did not stay long enough 
to see much of Panama. Gun Operator Gary James, on the 
other hand , got into quite a few places in his day's stay.
] im Ham re n. 

For its first operations trip following extensive rig-up and sea 
trials, the Anne Bravo traveled to the North Sea, with Party 60 
aboard where these photos were taken. Left-Gravity Meter Op
erator Richard Senter I left) and Gun Operator Gavin Pattinson 
work on hoses. Top-Attaching new hose. bundles are Auistant 
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Co-ordinator Robert Chegwin lleftl and Gavin Pattinson. Center 
-Co-ordinator Adrian Harris lleftl and Assistant Co-ordinator 
Brian Brine I prepare to launch th• new radio-controlled "birds." 
Bottom-From the left, Robert, Govin, and Gun Operator Gareth 
James attach new hose bundles to the booms of the Anne Bravo. 

\ 
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Conversing at the Anchorage, Alaska, office Christmas party ore, 
from the left: Driller Harold Komarek, Bob GrimN, Party Chief 
Ed Glenn, Mrs. Bob Grimes, and Party Manager George Underwood. 

From the left, Vic Mittosch, Ted Nicholls (back to camera), Dave 
Mathews, Supervisor Nolen Webb, Chief Observer George Snow
den, and Oscar Browley enjoy visit at Anchorage Christmas party. 

Sonia Richard Driscoll consults Robin Johnson, daughter of Party 
Manager Robert and Elizabeth Johnson, as Kevin Bergsrud, son of 
Driller Wesley and Peggy Bergsrud, looks on at the right at the 
Anchorage Christmas party. The boy behind Santo is unidentified. 

CHRISTMAS IN ALASKA. Like Westerners everywhere,. those 
in Anchorage enjoy the fun of an annual Christmas party. 
This year some of the wives decided to carry the fun into the 
PROFILE by reporting the party in poetic form. Following is 
their account : 

'Twas the day before the night before 
Old Santa Claus would come 
When Alaska's "Western Family" 
Got together for some fun. 

The men, all back home from the Slope, 
Were happy to be here, 
And each we saw from time to time 
With a glass of Christmas cheer. 

The fellows and their girl friends, 
And the clients, too, 
Mingled all about the shop, 
With a nice "How do you do?" 

At Western Christmas parties 
There are fun and games galore, 
And we always find that welcome sign 
Hanging high above the door. 

The ladies all outdo themselves, 
Each brings a special dish; 
You Western cooks be envious, 
'Cause their food is just delish! 

Our host (that's Mr. Nolen Webb), 
He saw to each detail; 
So we had a Christmas party 
That absolutely could not fail. 

And diligent Roy Morris 
Was in charge of Christmas "cheer," 
Which goes to show that all goes well 
With your supervisors near. 

And party managers, we note, 
Were managing just fine 
To see that each and every one 
Was having a good time. 

For vibrator operators 
Did not have to vibrate, 
At least not in their vehicles, 
As each one had a date. 

WESTERN PROFILE 

Talking to Santa in Anchorage ore, from the left, front: Toby Ferrari, 
son of Chief Observer Neo and Moe Ferrari; Carey Joe Asay, daughter of 
Vibrator Mechanic Harris and Marion Asay; and Shannon Johnson, son of 
Party Manager Robert and Elizabeth Johnson. _ In back are Robert ~nder
wood, son of Party Manager George and Bonnie Underwood ; an unidenti
fied boy; Margaret Johnson; Francie Fenari; and Kelly Krein, daughter of 
Shop Supervisor Ollie and Carol Krein . Behind them ore Carol and Moe. 

Supervisors did not supervise, 
And drillers did not drill; 
Surveyors did not have to map 
What lay over the next hill. 

Truck drivers did not have to drive; 
No cooking for the cooks; 
And the office personnel 
Were not busy keeping books. 

The mechanics and their helpers 
Were just plain having fun; 
And though the observers looked observant 
They really fooled no one. 

From Parties 96 and 95 
And from 91 
The men all have agreed that 
Christmas parties are more fun. 

The children (future Westerners) 
Came bounding in with joy; 
Twas rumored Santa would be there 
And each would get a toy! 

The Christmas tree shone brightly, 
A pinata was hung high, 
A blindfold for each child, 
And each of them would try 

To break the pretty Christmas bird 
And scramble for a treat, 
With smiles on all their faces 
That you'd find hard to beat. 

Now you must know that we had fun. 
The party was just great, 
'Cause Alaska's Western Family 
Has already set the date 

For another fun-filled party, 
With hope you'll all be there, 
For you are all invited; 
Come join us if you dare! 

-By Bugsrug. 
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Above--At the Anchorage Christmas party Preston Johnson 
I in front of Santa Richard Driscoll> , son of Porty Man
ager Robert and Elizabeth Johnson, watches as Brenda Bergs
rud, daughter of Driller Wesley and Peggy Bergsrud, helps 
Shawn, son of Driller David and Gall Bergsrud, talk. to 
Santa. The other children In the photo are unidentified. 
Belo-Santa Claus gives a gift to Preston Johnson. Watch
ing 11 Kevin Bergsrud, son of Wesley and Peggy Bergsrud. 
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Conversing at the Anchorage, Alaska, office Christmas party are, 
from the left: Driller Harold Komarek, Bob Grimes, Party Chief 
Ed Glenn, Mrs. Bob Grimes, and Party Manager George Underwood. 

From the le.ft, Vic Mittasch, Ted Nicholls I back to camera I, Dave 
Mathews, Supervisor Nolen Webb, Chief Observer George Snow
den, and Oscar Brawley enjoy visit at Anchorage Christmas party. 

Santa Richard Driscoll consults Robin Johnson, daughter of Party 
Manager Robert and Elizabeth Johnson, as Ke.vin Bergsrud, son of 
Driller Wesley and Pe.ggy Bergsrud, looks on at the right at the 
Anchorage Christmas party. The boy behind Santa is unidentified. 

CHRISTMAS IN ALASKA. Like Westerners everywhere,. those 
in Anchorage enjoy the fun of an annual Christmas party. 
This year some of the wives decided to carry the fun into the 
PROFILE by reporting the party in poetic form. Following is 
their account: 

'Twas the day before the night before 
Old Santa Claus would come 
When Alaska's "Western Family" 
Got together for some fun. 

The men, all back home from the Slope, 
Were happy to be here, 
And each we saw from time to time 
With a glass of Christmas cheer. 

The fellows and their girl friends, 
And the clients, too, 
Mingled all about the shop, 
With a nice "How do you do?" 

At Western Christmas parties 
There are fun and games galore, 
And we always find that welcome sign 
Hanging high above the door. 

The ladies all outdo themselves, 
Each brings a special dish; 
You Western cooks be envious, 
'Cause their food is just delish! 

Our host (that's Mr. Nolen Webb), 
He saw to each detail; 
So we had a Christmas party 
That absolutely could not fail. 

And diligent Roy Morris 
Was in charge of Christmas "cheer," 
Which goes to show that all goes well 
With your supervisors near. 

And party managers, we note, 
Were managing just fine 
To see that each and every one 
Was having a good time. 

For vibrator operators 
Did not have to vibrate, 
At least not in their vehicles, 
As each one had a date. 

WESTERN PROFILE 

T Jking to Santa in Anchorage are, from the left, front: Toby Ferrari, 
s~n of Chief Observer Neo and Mae Ferrari; Carey Joe Asay, daughter of 
Vibra tor Mechanic Harris and Marion Asay; and Shannon Johnson, son of 
p rty Manager Robert and Elizabeth Johnson. In back are Robert Under-
a od son of Party Manager George and Bonnie Underwood; an unidenti
~=d boy; Margaret Johnson; Francie Ferrari; and Kelly Krein, daughter of 
Shop Supervisor Ollie and Carol Krein. Behind them are Carol and Mae. 

Supervisors did not supervise, 
And drillers did not drill; 
Surveyors did not have to map 
What lay over the next hill. 

Truck drivers did not have to drive; 
No cooking for the cooks; 
And the office personnel 
Were not busy keeping books. 

The mechanics and their helpers 
Were just plain having fun; 
And though the. observers looked observant 
They really foo led no one. 

From Parties 96 and 95 
And from 91 
The men all have agreed that 
Christmas parties are more fun. 

The children (future Westerners) 
Came bounding in with joy; 
'Twas rumored Santa would be there 
And each would get a toy! 

The Christmas tree shone brightly, 
A pinata was hung high, 
A blindfold for each child, 
And each of them would try 

To break the pretty Christmas bird 
And scramble for a treat, 
With smiles on all their faces 
That you'd find hard to beat. 

Now you must know that we had fun , 
The party was just great, 
'Cause Alaska's Western Family 
Has already set the date 

For another fun-filled party, 
With hope you'll all be there, 
For you are all invited; 
Come join us if you dare! 

-By Bugsrug. 
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Abov-At the Anchorage Christmas party Preston Johnson 
lln front of Santa Richard Drlscolll , son of Party Man
ager Robert and Elizabeth Johnson, watches as Brenda Bergs• 
rud, daughter of Driller Wesley and Peggy Bergsrud, helps 
Shawn, son of Driller David and Gall Bergsrud, talk to 
Santa. The other children in the photo are unidentified. 
Beto-Santa Claus gives a gift to Preston Johnson. Watch
ing is Kevin Bergsrud, son of Wesley and Peggy Bergsrud. 
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Buy U.S. Savings Bonds 
Now E Bonds pay 6% interest when held to maturity of 
5 years (4% % the first year). Bonds are replaced if lost, 
stolen or destroyed. When needed, they can be cashed at 
your bank. Interest is not subject to state or local income 
taxes, and federal tax may be deferred until redemption. 

INITIATED. Supervisor Bruce Pack was initiated into the "30-
Year Service Club" when a small luncheon was held the day 
following his anniversary date to celebrate the occasion . The 
host was President Booth B .. Strange, and the "old-timers" 
attending represented a total of 204 years in Western's service. 

Supervisor Don Luce passed a significant milestone in his 
tenure with Western on receipt of his 20-Year Service Pin 
March 1. Don has been headquartered in the Houston office 
since his transfer from Shreveport, Louisiana, in 1969; but 
much of his time has been spent with crews in the Far East; 
and he now is assisting with operations in South America. 
After their young son, Jeff, entered school, Don's wife, Betty, 
resumed her teaching career, which helps with the time ele
ment when Don is out of the country. 

Friends here were surprised and delighted when former 
secretary Beryl Miller Hess made a brief visi t to the Houston 
office this spring. We were disappointed that her husband, 
vibrator expert Dean Hess, was too busy with business in 
Galveston to let us get acquainted with him. They have been 
located in Woodland, California, since their marriage. 

Among other visitors to the Houston office this spring were 
Assistant Supervisor Mel Weidner, who was en route to a 
new assignment in Saudi Arabia; Field Supervisor Delor Le
tourneau, who will do some vacation relief in Pakistan before 
reporting to his next assignment in Saudi Arabia; and Resi
dent Manager Herman Semeliss, who will be trading the 
tranquillity of smoothly operating crews in Pakistan for the 
excitement of initiating Western 's largest single land crew 
operation in Saudi Arabia. This undertaking will include ap
proximately 40 expatriates, more than 200 local employees, 
and 60 vehicles.-Margaret Hale. 
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Top-In Italy Giorgio Forlani (rightl receives his 20-Yeor Serv
ice Pin from Vice President Thomas P. Maroney. Giorgio is ad
ministrative manager of the Milon digital center. Cente~Elec
tronic Superv'isor Goffredo Zambelli I right} also receives a 20-
Yeor Service Pin from Vice President Moroney in Italy. Above
Celestina Marastoni, receptionist in the Milan office, receives 
her 5-Year Service Pin from Sergio Trucchi, chief accountant. 
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38 YEARS 
•Mollere, John C. 
Strange, Booth B. 

37 YEARS 
A.dams, John A. 

33 YEARS 
Shoup, George ]. 

32 YEARS 
Hale, Margaret E. 
Wardell , Richard H. 

31 YEARS 
Buschmihle, Joe E. 

30 YEARS 
Maroney, Thomas P . 

29 YEARS 
Sullivan, Roscoe L. 

28 YEARS 
Bernhardt, D on A. 

*Brooks, William T . 

27 YEARS 
Maines, John ]. 

26 YEARS 
Browder, Wal ter C. 
Dingman, M. Howard 
Hanson, Ernest E. 

*Lammert, John F. 
Martin, Charles E. 
Rosser, Bill A. 
Williams, C. Q. 

25 YEARS 
Anderson, Clarence N. 
David, Vernon B. 
Nicholl s, Charles W. 

*Sebastian, Charles F., Jr . 

24 YEARS 
*Brick, Larry 
Richard, Carl R. 
Schull er, Jerome A. 

23 YEARS 
*Bates, Grant P. 
Dees, James A. 

*Kopper, Stanley 
*Larrabee, Harry C. 
Loven, ]. Warner 

THEY SERVE 
Service Anniversaries .. . April, May, June 

22 YEARS 
Boyd, Victor C. 
Denniston, James P . 
Ross , William F. 

21 YEARS 
*Baird, James K. 
Brown, William R. 
Clingan, John E. 

*Johnston, David 
*Letourneau , Delor A. 
McCI ure, Roy ]. 

*Semeliss, Herman A. 

20 YEARS 
*Brannon, Willie G. 
Clapsaddle, Darrell 
Lane, Willie G. 

*Tobin, Charles ]. 

19 YEARS 
*David, William E. 

18 YEARS 
*Gregory, E. D . 
*Henry, James L. 
Litchenberg, Jack B. 
Livesey, John 

*Milligan, Dave 

16 YEARS 
*Carlisle, Melvin W. 

Ireton, Roy R. 
Marton, Robert J. 

*Reeves, William H . 
Walz, Wi lliam J . 

15 YEARS 
Banzi, Gino 

*Goudy, Bill R. 
Sherman, Robert P . 

*Taylor, Frankl in D. 

14 YEARS 
*Leonard, Fred 0 . 

Zowie, Richard L. 

13 YEARS 
Blue, Donald M. 
Dowdy, Lawrence 

*Dowst, Emery E. 
Merten, Fred A. 

*Shoup, G. M. 
Vorpagel, George A. 

12 YEARS 
*Fontana, Rienzo 
Kubik, James J . 
Malagutti, Mario 
Moseman, Wayne A. 

11 YEARS 
Croci, Mariangela 
Palacino, Gaetano 

*Pivanti, Carlo 
*Russ, Robert S. 
*Wall , Charles L. 

10 YEARS 
Bowling, James H . 
Chambers, Ronald E. 

*Dunwoody, Kenneth 
*Green, Jack 
*Leavitt, Keith A. 

Leleaux, Richard A. 
Sutcliffe, Donald 

*Wi tford, Jeffrey A. 

9 YEARS 
Bivin, David D. 

*Broussard, Mi lton J. 
*Clark, E. Woody, III 
Cole, Patrick ]. 
Di Francesco, Riccardo 
Goodman, D avid W . 
Hebberd, Harry C. 
Johnson , Enroth 

*Kolozs, Boyd 
*Lloyd, Guy 

MacRae, H ilton 
Mal in, Steve 

*Mootry, James W. 
'-' Posten, S. G. 
Richards, Alan 

*Small, Kenneth L. 

8 YEARS 
*Arndt, David E. 
*Bingham, Ronald D . 
*Bishop, Steve D . 
*Chun, Joong Hee 
Creel, Norman J. 

*Cross, Marie 
Dorsey, Richard W. 

*Hadford, Jeff J. 
Hall , Cooper E. 
Hearon, V. P. 
Lonsdale, G eoffrey F. 
Renze tti, Mario 

*Schulstad, John L. 

7 YEARS 
Bishop, Edward J . 

*Blossom, Douglas F. 
Carabella, Guido 
Chiabotto, Mariolina 
Curd, Jesse 
Durham, David P. 
Edwards, Anthony J. 
Eubanks, T. W ., Jr. 

*Ferrari, Shirl ey M. 
Fish, Richard S. 
Gebauer, Klaus 
Hood, Gerald G. 

* Jakobs, Dietmar 
Kudrna, Antonin J. 

*Lind, H arry W. 
*Lindon, Elsie 
Massey, Derek L. 

Mclean, Andrew 
Mitchell, Leslie 

*O'Halloran, Eugene 
Rachal , Willard G. 
Risbud, Indu 
Rogers , Joe E. 
Snyder, Donald C. 
Stella, Giovanni 
Swaroop, Brahma N. 

*Williams, Ronald D. 

6 YEARS 
Alberti , Edgardo 
Arena, Antonio 
Arvanitopoulos, A. M. 
Bickham, Ronn ie N. 
Blair, Clare A. 
Bonini , Mariarosa 
Boone, William E. 
Cameron, Norman M. 
Cattoglio, Giuseppe 

*Chatoor, Winston J. 
Evans, John T . 
French, James B., III 
Giansante, Samuele 

*Handel, Arthur E. 
*Harris, Adrian R. 
*Heitkamp, Clifford H. 
*Isgrigg, Richard 0. 

Ivanitz, John M. 
Jones, Daniel R. 

*Kingshott, David J . 
*Meitzen, Arthur L. 

Meyer, Loetta F. 
Moxley, Rosemary 
Parker, Marion L. 
Peduli, Claro 
Price, Rona1d W. 
Ranieri, Giuseppe 
Reed, Johnie L. 

*Rei lly, Edward C. 
*Russell , Anthony 
Stri nger, J ewel H . 
Swearingin, John T . 
Wi ley, Jackie W . 

*Wright, Victor 

5 YEARS 
Appicciutoli, Antonio 
Appignani, Angelo 
Baker, Christopher G. 
Bernal, George A. 

*Boyko, Michael 
Bradberry, John H. 
Brettell , Murray W. 

*Brodrick, Bruce 
Brown, Kelvi n J. 
Bruckshaw, Donald W. 
Chegwin, Robert A. 
De Pasquale, Giovanna 
Di Profio, Vando 
Di Sabatino, Emidio 

*Dondarini, Pier Francesco 
Edmonds, Roger D . 
Erik, Wendelin 

*Finch, John F. 
Gamboa, Gustavo 
Gonzales, Henry B. 
Henderson , Kenneth E. 

*Hofer, Daniel L. 
Iovoli, Alberto 

*Ironside, Edmund A . 
James, Gary 
Jovanovio, Marco 
Lavrati , Angelo 
Lee David Kwee Leong 
Lee'. Evelyn Yuit Mei 
Licata, Giuseppe 

*Marshall , Carolyn 
Meyer, Percy W . 

*Montuori, Gennaro 
Moser, Dan 
Price, Evan 

*Rosser, Richard A. 
*Rudolph, Fred 
Russel l, John R. 
Sagrini, Mario 
Scherl ing, Michael D . 
Shaw, Bernard L. 

*Sheffer, John B. 
Stringer, Barbara S. 
Tan, Alice Siok Leng 
T rebotich, Steve 
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Buy U.S. Savings Bonds 
Now E Bonds pay 6% interest when held to maturity of 
5 years (4% % the first year). Bonds a re replaced if lost, 
stolen or destroyed. When needed, they can be cashed at 
your bank. Interest is not subject to state or local income 
taxes, and federal tax may be deferred unti l redemption. 

INITIATED. Supervisor Bruce Pack was initiated into the "30-
Year Service Club" when a small luncheon was held the day 
following his anniversary date to celebrate the occasion. The 
host was President Booth B .. Strange, and the "old-timers" 
attending represented a total of 204 years in Western's service . 

Supervisor Don Luce passed a significant milestone in his 
tenure with Western on receipt of his 20-Year Service Pin 
March 1. Don has been headquartered in the Houston office 
since his transfer from Shreveport, Louisiana, in 1969; but 
much of his time has been spent with crews in the Far Eas t; 
and he now is assisting with opera tions in South America. 
After their young son , Jeff, entered school, Don's wife, Betty, 
resumed her teaching career, which helps with the time ele
ment when Don is out of the country. 

Friends here were surprised and delighted when former 
secretary Beryl Miller Hess made a brief visit to the Houston 
office this spring. We were disappointed that her husband, 
vibrator expert Dean Hess, was too busy with business in 
Galveston to let us get acquainted with him. They have been 
located in Woodland, California, since their marriage. 

Among other visitors to the Houston office this spring were 
Assistant Supervisor Mel Weidner, who was en route to a 
new assignment in Saudi Arabia; Field Supervisor Delor Le
tourneau, who will do some vacation relief in Pakistan before 
reporting to his next assignment in Saudi Arabia; and Resi
dent Manager Herman Semeliss, who will be trading the 
tranquillity of smoothly operating crews in Pakistan for the 
excitement of initiating Western 's larges t single land crew 
operation in Saudi Arabia. This under taking will include ap
proximately 40 expatriates , more than 200 local employees, 
and 60 vehicles.- Margaret Hale. 
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Top-In ltoly Giorgio Forloni (right) rece ives his 20-Yeor Serv
ice Pin from Vice President Thomas P. Maroney. Giorgio is od
ministrotive monoger of the Milon digitol center. Cente.-.-Elec
tronic Superv'isor Goffredo Zombelli (right) olso receives o 20-
Yeor Service Pin from Vice President Moroney in ltoly. Above
Celestino Morastoni, re.ception'ist in the Milon office, receives 
her 5-Yeor Service Pin from Sergio Trucchi, chief occountont. 

WESTERN PROFILE 

38 YEARS 
•Mollere, John C. 
Strange, Booth B. 

37 YEARS 
;.dams, John A. 

33 YEARS 
Shoup, George J. 

32 YEARS 
Hale, Margaret E. 
Wardell , Richard H. 

31 YEARS 
Buschmihle, Joe E. 

30 YEARS 
Maroney, Thomas P. 

29 YEARS 
Sullivan, Roscoe L. 

28 YEARS 
Bernhardt, D on A. 

•Brooks, William T. 

27 YEARS 
Maines, J ohn J. 

26 YEARS 
Browder, Wal ter C. 
Dingman, M. Howard 
Hanson, Ernest E. 

*Lammert, John F . 
Martin, Charles E. 
Rosser, Bill A. 
Will iams, C. Q. 

25 YEARS 
Anderson, Clarence N. 
David, Vernon B. 
Nicholl s, Charles W . 

*Sebastian, Charl es F., Jr. 

24 YEARS 
*Brick, Larry 
Richard, Carl R. 
Schull er, J erome A. 

23 YEARS 
*Bates, Grant P. 
Dees, James A. 

*Kopper, Stanley 
*Larrabee, H arry C. 
Loven, ]. Warner 

~- ~-~- ~~~-~ 

-~ - - - - - -- - --

THEY SERVE 
Service Anniversaries .. . April, M ay, June 

22 YEARS 
Boyd, Victor C. 
Denniston, James P . 
Ross , William F. 

21 YEAR S 
*Baird, James K. 

Brown, Will iam R. 
Clingan, John E. 

*Johnston, David 
*Letourneau, Delor A . 
McClure, Roy J. 

*Semeliss, Herman A. 

20 YEARS 
*Brannon, Willie G. 
Clapsaddle, Darrell 
Lane, Willie G. 

*Tobin, Charles J. 

19 YEARS 
*David, William E. 

18 YEARS 
*Gregory, E. D . 
*Henry, James L. 
Litchenberg, Jack B. 
Livesey, John 

*Milligan, Dave 

16 YEARS 
*Carlisle, Melvin W. 
Ireton, Roy R. 
Marton, Robert ]. 

*Reeves, William H. 
Walz, Will iam J. 

15 YEARS 
Banzi, Gino 

*Goudy, Bill R. 
Sherman, Robert P. 

*Taylor, Franklin D. 

14 YEARS 
*Leonard, Fred 0 . 

Zowie, Richard L. 

13 YEARS 
Blue, Donald M . 
Dowdy, Lawrence 

*Dowst, Emery E. 
Merten, Fred A . 

*Shoup, G. M . 
Vorpagel, George A. 

12 YEARS 
*Fontana, Rienzo 
Kubik, James J. 
Malagutti , Mario 
Moseman, Wayne A. 

lJ YEARS 
Croci, Mariangela 
Palacino, Gaetano 

*Pivanti, Carlo 
*Russ, Robert S. 
*Wall , Charles L. 

10 YEARS 
Bowling, J ames H . 
Chambers, Ronald E. 

*Dunwoody, Kenneth 
*Green, Jack 
*Leavitt, Keith A. 

Leleaux, Richard A. 
Sutcliffe, Donald 

*Witford, Jeffrey A. 

9 YEARS 
Bivin, David D . 

*Broussard, Mi lton J. 
"Clark, E. Woody, III 
Cole, Patrick J . 
Di Francesco, Riccardo 
Goodman, David W . 
Hebberd, Harry C. 
Johnson, Enroth 

*Kolozs, Boyd 
*Lloyd, Guy 
MacRae, Hi lton 
Malin, Steve 

*Mootry , James W . 
*Pos ten, S. G . 
Richards, Alan 

*Small , Kenneth L. 

8 YEARS 
*Arndt, David E. 
*Bingham, Ronald D. 
*Bishop, Steve D . 
*Chun, Joong Hee 
Creel , Norman ]. 

*Cross, Marie 
Dorsey, Richard W. 

*Hadford, Jeff J. 
Hall , Cooper E. 
Hearon, V. P. 
Lonsdale, Geoffrey F. 
Renzetti , Mario 

*Schulstad, John L. 

7 YEARS 
Bishop, Edward J. 

*Blossom, Douglas F. 
Carabell a, Guido 
Chiabotto, Mariolina 
Curd, Jesse 
Durham, David P. 
Edwards, Anthony J . 
Eubanks, T . W., Jr. 

*Ferrari, Shirley M. 
Fish, Richard S. 
Gebauer, Klaus 
Hood, Gerald G. 
* Jakobs, Dietmar 
Kudrna, Antonin J. 

*Lind, Harry W. 
*Lindon, Elsie 
Massey, Derek L. 

McLean, Andrew 
Mitchell , Leslie 

*O 'Halloran, Eugene 
Rachal , Wi ll ard G. 
Risbud, Indu 
Rogers, Joe E. 
Snyder, Donald C. 
Stella, Giovanni 
Swaroop, Brahma N. 

*Will iams, Ronald D . 

6 YEARS 
Alberti, Edgardo 
Arena, Antonio 
Arvanitopoulos, A. M. 
Bickham, Ronnie N. 
Blair, Clare A. 
Bonini, Mariarosa 
Boone, William E. 
Cameron, Norman M. 
Cattoglio, Giuseppe 

*Chatoor, Winston J . 
Evans, John T. 
French, James B., III 
Giansante, Samuele 

*H andel , Arthur E. 
*Harris, Adrian R. 
*Heitkamp, Clifford H . 
*Isgrigg, Richard 0 . 

Ivanitz , John M. 
Jones, Daniel R. 

*Kingshott, D avid J. 
*Meitzen, Arthur L. 

Meyer, Loetta F. 
Moxley, Rosemary 
Parker, Marion L. 
Peduli, Claro 
Price, Ronaid W. 
Ranieri, Giuseppe 
Reed , Johnie L. 

*Reilly, Edward C. 
*Russell, Anthony 
Stringer, Jewel H. 
Swearingin, John T. 
Wiley, Jackie W. 

*Wright, Victor 

5 YEARS 
Appicciutoli, Antonio 
Appignani, Angelo 
Baker, Christopher G . 
Bernal, George A. 

*Boyko, Michael 
Bradberry, John H . 
Brettell, Murray W. 

*Brodrick, Bruce 
Brown, Kelvin J . 
Bruckshaw, Donald W . 
Chegwin, Robert A. 
De Pasquale, G iovanna 
Di Profio, Vando 
Di Sabatino, Emidio 

*Dondarini, Pier Francesco 
Edmonds, Roger D . 
Erik, Wendelin 

*Finch, John F. 
Gamboa, Gustavo 
Gonzales, Henry B. 
Henderson, Kenneth E. 

*Hofer, Daniel L. 
Iovoli , Alberto 

*Ironside, Edmund A. 
James, Gary 
Jovanovio, Marco 
Lavrati , Angelo 
Lee David Kwee Leong 
Lee'. Evelyn Y uit Mei 
Licata, G iuseppe 

*Marshall , Carolyn 
Meyer, Percy W. 

*Montuori, Gennaro 
Moser , Dan 
Price, Evan 

*Rosser, Richard A. 
*Rudolph, Fred 
Russell, John R. 
Sagrini, Mario 
Scherling, Michael D. 
Shaw, Bernard L. 

*Sheffer, John B. 
Stringer, Barbara S. 
Tan, Alice Siok Leng 
Trebotich, Steve 
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Though usually 
found near Wasco, 
California, Party V-6 
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as it ''beads for the 
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